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Abstract
This PhD thesis contains 3 major application areas all within an Intelligent Transporta-
tion System context.
The first problem we discuss considers models that make beneficial use of the large
amounts of data generated in the context of traffic systems. We use a Markov chain
model to do this, where important data can be taken into account in an aggregate form.
The Markovian model is simple and allows for fast computation, even on low end com-
puters, while at the same time allowing meaningful insight into a variety of traffic system
related issues. This allows us to both model and enable the control of aggregate, macro-
scopic features of traffic networks. We then discuss three application areas for this model:
the modelling of congestion, emissions, and the dissipation of energy in electric vehicles.
The second problem we discuss is the control of pollution emissions in fleets of hybrid
vehicles. We consider parallel hybrids that have two power units, an internal combustion
engine and an electric motor. We propose a scheme in which we can influence the mix
of the two engines in each car based on simple broadcast signals from a central infras-
tructure. The infrastructure monitors pollution levels and can thus make the vehicles
react to its changes. This leads to a context aware system that can be used to avoid pol-
lution peaks, yet does not restrict drivers unnecessarily. In this context we also discuss
technical constraints that have to be taken into account in the design of traffic control
algorithms that are of a microscopic nature, i.e. they affect the operation of individual
vehicles. We also investigate ideas on decentralised trading of emissions. The goal here
is to allocate the rights to pollute fairly among the fleet’s vehicles.
Lastly we discuss the usage of decentralised stochastic assignment strategies in traffic
applications. Systems are considered in which reservation schemes can not reliably be
provided or enforced and there is a significant delay between decisions and their effect. In
particular, our approach facilitates taking into account the feedback induced into traffic
systems by providing forecasts to large groups of users. This feedback can invalidate the
predictions if not modelled carefully. At the same time our proposed strategies are simple
rules that are easy to follow, easy to accept, and significantly improve the performance
of the systems under study. We apply this approach to three application areas, the as-
signment of electric vehicles to charging stations, the assignment of vehicles to parking
facilities, and the assignment of customers to bike sharing stations.
All discussed approaches are analysed using mathematical tools and validated through
extensive simulations.
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1. Introduction
Abstract : This chapter introduces the reader to some basic
issues in traffic systems and sets the context for the work reported
in this thesis. It also reviews the relevant literature.
1.1. The Effects of the Automobile
In 1886, the German engineer Karl Benz was granted a patent for the first combus-
tion driven vehicle. It was celebrated by many as a great environmental advance as it
seemed to be the solution to urban pollution. At the time, with most urban transport
being carried out using horses, pollution in the form of horse manure was a major issue
and health hazard [Morris, 2007]. Today, cars are everywhere. Delivery trucks play a
huge role in supply chains and enable easy door-to-door transport of goods. Cars have
enabled vital services to be delivered in very little time. For example, the ambulance
services in Germany share the common goal of reaching any patient within 10 minutes
of an emergency call. Motorised vehicles can not only be rented as taxis for transport at
our leisure, but most notably they are themselves affordable for many people and have
given us great personal freedom. Cars allow us to go wherever we want and whenever
we want to. However, the number of cars, especially in cities, has grown so large that
we have long since started to feel their negative effect. The most noticeable aspect of
this certainly is congestion. Queueing in cars and waiting for traffic jams to clear up has
become a natural daily routine for people living or working in a city.
However, congestion is not the only negative aspect of high traffic densities in cities. In
fact, five major issues can be identified, each of which adversely affects human health
and well-being.
1. Congestion is not only unpleasant to experience, but it is also a major inhibitor of
economic growth. [Dirks et al., 2010] reports that in the USA congestion causes
4.2 billion hours of wasted time annually and incurs a cost of 87 billion US Dollars,
when wasted fuel and lost productivity are taken into account. It is further reported
that Dublin holds a record in economic loss, with 4.1% of GDP lost to congestion
related causes.
2. Car-related safety issues, both for occupants and other road users, are also a major
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issue. Car accidents still account for a disproportionately high percentage of injury-
related mortality figures [Peden et al., 2002].
3. The contribution of transportation to greenhouse gas emissions is not sustainable
at its current levels [European Environment Agency, 2008]. In the European Union
(EU) transportation accounts for 20% of greenhouse gas emissions.
4. Perhaps the most compelling reason to reevaluate our concept of personal mobility
is the fact that the internal combustion engine (ICE) is extremely damaging to
human health [Friends of the Earth, 1999]. By-products of the combustion pro-
cess include: CO, NOx, SO, Ozone, Benzene, PM10, and PM25. All of these
adversely affect human health and are linked to lung disease, heart disease, and
certain forms of cancer [Friends of the Earth, 1999]. In a recent study conducted in
the US [Cone, 2008] it is claimed that problems with air-quality lead to three times
as many deaths as car accidents. Public discourse focuses mainly on greenhouse
gas emissions and on vehicle safety. The general public appears to fail to recognise
the damaging effects of the ICE on our health.
5. A special case of pollution is noise pollution. In cities, traffic is a significant con-
tributor to environmental noise. According to [Theakston, 2011] environmental
noise can be identified as increasing the risk factors of a variety of ailments, in-
cluding cardiovascular disease and sleep disturbance, and may be linked to tinnitus
and disruptions of child development, leading to cognitive impairment.
Governments and municipal authorities have already started to respond to the air-quality
issue. Car manufacturers are under constant legislative pressure to produce ever-cleaner
vehicles. Furthermore, cities in some countries ban certain vehicles from densely popu-
lated areas ( Umweltzonen) [Federal Republic of Germany, 2014], and sometimes speed
limits are adapted to respond to pollution peaks [City of Brussels, 2012]. In particular,
the concept of the Umweltzonen is widespread throughout Germany. Limits on partic-
ulate matter and other pollutants have been in effect in Germany and the EU for some
time. For example, in the EU, exposure to a yearly average of 40 micrograms per cubic
metre (µg/m3) and a daily average of 50 µg/m3 have been set for particulate matter
smaller than 10 micrometres (PM10). In Germany, Umweltzonen, or green zones, have
been introduced to ensure that these and other limits are met. Vehicles are issued with
permits according to their emission class. And access to low emission zones is restricted
to vehicles fitted with the proper permit. Going further in this direction, even stricter
measures are being planned; most notably, the ban of ICE driven vehicles from our cities
in the near future [BBC, 2011]. These measures are highly invasive and adversely affect
many drivers. Also, they may not always be necessary. Whether a polluting vehicle
should be allowed into a city should depend on the context, in this case its effect on
the air pollution levels. On the other hand these measures do not go far enough and
can potentially cause a negative feedback. Being awarded access to a green zone gives
drivers a feeling of being very environmentally friendly. This may encourage additional
16
trips leading to an increase in the number of journeys and thus pollution.
An intuitive approach to solve the congestion problem is to enable the road network to
allow higher throughput of cars by building new roads and adding lanes to existing roads.
However, increasing the capacities in existing traffic infrastructure is usually extremely
difficult and does not actually solve the problem. Using the words of the American
philosopher Lewis Mumford: “Adding highway lanes to deal with traffic congestion is
like loosening your belt to cure obesity.” In fact, adding new roads to an existing road
network can, under some circumstances, actually lead to an increase in congestion, see
for example the famous Braess’ paradox [Braess, 1968; Braess et al., 2005]. Hence, there
is a high demand for intelligent solutions.
A growing number of cities are currently engaging in attempts to encourage travellers
to use bicycles instead of personal vehicles and public transport. Part of this includes a
massive roll out of bike sharing schemes all over the world [Shaheen et al., 2010; Midg-
ley, 2011; Pucher and Buehler, 2012; Fishman et al., 2013], see for example Ve´lib’ in
Paris, Bicing in Barcelona, Capital Bikeshare in Washington, D.C. and Forever Bicycle
in Shanghai. A good overview can be gleaned from [DeMaio, 2009] and the references
therein. They are not only seen as an integral component in public transportation net-
works for alleviating congestion and curbing health problems related to low levels of
physical activity [Midgley, 2009; Murphy and Usher, 2013], but also as a fundamental
tool for combating urban pollution [Pucher et al., 2011]. They are also being suggested as
a step towards solving the last mile problem in intelligent transportation systems [Mack-
echnie, 2013; Pucher and Buehler, 2008]. The last mile problem is the challenge to close
the gap between a traveller’s origin or destination and public transport access points.
Dublinbikes is an example of a small, but fast growing bike sharing scheme. Since its
launch in 2009, the Dublin bikes have made over 6 million trips and are currently expand-
ing to 102 stations and 1500 bikes from originally 44 stations and 550 bikes [JCDecaux,
2013].
A further, very prominent and noticeable issue in many cities is parking. Finding a
parking space in a densely populated area is a non-trivial challenge. The lack of in-
stantaneous parking causes significant damage, both economically and environmentally.
People driving around, looking for free or cheap parking waste not only their own time,
but also consume road capacity, burn fuel, and produce toxic emissions, thus contribut-
ing significantly to the above mentioned problems, congestion, greenhouse gas emissions
and pollution. For example, in a small Los Angeles business district, cars cruising for
parking spaces burned 47,000 gallons of gasoline and produced 730 tons of carbon diox-
ide in the course of one year [Shoup, 2007]. It was also recently claimed that the average
car owner in Paris spends four years of his life searching for parking spaces [Elfrink, 2012].
The solutions to the above mentioned problems have to be context aware and collabora-
tive. Often in this context the word “smart” is used. Within the context of smart-cities
research [IBM, 2007; Hodgkinson, 2011], collaborative mobility is rapidly becoming one
17
of the main growth areas in applied and theoretical research. The topic is generat-
ing interest in a wide range of areas including computer science, electrical engineering,
applied mathematics, operations research, networking, as well as transportation engi-
neering. Many important things happened in the last years. Much progress has been
made in technologies related to communication networks, vehicles, and optimisation.
At the same time we have seen a significant spreading of smartphones. Most notably,
social attitudes to mobility have changed. Road networks in our cities are often hugely
inefficient and services and products related to smart mobility are expected to become
a multi-billion dollar industry over the next decade [Ezell, 2010]. Additionally, research
into traffic issues is strongly incentivised. Since 2008, the EU has allocated 1 billion euro
for the European Green Cars Initiative, which funds research projects with a focus on
traffic electrification and safety as well as traffic efficiency. Transport is also one of the
main research interests in the EU Framework Programme for Research and Innovation,
Horizon2020 [European Commission, 2014], in which a planned 80 billion euro are going
to be invested in research projects in the years 2014 to 2020.
1.2. New Technology
At this point it should be noted that traffic has been an active topic in research for a
long time. Recently, research in this area has made much headway. More importantly,
the last decade has seen an important convergence of technology. New vehicle classes
are available and have reached mass production state. This includes the electric vehicle
(EV), hybrid and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (HEV and PHEV) as well as electric
and hybrid buses and cargo delivery trucks. These vehicles carry a large number of sen-
sors, directed both at the vehicle itself and at the outside world. Another great advance
is taking place in the area of communication. The Global Positioning System (GPS)
enables vehicles to determine where they are with high accuracy. Cellular networks en-
able vehicles to communicate with infrastructure elements and other vehicles. It is an
ongoing effort to enable vehicles to directly talk to all vehicles and infrastructure nearby.
In addition, modern vehicles are equipped with computers that have significant process-
ing power. Often these technological advances are jointly referred to as Information
and Communications Technology (ICT), or in this context as the connected vehicle. All
this combined, puts us in a situation, where we have huge amounts of relevant data at
our disposal that can be collected and communicated in close to real time [Biem et al.,
2010]. This allows traffic researchers a completely new degree of freedom to use data
driven models and control strategies and glean better insight into the complex dynamics
of traffic networks.
These technological advances enable a number of new approaches to deal with traffic
network inefficiencies. With more accurate knowledge of the state of the traffic network,
and each actor in it, it is possible to make concise decisions aimed at optimising the
network performance. Further, vehicles can gather information and find solutions in a
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decentralised manner collaboratively with all nearby vehicles and supported by roadside
infrastructure. These new possibilities also raise several new research questions. New
models are needed which can handle the huge amounts of data generated by Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS). At the same time they need to take the specific charac-
teristics of the new vehicle types into account. For example, being stuck in congestion is
highly inefficient for ICE driven vehicles, but not so for EVs. On the other hand, power
consumption in EVs depends to a significant degree on the use of auxiliary systems such
as heating, while this is not the case for conventional vehicles. Driving uphill consumes
much energy in EVs, but some energy can usually be recovered when going downhill or
decelerating. To be useful, these models have to be both descriptive and enable control
strategies. We also need collaborative control algorithms that make use of the new tech-
nology and respect the specific constraints of ITS applications. These constraints will
be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
1.3. Related and Recent Work
At this point, many PhD theses in traffic give an extensive review of traffic models, see
for example [Zegeye, 2011; Chiguma, 2007]. Exhaustive reviews of traffic models can
be found in many places, for example [Hartenstein and Laberteaux, 2010; Hoogendoorn
and Bovy, 2001]. We do not repeat this exercise here. Instead we want to focus on the
recent advances enabled by the new technologies discussed above.
It should, however, be mentioned that in the past it was almost impossible to obtain real
time data about the state of traffic networks. Accordingly, traffic models necessarily had
to be very complex in the hope of achieving a high degree of accuracy. In particular, the
effect of a policy change on a traffic network is very hard to model. This significantly
reduces the predictive power and hence usefulness of models, see [Chatterjee, 1999]. A
good overview of traffic models can be found in [Hartenstein and Laberteaux, 2010;
Hoogendoorn and Bovy, 2001] and the references therein. [Hartenstein and Laberteaux,
2010] investigates traffic models with vehicular communication networks in mind, but it
also includes a comprehensive general discussion. We base the following brief discussion
on it.
Traffic models can be classified into three different classes regarding their resolution.
Microscopic traffic models explicitly consider the operation of individual vehicles, taking
into account things such as maximum speed, acceleration abilities, driver behaviour and
car following models, see for example [Krauß, 1998]. These models are very accurate,
yet come with a very high computational cost that renders these models unpractical for
very large networks or on-board computation. At the other end of the spectrum are
macroscopic models that focus on aggregate quantities, such as average speed, traffic
densities and so on. These models in general have good scaling behaviour but much
information about the precise system dynamics is lost. The third category, mesoscopic
models aims at bridging the two other model classes by modelling some aspects in an ag-
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gregate macroscopic manner and other with microscopic precision. Depending on which
approach is used, a number of technical tools are available for the models including
stochastic models such as the constant speed model [Fiore and Ha¨rri, 2008] and Markov
chain models of intersections [Alvarez et al., 2008], ordinary and partial differential equa-
tions, see [Piccoli and Garavello, 2006] for a microscopic approach and [Richards, 1956;
Lighthil and Whitham, 1955] for a macroscopic variant, and queueing models for contin-
uous time and continuous space models [Gavron, 1998], difference equations for discrete
time and continuous space models [Krauß, 1998], and for discrete time and discrete space
models cellular automata [Nagel and Schreckenberg, 1992].
All the above models are either extremely complicated and computationally complex or
yield limited insight into aspects of interest. The above described advent and conver-
gence of vehicular technologies, the connected vehicle, enables us to use much simpler
data driven models. These models can be recalculated at a high frequency using the
latest data measurements.
The advent of the connected vehicle has led to a surge of interest in the traffic area, both
in academia and industry. Major industrial initiatives in this area include [IBM, 2007;
Hodgkinson, 2011; Elfrink, 2012]. This is further supported by the growing public and
governmental awareness [European Commission, 2011] of the negative impact traffic has
on our quality of life, especially in urban areas.
Many topics are investigated in academia and industry that make use of the connected
vehicle. Many research projects aim at producing individual driver profiles and individ-
ual guidance for each driver. The goal is to learn what the individual driver’s behaviour
and preferences are and to suggest optimal personalised options. Projects in this area
include SMART-VEI [SMART-VEI Consortium, 2011], SUPERHUB [SUPERHUB Con-
sortium, 2014], ECONAV [ECONAV Consortium, 2014], ECODRIVER [ECODRIVER
Consortium, 2014].
Other projects take a higher level approach and aim at optimising social aspects of trans-
port. The goal is to optimise facets of the traffic network, for example, by encouraging
drivers to behave less selfishly. Often this is done in the context of multimodal trans-
port, where individual travellers are guided to use multiple modes of transportation,
depending on origin and destination, as well as real time information on each mode of
transport, see for example Enhanced WISETRIP [Enhanced WISETRIP Consortium,
2014], TEAM [TEAM Consortium, 2014], Mobility2.0 [Mobility2.0 Consortium, 2014],
REDUCTION [REDUCTION Consortium, 2014], see also [Botea et al., 2013].
In the context of inter-modality the bicycle is being promoted as an important and
powerful factor. BIKE INTERMODAL [BIKE INTERMODAL Consortium, 2013], for
example, aims at developing bikes that can be taken on-board other modes of trans-
port. In this context bike sharing also plays a large role. Although being increasingly
rolled out globally these systems suffer from a number of inefficiencies. [Chen et al.,
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2013] presents a forecast system to estimate the availability of bicycles at a given station
based on historic data. This forecast is intended to improve predictability and reliability
for the users. A fundamental problem of bike sharing systems is that their inventory
becomes unbalanced. To solve this, relocation trucks are being employed to balance the
inventory. Much research is carried out investigating optimal routing strategies for these
trucks. [Rainer-Harbach et al., 2013; Schuijbroekm et al., 2013] provide solutions to a
stationary rebalancing problem, where the desired and the actual number of available
bikes at each station are known and the routes of the trucks are optimised. In an exten-
sion to this, [Pfrommer et al., 2013] and [Fricker and Gast, 2013] propose to explicitly
take user actions into account to solve the dynamic relocation problem. [Pfrommer et al.,
2013] is one of the few publications in this area that consider user incentives in their
model. Here users are being paid if they deliver a bike to a particular station. Sharing
is a concept of growing popularity and is increasingly considered in ITS not only for
bikes. The idea of sharing cars and other vehicles has become common practise in recent
years. Car sharing has evolved from car-rental companies and privately organised or
geographically very limited sharing of vehicles to a fast growing and successful industry,
see for example [car2go Deutschland GmbH, 2014; DriveNow GmbH & Co. KG, 2014].
In these systems users can leave the car anywhere within a set area. The relocation of
the vehicles is an on-going research topic, see for example [Weikl and Bogenberger, 2012].
A significant number of research projects concentrate on investigating the new vehicle
types. Typical directions in research include dealing with the perceived and real disad-
vantages of EVs compared to conventional vehicles, see ECOGEM [EcoGem Consortium,
2014], ELVIRE [ELVIRE Consortium, 2014], EMERALD [Softeco Sismat S.r.l, 2014],
ICT4EVEU [ICT4EVEU Consortium, 2014], or the connection of EVs and PHEVs to
the smart grid, see Mobi.Europe [Mobi.Europe Consortium, 2014], MOBINCITY [MO-
BINCITY Consortium, 2014]. Recent publications in these areas include [King et al.,
2013; de Weerdt et al., 2013] for improving perception of the EVs and [Stu¨dli et al.,
2012b,a; Erol-Kantarci and Mouftah, 2010] for the smart grid integration.
A completely different approach is taken in [Knorn et al., 2011a], where it is proposed
to let fleets of PHEVs collaboratively control their aggregate emissions and their alloca-
tion in a completely decentralised way. Given large enough proportions of PHEVs, it is
possible to control emission levels by influencing the mix of the two motors.
A frequent argument in recent traffic publications is that humans and their tendency to
make selfish decisions have a negative impact on transport network performance. Hu-
mans make errors, unnecessary detours and often exhibit suboptimal driving behaviour.
Hence, another approach is to take the human factor out of the picture and use au-
tomation as far as possible, see for example [Go¨hring et al., 2013] and HAVEit [HAVEit
Consortium, 2014]. CARBOTRAF [CARBOTRAF Consortium, 2014] reduces the hu-
man factor by active traffic management, where properties of traffic networks, such as
speed limits, traffic light sequencing and access rules, can be adapted based on available
data.
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The growing traffic densities in many cities are problematic not only in terms of con-
gestion but increasingly also in regard to finding parking spaces. As mentioned above,
people looking for parking spaces in turn contribute to congestion and pollution. Parking
is also an issue for multi-modal transport if it takes personal vehicle use into account.
Some commercial tools to guide users to parking spaces are already available, for exam-
ple ParkNow [BMWi, 2014] and SFpark [SFMTA Municipal Transport Authority, 2014].
ParkatmyHouse [ParkatmyHouse, 2014] (now owned by BMW) is a commercial website
that aims at making more parking space available by getting private households to ad-
vertise vacancies. [Teodorovic´ and Lucic´, 2006; Geng and Cassandras, 2011] propose
a central reservation system for parking spots using complicated and computationally
expensive online optimisation algorithms. [Anderson and de Palma, 2004; Arnott, 2006;
Shoup, 2006] discuss the negative impact of free curbside parking. They claim that it in-
centivises drivers to cruise for a long time to find a free parking space. Different variants
of the usage of ICT in finding parking spaces are numerically investigated in [Kokolaki
et al., 2011]; it is indicated that a mix of centralised data usage and decentralised self-
organising strategies should be developed, as neither strategy is strictly superior to the
other.[Caliskan et al., 2006; Klappenecker et al., 2012] present and investigate a predic-
tion model for parking space availability in a single car park.
Electric vehicles require access to charging and parking. Finding a charging station at
their destination or along the route is made difficult by the relatively small number of
stations at the present time. Due to the limited range of these vehicles, the marginal cost
of expending energy to search for spaces may, in some cities, be prohibitively high. The
problem of finding charging stations is addressed, for example, in [Mariyasagayam and
Kobayashi, 2013]. In an extension to parking services, commercial tools are also available
that help with finding and reserving charging spots, for example ChargeNow [BMWi,
2014]. There is an important converse problem associated to this, namely the finding of
good locations for charging stations, given certain routes and demand for electric vehicles.
This can also be addressed as a joint optimisation problem, see for example [Worley et al.,
2012]. Here this problem is formulated for a fleet of vehicles that needs to rent a minimal
subset of all available charging stations in order to fulfil their obligations.
1.4. The Future of the Connected Vehicle and Contributions of
this Thesis
The availability of detailed and up-to-date data to traffic planners and fleet managers
enables many new and promising applications. The development of new accurate and
data driven models is the first step. Intelligent transport systems provide huge amounts
of data, but using this data well is challenging. Data handling has to scale well with
the size of the traffic network and the number of travellers. In particular, it would be
attractive if the resulting models can be handled by smartphones, to allow individual
travellers to investigate specific aspects of the road network taking into account their
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personal user profile and to enable distributed computation.
When it comes to the question of how to use ITS models to change and control aspects of
the system, many of the approaches discussed in Section 1.3 follow common arguments.
They alternate measurements and control decisions. This way, when unfavourable net-
work states start to emerge, measures can be initiated to counteract them. Such first
generation feedback control strategies are an important second step after the model
development. Feedback control is known to work well and to be easily implemented.
However these models ignore a different kind of feedback, which is very important when
dealing with systems that involve human decisions. Namely, they do not explicitly take
into account the effect ITS services will have on the travellers and their decisions. The
next generation of traffic models necessarily needs to integrate this feedback. They need
to be able to reliably predict the consequences of control actions. In this way they will
be much more efficient and allow for more targeted actions and faster convergence to
the desired operating state.
In practice this often depends on the way in which the available data is used. As we shall
discuss in greater detail in Chapter 8, giving users direct access to the available data
may in some situations actually lead to destructive feedback phenomena and a decrease
in performance. This paradoxical fact can be explained by the greedy behaviour humans
often exhibit. It is our goal to present a number of approaches to slightly adjust or guide
human behaviour to achieve performance improvements without adversely affecting the
travellers themselves. In doing this, we present a number of ways in which feedback
can be explicitly taken into account in traffic models. Our approaches span a number
of traffic related applications, covering assignment strategies for EV charging, parking
and bike sharing, cooperative emission control, and data driven Markov chain models
of urban traffic networks with applications to the modelling and control of congestion,
pollution and electric energy consumption.
A further challenge for future ITS applications is that cars have to be context aware.
They have to be able to gather information about their surrounding environment and
adapt their behaviour accordingly. Examples of desired behaviour include being quiet
in a noise-sensitive area, reduce emissions as far as possible if the surrounding pollution
level is high, and make full speed and acceleration abilities available only if the resulting
emissions can safely be added to the local environment. This has to be done in a smart
way, where dirty vehicles and less dirty vehicles agree on an allocation of the pollutants
that may be emitted that is both fair and respects the physical constraints of the vehi-
cles. In this context it should also be possible to avoid pollution in some parts of a road
network, for example close to schools, kindergartens and hospitals.
In this context, this thesis discusses three application areas. In Part I we discuss a
recently proposed Markov chain modelling approach for road networks. These models
treat a road network as a graph and deal with large amounts of data by aggregating
relevant information into transition probabilities. The arising Markov chain is computa-
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tionally easy to handle and many of its characteristic quantities give meaningful insight
into the road network dynamics. The fast computation makes this chain a powerful tool
for control applications as it makes it possible to predict the effect of regulatory changes
to the network.
In Part II we consider a collaborative control application, in which the switching be-
tween operating modes is influenced in a fleet of hybrid vehicles to control the aggregate
emissions. As we shall show, this can be implemented with simple broadcast signals
from a central infrastructure, without direct communication between vehicles or from
the vehicles to the infrastructure, and with minimal computational requirements. This
makes the implementation extremely simple and may also allow a certain degree of back-
ward compatibility with older technology. We further show how the additional use of
direct communication between vehicles allows us not only to control the emission level
but also to influence the share of emissions allocated to each vehicle. Vehicle-to-vehicle
communication enables us to implement notions of fairness into the framework.
In Part III we consider the allocation of cars to car parks. Parking guidance systems
provide information to users in order to facilitate smart decisions. We are interested in
studying the feedback introduced to this system by people changing their behaviour in
response to the provided information. We show how this feedback can lead to oscilla-
tions in the systems that decrease the performance. We present stochastic assignment
strategies that make better use of the available data and lead to higher efficiency in
the system. As we show, the same approach works also for the assignment of EVs to
charging stations and the assignment of customers to bike sharing stations.
1.5. Organisational Aspects
1.5.1. Joint Authorship
The work in Chapters 5 and 7 was conducted jointly with Florian Ha¨usler and Mahsa
Faizrahnemoon. My contribution was the initial formulation of the optimisation prob-
lem with individual utility functions, which was further developed in a joint effort.
Chapter 6 reports work conducted jointly with Florian Ha¨usler. While much of the
initial work and the main ideas were developed together, I concentrated on the devel-
opment, analysis and validation of the different control strategies and proof-of-concept
simulations.
Further, the balancing strategy for electric vehicles over available charging stations re-
ported in Chapters 8 and 9 was conducted jointly with Florian Ha¨usler. In this work
my contribution was the system performance analysis both mathematically and using
simulations.
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1.5.2. Validation
The models that we developed and investigated in this thesis are of a macroscopic char-
acter, in the sense that they concentrate on specific aspects of traffic that we want to
study and control. For validation we thus use a complementary microscopic traffic sim-
ulator, namely the Simulator of Urban Mobility [Krajzewicz et al., 2006] (Sumo). Sumo
is an open source tool and is licensed under the GNU General Public License. Sumo is
microscopic and takes into account many different phenomena such as maximum speed,
acceleration abilities, lane changing, traffic lights, right of way rules and car following.
The traffic model underlying Sumo is described in detail in [Krauß, 1998]. The main
features that we use in Sumo are the following: Road networks can be created by hand
or automatically and imported from other sources, such as OpenStreetMaps [OSM Con-
tributors, 2014]. Traffic can be specified by assigning routes to individual vehicles, by
choosing turning probabilities at each junction, or by using origins and destinations and
shortest path routing.
Parts of the work presented here was funded by SFI and TEAM, a large European
research project involving a number of industry partners such as FIAT, BMW, NOKIA,
VOLVO, INTEL and NEC. Some of the research has been conducted jointly with TU
Berlin and Fraunhofer FOKUS. All this combined allowed us to have many of our ideas
actually implemented. Most notably we have modified an actual HEV to showcase our
work presented in Chapter 6. This latter work was presented at an Irish Government
research event in Berlin in 2012.
1.5.3. Thesis Structure
In Part I we discuss a Markov chain model of an urban road network, that allows to
study a number of interesting properties of the network and further to control some
aspects by understanding the feedback mechanisms of potential decisions. In particular,
in Chapter 2 we discuss the state of the art of this model. We extend this work in
Chapter 3 and remove some of its assumptions. We then present a number of new
application areas to the Markov chain model in Chapter 4. In Part II we discuss an
emission control strategy for fleets of hybrid vehicles. To this end, in Chapter 5 we discuss
typical constraints arising from ITS applications and their implementation. In Chapter 6
we present the control strategy. This control strategy is extended in Chapter 7, where
also take into account fairness in the allocation of emissions to individual vehicles in the
fleet. In Part III, we study the effect of feedback in systems that provide information
to users in order to facilitate making smart decisions. We discuss a set of tools to study
such systems in Chapter 8 and a number of applications is given in Chapter 9. Finally
we conclude the thesis in Chapter 10, where we also discuss future research directions.
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Part I.
Macroscopic Large Scale Modelling
for Intelligent Transport System
Applications
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2. A Recently Proposed Markov Chain
Model for Road Network Dynamics
Abstract : In this chapter we discuss a recently proposed Markov
chain based approach to modelling urban traffic networks published
in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b]. The construction of the model and its
quantities of interest are discussed in detail as this is the base for
the original work presented in Chapters 3 and 4. We also discuss
a number of the model’s shortcomings that will be alleviated in
Chapter 3.
2.1. Introduction
The recent advances in traffic related technologies have lead to huge amounts of data
being available in close to real time. This enables new ways of modelling traffic using
data driven approaches. This also constitutes a challenge as new classes of models need
to be developed that can handle the potentially huge amount of data. In order to avail
of the advantages of data driven models, these models need to allow fast recomputation
of significant quantities. For decentralised and distributed applications in vehicles or
roadside infrastructure, these models possibly need to be able to be handled on rela-
tively small computers.
Among the many sources of data for ITS purposes are the following.
1. An increasing number of vehicles is equipped with devices capable of reliably es-
timating their exact location using, for example, the Global Positioning System.
Location data can also be gathered from a fleet of vehicles, such as buses and
other public transport vehicles. For example the 1000 buses in Dublin transmit
their GPS locations every 20 seconds [IBM, 2013].
2. Smartphones have reached a significant penetration level in the population. For
example [Smith, 2013] reports that 56% of all adults in the US have a smartphone
according to a 2013 poll. Smartphones can gather and communicate information
about traffic flows and much more as recent revelations about secret government
activities show.
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3. Many cities use induction loops and traffic cameras to count vehicles passing im-
portant points in the network. For example, in Dublin 800 road junctions are being
observed [Dublin City Council, 2011].
4. A lot of the data volume is caused by the scale of urban networks. Beijing for
example is expected to have 6 million cars registered by 2015 [Aizhu, 2013].
Handling these huge amounts of data is made even harder by the complicated dynamics
road networks exhibit. Driver behaviour, junction handling, and nonlinear relationships
between traffic densities and average travel speed are only some of factors that need to
be taken into account.
A possible solution to the data management problem that we believe to have great
potential is in aggregating data and using these aggregates to describe Markov chain
models. Markov chain models are a key technology in this context. Characteristics of
Markov chains are simple to compute and, if they are set up in the right way, they can
provide a high level of insight. The use of Markov chains to model a large-scale and
highly complicated dynamic system may at a first glance seem strange and overly op-
timistic. However, Markov chain models of highly complex dynamic systems have been
used extensively in the Mathematics and Engineering communities. To give the reader
a flavour of this prior work we now briefly describe two applications.
As a first example, we consider a problem from astrophysics; namely, that of a planar
circular restricted three-body problem. This is a special case of the three body problem
which has inspired many advances in dynamic systems. Here two of the three bodies
are assumed to have significantly more mass than the third and of these two bodies -
the lighter one - is orbiting the heavier one on a circular trajectory. The third body
is free to move around the state space and it is assumed to be without mass. The
movement of all three bodies is assumed to be restricted to a plane. We can imagine
this as a planet that has a moon on a circular orbit and the third body is an asteroid
whose motion is restricted to the plane in which the moons orbit lies. In [Koon et al.,
2000, 2002] the planar circular restricted three-body problem is analysed by partitioning
the state space into three regions: an interior and an exterior region with respect to
the moon, and a region close to the moon, where the asteroids motion is governed by
the moons gravitational force. The authors show that for any sequence of these regions
they can find a possible orbit of the asteroid that will move through the regions in the
given sequence. This is done by identifying a number of important system equilibria and
corresponding invariant manifolds. The existence of homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits
is discussed. Sequences of these orbits can be constructed such that solutions close to
these sequences visit the regions in the given order. This requires advanced methods
from dynamic systems theory. In [Dellnitz et al., 2005] it is shown how the results can
be refined using a much simpler approach using Markov chains.
Another example is what is known as the transfer operator approach to modelling dy-
namic systems. Given a Markov process on some state space and some probability distri-
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bution on it, the Frobenius-Perron operator determines the evolution of the probability
measure in time. Invariant measures of the system can be identified with eigenfunctions
of the Frobenius-Perron operator to the eigenvalue 1. In [Dellnitz and Junge, 1999] the
spectrum of the Frobenius-Perron operator is numerically approximated by analysing
the spectrum of discrete approximations to the Frobenius-Perron operator. This is suc-
cessfully applied to model the dynamics of complex bio molecules, see [Huisinga, 2001]
and [Schu¨tte and Huisinga, 2003]. The idea here is to cut the state space into a fi-
nite number of regions. The importance of these regions for the system dynamics can be
assessed by creating a Markov chain with the regions as states and to determine the tran-
sition probabilities one uses a transfer operator. This operator does not depend on the
choice of the partition. Moreover analysing the operators spectrum and the eigenspaces
for a certain range of eigenvalues yields information about almost invariant sets and
allows one to find a beneficial way of partitioning the state space. Almost invariant sets
are subsets of the state space where solutions stay for a long time and can often be
identified with important properties of the modelled system. Insight can be gained by
using a Markov chain that models these almost invariant sets and the transition rates
between them.
A very good and compact introduction to modelling complex dynamic systems as Markov
chains can be found in [Froyland, 2001]. Much information about ergodic systems is con-
tained in the distribution of a typical long trajectory, called the systems natural measure.
It is shown how this natural measure can be approximated using Markov chains.
In our specific case, traffic in an urban network is a highly complicated dynamical system
that can, more often than not, be accurately modelled only by using equally compli-
cated models. However, very often we are interested in aggregation effects (pollution,
congestion, travel times etc.). We believe that Markov chain models allow us to compute
important properties of traffic networks network with high accuracy and very high speed.
In this chapter we recapitulate the Markov chain based approach to modelling urban
traffic networks proposed in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b]. We discuss its abilities and de-
fects to set up the original work presented in Chapters 3 and 4. To this end it is helpful
to first review the definition and needed properties of time homogeneous Markov chains
on a finite state space and their connection to directed graphs. The definitions are stan-
dard and can be found in classic references like [Meyn and Tweedie, 2009] or, in a short
summary, given in [Langville and Meyer, 2006, Chapter 15]. More specific references
are given where necessary. Then we outline in detail the described modelling approach,
which we will use as a basis for the presentation of our own results and we briefly cover
the applications discussed in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b].
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2.1.1 some basic definitions considering
Markov chains are given and related quantities and their computation is discussed. In
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 the proposed model and its construction is described in detail and
applications that were suggest in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b] are discussed in Section 2.4.
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2.1.1. Basic Definitions
A Markov chain is a discrete time stochastic process, in which the transition probabil-
ities depend only on the state of the chain at the previous time step and not on the
past history of the process. In a time homogeneous Markov chain these probabilities are
further independent of time. Let us consider a Markov chain on n ∈ N states. For each
pair of states, i, j = 1, . . . , n, we denote by pij the probability of going from i to j in one
time step. As we consider only finite state Markov chains, the matrix P ∈ [0, 1]n×n of
elements pij together with the initial distribution vector fully describe the evolution of
the Markov chain for all times.
A graph is a set of states (or nodes) that can be connected by edges (or arcs). We will
only consider directed arcs here. Let us again consider a finite set of n nodes, then for
each pair i, j = 1, . . . , n an arc from node i to node j indicates that it is possible to make
a direct transition from state i to state j. The case i = j is not excluded; we call such
an arc a self-loop. It is possible to give a weight to each arc that corresponds to the cost
of using that edge. If the aggregate cost of all outgoing arcs of each node is normed to
1 then the costs can be interpreted as the probabilities of using the corresponding arcs
to leave the node.
There is a strong link between Markov chains with finite state space and graphs. States
of the chain can be associated with nodes in the graph and non-zero probabilities of
transition between two states in the chain can be associated with directed edges be-
tween the corresponding nodes with the given probability as a weight. Graphs can thus
be analysed using methods for Markov chains. An important property of a graph is
connectivity. A directed graph is called strongly connected if starting from any node
it is possible to reach any other node by following the arcs. Strong connectivity holds
if and only if the transition matrix of the corresponding Markov chain is irreducible.
Throughout this part of the thesis we shall assume that all considered Markov chain
transition matrices are irreducible. This allows us to apply the Perron-Frobenius theo-
rem, see for example [Horn and Johnson, 1990, Theorem 8.8.4], to ensure the existence
of an invariant measure pi with pi>P = pi>. In this situation, pi is entry-wise positive
and its entries sum to 1. We call pi the chain’s stationary distribution.
We now introduce some quantities related to Markov chains that will be useful for our
study, namely the mean first passage time and the Kemeny constant. These quantities
are related to random walks on a graph. A random walk on a graph is a discrete time
stochastic process S(k), k ≥ 0. Its state space is the nodes of the graph. Starting in
an initial node, the random walk in every time step follows one of the arcs leading out
of the node it is currently in, where each arc is picked randomly according to that arcs
probability. If S(0) = i, i.e. the walk starts in node i then the first time that the walk
reaches node j,
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min
k≥0
{k : S(k) = j}, (2.1)
is called the first passage time from i to j. Its expected value is called the mean first
passage time. If we denote by mij this mean first passage time from i to j, it has to
satisfy the following relationship. With probability Pij it takes exactly one step to move
from i to j and for k 6= j the first step takes the random walker from node i to node
k, from which it takes an expected time of mkj to reach node j. This can be formally
written as
mij = Pij +
∑
k 6=j
Pik(1 +mkj) (2.2)
= 1 +
∑
k 6=j
Pikmkj . (2.3)
and we will be using this equation later to compute mean first passage times.
A way to compute the mean first passage times arises from the study of the group inverse
of a matrix. A transition matrix P with 1 as a simple eigenvalue gives rise to a singular
matrix T = I − P (where the identity matrix I has appropriate dimensions) which is
known to have a group inverse T# . The group inverse is the unique matrix such that
TT# = T#T , TT#T = T# and T#TT# = T . More properties of group inverses and
their applications to Markov chains can be found in [Meyer, 1975]. The group inverse
T# contains important information on the Markov chain. For example, if we denote t#ij
as the ij entry of the matrix T#, then the mean first passage times can be computed
easily according to
mij =
t#jj − t#ij
pij
, i 6= j, (2.4)
where it is intended that mii = 0, i = 1 . . . , n. See for example [Choa and Meyer, 2001].
If the random walk starts in node i and randomly picks a destination node j with
probability according to the stationary distribution of the Markov chain, pi, we can
compute the expected number of steps to reach the destination according to
Ki =
n∑
j=1
pijmij . (2.5)
A well known, yet remarkable, result [Kemeny and Snell, 1960] is that the right hand
side of Equation (2.5) is in fact independent of i and thus K = Ki, the Kemeny constant,
is a global measure for the Markov chain. It can be interpreted as the expected duration
of an average trip. As such the Kemeny constant can be viewed as an efficiency indicator
for a network. For example, imagine two graphs with the same vertex set and that differ
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Figure 2.1.: Example of a primal graph of an urban traffic network.
only in their arcs, or even only in the weights of their arcs. If one of them has a smaller
Kemeny constant, it means that the average trip is shorter, which indicates that the arc
structure is more efficient. We will use the Kemeny constant several times to compare
similar networks and order them according to efficiency. If the transition matrix P has
eigenvalues λ1 = 1, λ2, . . . , λn then another way of computing K is (see [Levene and
Loizou, 2002]).
K =
n∑
j=2
1
1− λj . (2.6)
Equation (2.6) emphasises the fact that K is only related to the particular matrix P
and that it increases if one or more eigenvalues of P is real and close to 1. The Kemeny
constant is closely related to other well known quantities used in the study of graphs.
For example Ki + 1 is identical to the expected time to mixing, as defined in [Hunter,
2006].
2.2. Base Model
We now describe how a Markov chain can be used to model an urban road traffic net-
work. Graphs and Markov chains can be used quite naturally to do this. This approach
was first proposed in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b] and further developed in [Crisostomi
et al., 2011c] and [Crisostomi et al., 2011a]. The base chain, which we describe first, is
the simplest version of the chain and describes the transitions of vehicles between road
segments, i.e., the probability with which a car driving along a particular road will drive
onto each of the possible next roads.
Before deriving the Markov chain a directed graph associated with the road network
is described. The Markov chain model describes a random walk on this graph. It can
be argued that this model gives interesting insight into properties of the road network.
Real cars, clearly, do not perform random walks and the model must be understood as
a tool to derive network properties, not as a representation of actual traffic dynamics.
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Figure 2.2.: The dual graph corresponding to the graph shown in Figure 2.1.
The graph corresponding to the road network is constructed in the following way. Each
intersection in the road network is a node in our graph and there is an edge between
two nodes if there is a road segment that connects the two corresponding intersections.
An example of such a graph can be found in Figure 2.1, where junctions A,B,. . . ,G are
connected by road segments. For instance, the road segment AB is the road that allows
a car to go from A to B, and is different from BA which goes from B to A. We will call
this the primal graph and we now describe the dual graph. In the dual graph the nodes
are the edges from the primal graph, (i.e., the road segments of the traffic network), and
there is an edge between two nodes if it is possible to make a direct transition between
the corresponding road segments. The dual graph corresponding to Figure 2.1 can be
found in Figure 2.2. It can be noted that dual graphs carry more information than
primal graphs. For instance, we can see from Figure 2.2 that cars are not allowed to
perform u-turns at junction D, while the same information can not be recovered from
the primal graph. The weights for the edges in the dual graph are given by the turning
probabilities. In the following, we are interested in the Markov chain that corresponds
to the dual graph.
The following argument motivates the use of a Markov chain in this context. It is clear
that cars entering a road segment have to leave it again eventually. Consequently, we
have asymptotic flow conservation (i.e., the long-run fraction of cars entering the road
has to equal the fraction of cars leaving again). If we use pi ∈ Rn+ to denote the long-run
distribution of cars within the road network, and pij ≥ 0 to denote the probability of
going from road i to road j, then
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n∑
j=1
pijpji︸ ︷︷ ︸
fraction of cars entering road i
=
n∑
k=1
piipik︸ ︷︷ ︸
fraction of cars leaving road i
= pii
n∑
k=1
pik = pii︸︷︷︸
fraction of cars in road i
, (2.7)
where we consider the cars remaining in road i after one time step as cars leaving and
re-entering road i. In matrix form Equation (2.7) translates into pi>P = pi>, where
P = [pij ]. This is exactly the relation describing the stationary distribution that we
also get from the Markov chain as described above. The approach is further justified
experimentally using Sumo in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b]. The base model presented in
this section describes the redistribution of a fixed number of items between nodes over
time. This is a very useful tool. However, the necessary assumption of local (per street)
flow conservation is a weakness in the construction of this model. It is a reasonable
assumption if the model considers traffic over the course of a full day, however it does
not necessarily hold on smaller time scales. An intuitive example of this is commuter
traffic, which constitutes a significant part of the total traffic in cities. Clearly, in the
mornings more cars leave residential parts of the city than arrive while the opposite is
true in the evenings. The traffic flow and the performance of the network may be quite
different at different times of the day making it interesting to consider periods that are
shorter than the full day. As we shall see, this behaviour can be incorporated into the
model. This issue was not discussed in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b] and we will relax the
assumption of local flow conservation in Chapter 3.
2.3. Multi-Variate and Derivative Models
The base chain as defined above describes the probability of making a transition from one
road segment to another in one step. It contains no concept of time that is required to
travel, or pollutants that are released, or energy that an electric vehicle requires to travel
along its path. In this section we describe how to derive meaningful models from this
base chain. In [Crisostomi et al., 2011b] this was proposed in the context of travel time
modelling, however following the same approach it is possible to modify the base chain to
take into account other features. For example it is possible to describe the probability of
transition per unit of time (giving a congestion chain), per unit of pollution (giving a pol-
lution chain), and per unit of energy consumption (giving an energy consumption chain).
The base chain is modified by inserting diagonal entries to the transition matrix P
introduced in the previous section, and by scaling the off-diagonal entries appropriately.
The diagonal entries are used in our model to account for several factors such as the
length of the road, speed limits, road inclination, priority rules, traffic lights, traffic
congestion and other non-trivial factors. We use some or all of these factors to compute
a cost that has to be paid in order to traverse each road segment. In particular, assume
that a cost of wi > 0 is required on average to pass through state i, where it is assumed
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Table 2.1.: Interpretation of some Markov chain quantities of interest in the congestion
application
Quantity / Markov chain Congestion chain
Perron Eigenvector (dual) Vehicular density in the network
Mean First Passage Times Average travel times for a pair of origin/destination
Kemeny constant Average travel time for a random trip
Perron Eigenvector (primal) Congested junctions in the network
that miniwi = 1 otherwise all weights can be scaled by dividing by miniwi. Then the
diagonal entries of the transition matrix of the derivative chain are
Qi,i =
wi − 1
wi
, (2.8)
where in the originally proposed framework wi was choosen to be the average travel time
of vehicles along road segment i.The off-diagonal entries, Qij , j 6= i are computed via
Qi,j = (1−Qi,i)Pi,j . (2.9)
According to the way the diagonal entries are chosen, the expected time the random walk
spends in each road segment coincides with the average travel time wi, i = 1, . . . , n. See
for instance [Crisostomi et al., 2011b, Appendix] for a motivation for this construction
and a description how this was derived. The matrix Q is again row-stochastic and the
ratios between the off-diagonal terms in each row are the same as in the initial transition
matrix P .
The computation of the diagonal entries (with a possible scaling beforehand) in the
derivative transition matrix suggest a special meaning to the number 1 in Equation (2.8).
However it is not specified how time is measured exactly. Time could be measured in
minutes or seconds or in multiples of 7 seconds. It was an oversight of this work that
the effect of choosing this base unit, or step size of the chain was not investigated. We
rectify this in Chapter 3.
Perhaps the most attractive feature of the proposed paradigm is that typical Markov
chain quantities of interest have a straightforward interpretation in the applications. For
the congestion chain this is summarised in Table 2.1.
As will be further discussed in Chapter 4, the base chain, built only with information
about the turning probabilities, can be used as a starting point for different applications.
The distinguishing feature is the choice of diagonal entries in the matrix Q, i.e. the choice
of the weights w1, . . . , wn. It is important to note that the construction of matrix Q is
well defined only for strictly positive values wi, i = 1, . . . , n. In some applications this
assumption is not true. For example, in the context of energy consumption in electric
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vehicles negative costs occur quite naturally. This will be further discussed in Chapter 4.
It is possible to generalise the construction of the Markov chain transition matrix Q to
allow that some weights are negative. This generalisation is presented in Chapter 3.
2.4. Congestion Chain Applications
A number of interesting applications of the Markov chain framework in the context of
travel time modelling have been proposed in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b]. In this section
we briefly mention them. Some of these applications have inspired approaches in the
context of pollution and energy consumption modelling.
As part of verifying the utility of the Markov chain model using simulations it is first
shown that the stationary distribution of the Markov chain corresponds to the density
of vehicles measured from simulations. Later it is suggested that the stationary dis-
tribution can be used to find traffic light sequences that achieve certain goals, such as
the reduction of congestion on individual road segments. To this end the authors fur-
ther derive formulas to compute the changes in the stationary distribution caused by
changes in the value of a given weight wi. One particularly useful fact is that the eigen-
vector of Q that corresponds to the eigenvalue with the second largest absolute value
makes it possible to partition the road network into sub-communities with most of their
traffic remaining inside the community and comparably little traffic that transitions be-
tween sub-communities. This knowledge is valuable for many applications. Using this
eigenvector in this way is a well known technique in spectral graph clustering, see for
example [von Luxburg, 2007]. However, most of the available results and techniques in
this context hold only for undirected graphs. Information about travelling clusters in
traffic networks are not easily obtained from other traffic models or even simulations.
Further the intuition that mean first passage times obtained from this model are a good
measure for average travel times is validated using simulations. And it is suggested that
the mean first passage times can be used to develop new routing algorithms that min-
imise mean first passage times instead of the more conventional approach to minimise
travel time. In this context it is also mentioned that a simple transformation of the
weights wi, i = 1, . . . , n can be used to change the model from a congestion chain to an
emissions chain, yielding a routing strategy that minimises expected pollution outputs.
This is the starting point for parts of the work presented in Chapter 4. The last Markov
chain related quantity discussed is the Kemeny constant. It is shown that the Kemeny
constant is to some degree a measure for the efficiency of a road network. The authors
discuss and show via an example that removing different road segments and computing
the Kemeny constant of the remaining network enables identification of road segments
that have a significant negative impact on the network. It is further described how for
a given road network turning probabilities can be found so that the network has the
minimal possible Kemeny constant. Even though it may not be possible to influence all
vehicles to follow prescribed turning possibilities, it yields an important benchmark for
all network optimisation applications. To this end a method is described to immediately
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see if the reduction of any given entry of the transition matrix Q has a positive effect on
the Kemeny constant.
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3. Extensions to the Markov Chain Model
Abstract : The work presented in this chapter builds on the work
published in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b].We extend their work in
several important and interesting aspects. The main contribution
of this chapter is to remove a number of strong assumptions and
to further develop the analytic tools to study Markov chain mod-
els. The work reported here was conducted jointly with Emanuele
Crisostomi, Stephen Kirkland, and Robert Shorten and was pub-
lished in [Schlote et al., 2011; Crisostomi et al., 2011a,c; Schlote
et al., 2012a,b].
In this chapter we present a number of theoretical extensions to the modelling framework
suggested in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b]. These extensions are in three areas. At first we
discuss the role of the step size in the model and show that changes in the step size do not
affect the results of the model. Then we discuss the flow conservation assumptions made
in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b]. The authors assume that vehicles that enter a road segment
must also leave the road segment again, which is not necessarily true on time scales of
interest. We show that they can be replaced with more reasonable assumptions. In a
third step we extend the framework to be able to handle the existence of negative costs
for some road segments, which arises quite naturally in the study of electric vehicles.
3.1. Step Size
Discrete time models describe the evolution of a system at distinct points in time. When
they are applied to continuous time systems, a choice needs to be made as to what these
distinct points in time are. In the Markov chain model discussed in this chapter we
consider the time instants to be equidistant and we call the time between two consecutive
instants the step size. Depending on the specific discrete time model used it is possible
that the step size choice has an influence on characteristics of the model. As noted in
Chapter 2 there was no discussion of the effect of the choice of step size on the Markov
model. We now rectify this. To this end, let costs of wi > 0 be required on average to
pass through state i be given. We can generalise the construction of the diagonal entry
of the Markov chain transition matrix defined in Equation (2.8) in the following way.
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Let the i′th diagonal entry be equal to w˜i, with
w˜i =
wi − α
wi
, (3.1)
where we now choose 0 < α ≤ miniwi. This coincides with the originally proposed
construction in the case that α = miniwi = 1. The parameter α corresponds to the
cost associated with one step of the Markov chain; we call α our step size. The step size
cannot be larger than the minimum cost associated with a road segment as it would be
possible to make a transition between states that are connected via a low cost street but
not directly in one time step. This would in turn cause additional edges in the network
graph that do not correspond to physically possible connections.
Let us denote by W and D the diagonal matrices W = diag (w1, . . . , wn) and D =
diag (w˜1, . . . , w˜n) respectively. The derivative Markov chain transition matrix Q as de-
fined in Equations (2.8) and (2.9) in its extended version with arbitrary step size can
equivalently be obtained by
Q = (I −D)P +D (3.2)
where I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions. The following identities hold.
D = I − αW−1 (3.3)
Q = I + αW−1(P − I). (3.4)
We now state a lemma describing the relationship between the left Perron eigenvectors
of P and Q. It yields an alternative way of computing the left Perron eigenvector of Q
and is a rigorous presentation of an observation from [Crisostomi et al., 2011b].
Lemma 3.1. Let P be irreducible and let pi> be the left Perron eigenvector of P , then
(Wpi)> is the left Perron eigenvector of Q.
Proof. Q has a left Perron eigenvector as it is non-negative and has the same sign
structure as P off the diagonal and is thus irreducible. The claim is then proved using
Equations (3.3) and (3.4) and the following.
(Wpi)>Q = (Wpi)>(I + αW−1(P − I))
= pi>W> + αpi>W>W−1P − αpi>W>W−1
= (Wpi)>.
Next, we give a result describing the dependence of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
Q on the step size α of the chain. To ease exposition, we give α as an argument whenever
a quantity depends on α, for example we treat Q as a a function on α
Q(α) = I + αW−1(P − I) (3.5)
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We show that all generalised eigenvectors of Q are independent of the step size α, but
the corresponding eigenvalues are not.
Lemma 3.2. Let α1, α2 be positive step sizes. Then any right (or left) (generalised)
eigenvector x of Q(α1) is also a right (or left) (generalised) eigenvector of Q(α2), and vice
versa. Further, for a common right (or left) (generalised) eigenvector the corresponding
eigenvalues, λ(Q(α1)) and λ(Q(α2)), are related as
λ(Q(α1))− 1
α1
=
λ(Q(α2))− 1
α2
. (3.6)
Proof. The proof is based on the special form of Q(α), namely Q(α) = αW−1(P −I)+I.
Each of Q(α), Q(α) − I and 1α(Q(α) − I) has a common (right or left) Jordan basis.
As 1α(Q(α) − I) = W−1(P − I) is independent of α, we see that any right or left
Jordan basis for Q(α1) is also a right or left Jordan basis for Q(α2). This proves the
claim on the eigenvectors. Further, note that if x is a right eigenvector for Q(α1) with
eigenvalue λ(Q(α1)), then x is also a right eigenvector for
1
α1
(Q(α1)− I) with eigenvalue
λ(Q(α1))−1
α1
; it now follows that x is also a right eigenvector for 1α2 (Q(α2) − I) with
eigenvalue λ(Q(α2))−1α2 , and hence that
λ(Q(α1))−1
α1
= λ(Q(α2))−1α2 .
So far we analysed how eigenvalues and eigenvectors behave as we change the chain’s
step size α > 0. A natural question to ask is whether the Markov chain itself is well
behaved when the step size approaches 0 as a limit. By this we mean that one step at a
given step size or two steps at half the step size and so on should yield the same result.
For completeness we now end this section by giving a result that answers this question.
To this end let A = W−1(P − (I)), with this definition we obtain Q(α) = I +αA. In the
following theorem we denote by exp(·) the matrix exponential function.
Theorem 3.3. The limit limk→∞Q(αk )
k, where k ∈ N, exists and is equal to exp(αA).
Proof. We know from Lemma 3.2 that the generalised eigenvectors of Q(α) are inde-
pendent of α > 0. Thus all matrices Q(α) and A are simultaneously similar to their
respective Jordan canonical forms. Let J = S−1AS be the Jordan form of A. Then
(
Q
(α
k
))k
=
(
I +
α
k
A
)k
=
(
I +
α
k
SJS−1
)k
= S
(
I +
α
k
J
)k
S−1 (3.7)
By considering each individual Jordan block, it can be seen that
lim
k→∞
(
I +
α
k
J
)k
= exp(αJ). (3.8)
And hence limk→∞
(
Q
(
α
k
))k
= S exp(αJ)S−1 = exp(αA).
Comment : This result is important to show consistency of our approach. We now also
have a way of deriving a continuous time Markov process. Further its density matrix is
αA, which is readily computable from the turning probabilities and the weight matrix W .
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3.2. Alternative Flow Conservation Assumptions
As we have already mentioned, a basic problem in the model [Crisostomi et al., 2011b]
is that the flow conservation assumptions made to derive the model are not realistic.
While it is relatively straightforward to overcome the limitations imposed by these as-
sumptions, it is an oversight in the work described in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b], that
these limitations are neither discussed nor resolved there. However these assumptions
are widely used in traffic modelling. This is especially true for flow based methods and
these assumptions underlie many fluid models [Hartenstein and Laberteaux, 2010]. It
should be noted that this assumption is realistic in highway networks [Baskar et al., 2011]
or single junctions [Piccoli and Garavello, 2006; Moya and Poznyak, 2009], but can not
be generalised to an urban network level. We now rectify this matter by describing a
basic modification to the Markov chain that resolves these issues.
The assumption of local flow conservation is too restrictive in real traffic networks. For
example, in the morning there will be much traffic from residential areas to commercial
areas, so that from a network point of view residential areas function as sources of vehi-
cles while commercial areas are sinks for the vehicles. Other conservation assumptions
are more reasonable. For example, it is reasonable to consider the total amount of cars
in a city as being constant, or to assume that as one car enters the extra state, another
car (”somewhere”) starts a journey. Consequently, there are at least two methods of
overcoming the limitations of the model in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b]. We now present
these two modifications. Afterwards, we show that both approaches give equivalent re-
sults in terms of the stationary distribution.
Motivated by the work underpinning the PageRank [Page et al., 1999] algorithm, for the
first approach we require that when a car reaches its destination, somewhere else a new
car starts its journey. This gives our model two additional degrees of freedom. For each
road segment we have a probability that a car will leave or enter the road network at
this segment. This allows to model a large number of scenarios. We will refer to this
approach as the teleportation approach, following the convention from [Page et al., 1999].
The second approach is inspired by the theory of semi-open Jackson networks [Chen
and Yao, 2001]. In closed Jackson networks the number of customers is constant. This
class of networks yields comprehensive product form stationary distributions and their
behaviour is thus easy to describe. In semi-open Jackson networks the number of cus-
tomers is bounded from above. To recover the results from the closed case, an extra
queue is added to which all customers go that previously left the network and all newly
arriving customers come from this queue. This extra state represents users that have
departed to the outside world. While the number of customers in the extended network
is constant, the number of customers which is in the original network is variable but
bounded. We apply the same strategy to our road network model. We add an extra
state that is connected to all other road segments. We consider a car that finishes its
journey to transition to the extra state. With the probabilities of going to the extra
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state from each road segment and of going to each road segment from the extra state
we have here the same parameters as in the teleportation approach, but at the cost of
having an extra state we gain the possibility of influencing the time cars spend outside
the network. Note that we can also include cars physically leaving the considered road
network (for example by leaving the city) into this framework.
We now present the technical details of how transition matrices for our Markov chain
corresponding to the two approaches can be obtained. We will then show that the re-
spective stationary distributions are equivalent and independent of the weight of the
self-loop of the extra state.
Let R = [rij ] ∈ Rn×n be the matrix counting transitions between streets, p ∈ Rn the
vector that counts the number of times each road segment is the origin of a route, and
q ∈ Rn the vector that counts the number of times each road segment is the destination
of a route. We will throughout this section assume that neither p nor q is the zero vector
and that R is an irreducible matrix. Let p˜ = p‖p‖1 .
For the teleportation approach let
U˜ = R+ qp˜>. (3.9)
We now make this matrix row stochastic by scaling it in the following way
U = FU˜, (3.10)
where F = diag (f1, . . . , fn) with
fi =
 n∑
j=1
rij + qi
 n∑
j=1
p˜j
−1 =
 n∑
j=1
rij + qi
−1 . (3.11)
U is row stochastic and describes the transitions in the chain without the extra state.
Now we describe the transition matrix for the extra state Markov chain. Let c be a
positive number that we may later use to influence the dwell time in the extra state and
let
V˜ =
[
R q
p> c
]
. (3.12)
We now make this row stochastic by
V = GV˜ , (3.13)
where G = diag (g1, . . . , gn+1) with
gi =
 n∑
j=1
rij + qi
−1 (3.14)
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for i = 1, . . . , n and gn+1 = (c+
∑n
j=1 pj)
−1 and thus
G =
[
F 0
0 (
∑n
j=1 pj)
−1
]
. (3.15)
V is row stochastic and describes the transitions in our chain with the extra node.
The following lemma explains in which sense the two approaches yield equivalent sta-
tionary distributions; it is a consequence of a well known result presented in [Meyer,
1989].
Lemma 3.4. Let xT be the stationary distribution of V , with x =
(
x˜
xn+1
)
. Then
1
1−xn+1 x˜
T is the stationary distribution of U .
Proof. We have x> = x>V and from this we obtain the two equations
xn+1 = x˜
>Fq +
cxn+1
c+
∑n
j=1 pj
(3.16)
and
x˜> = x˜>FR+ xn+1
p>
c+
∑n
j=1 pj
. (3.17)
Solving Equation (3.16) for xn+1 and substituting in Equation (3.17) yields
x˜> = x˜>FR+
(
x˜>Fq
1− c
c+
∑n
j=1 pj
)
p>
c+
∑n
j=1 pj
= x˜>
(
FR+ Fqp˜>
)
= x˜>U.
Normalising with respect to the one-norm we obtain that 11−xn+1 x˜
> is the left Perron
vector of U .
The Markov chain with transition matrix U is useful for modelling mobility patterns in
the network. In particular, the vectors p and q can be used to model time-dependent di-
rectionality. For example, in the morning more cars leave the network in the city centre
whereas in the evening the opposite is true.
The Markov chain with transition matrix V is useful when in addition one wishes to
regulate the number of cars in the extra state. Encouraging people to use their cars
instead of other modes of transportation could be sensible in the following two situations
for example. Either when the public transportation network is operating above its
capacity, or - if a significant part of the vehicles are electric vehicles or plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles - the load on the public power grid is too high.
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3.3. Networks with Negative and Positive Weights
In Section 2.3 a diagonal matrix D was used to transform the basic Markov chain P
into a new Markov chain Q, whose step unit can be different from the unit of time (e.g.,
can be a unit of energy). This was done in Equation (3.2), which we recall here for
convenience:
Q = (I −D)P +D. (3.18)
One of the new application areas of the Markov chain model discussed in this thesis is
the modelling of energy consumption in electric vehicles, see Section 4.2. In the case of
electric vehicles, the mechanism of regenerative braking can cause non-positive entries
in the diagonal matrix W . The matrix D is constructed using the elements of W , see
Equation (3.1). However, for the construction it is assumed that W is a positive diagonal
matrix. If one were to follow the construction anyway, negative entries would appear
on the diagonal of W . This would imply that Q is not a transition matrix of a Markov
chain. Q might not be non-negative and row sums could be different from 1, so standard
methods to analyse Markov chains would not apply. We note that Lemma 3.1 would
still holds in the sense that even if we allow negative entries in the diagonal matrix W
then for all step sizes α > 0, such that D is non-singular, the vector (Wx)> is still a left
eigenvector of the matrix Q as defined in Equation (3.18) to the eigenvalue 1. However
the matrix Q and its eigenvectors do not seem to have a straightforward interpretation as
in the case of all positive weights. In order to apply our previously developed theory and
recover some of our analytic tools, we will generalise the construction of the derivative
chain. To do this we make only the assumption that the energy required to travel along
a road i can not be exactly zero.
To this end, we first define an intermediate Markov chain whose step unit is a unit of
energy exchanged between the vehicle and the road network, regardless of whether the
unit of energy was spent or gained (thanks to regenerative braking). To do this we
define W˜ to be the diagonal matrix that contains the absolute values of all weights,
W˜ = diag (|w1| , . . . , |wn|). Accordingly we define D˜ = I − αW˜−1, where now 0 < α ≤
mini |wi|. We then obtain the transition matrix Q˜ = [q˜ij ] of the intermediate chain from
Q˜ = (I − D˜)P + D˜. (3.19)
We are interested in storing memory of the sign of energy exchange (i.e., to compute
the actual energy required to travel a given route). We assume that transitions between
streets occur at the end of the energy step. Hence, the gain or loss of energy while
driving along road segment i is independent of the choice of the next road segment j.
With this assumption in place, we introduce the notation σi to indicate the sign of the
change in energy transferred from the vehicle to the network. That is, σi = 1 if the
vehicle loses energy driving along road i, and σi = −1 if the vehicle gains energy driving
along road i.
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As the quantity of interest is energy instead of time, we use the term mean first passage
energy (MFPE) instead of mean first passage time in this context. We use the interme-
diate Markov chain to calculate a generalised version of MFPE (generalised to include
possible negative values), following and extending the approach of [Grinstead and Snell,
2003]: For j 6= i, to calculate mij , the MFPE from i to j, we observe that in going from i
to j we make a direct transition with probability q˜ij and spend σi units of energy. With
probability q˜ik we make a transition to k 6= j where we again spend σi units of energy
to get to k, in addition the expected energy required to get from k to j is equal to mkj .
Thus for j 6= i
mij = q˜ijσi +
∑
k 6=j
q˜ik(mkj + σi)
=
∑
k 6=j
q˜ikmkj +
n∑
k=1
q˜ikσi
=
∑
k 6=j
q˜ikmkj + σi. (3.20)
For any fixed j = 1 . . . , n we can write this in vector form
m(j) = Q˜(j)m(j) + σ(j), (3.21)
where m(j) =
(
m1j ,m2j , . . . ,m(j−1)j ,m(j+1)j , . . . ,mnj
)>
and equivalently σ(j) is the
vector of all σi for i 6= j and Q˜(j) is the matrix Q˜ where we have eliminated the j′th row
and column. Now we can calculate mij for all i 6= j using the formula
m(j) = (I − Q˜(j))−1σ(j), (3.22)
where we use the fact that (I − Q˜) is a singular, irreducible M-matrix and according to
[Berman and Plemmons, 1994, Chapter 6, Theorem 4.16] each of its principal submatri-
ces is invertible.
Comment : Note that Equation (3.22) is identical to a standard formula for calculating
mean first passage times in the case of positive weights only. As we have shown it still
works if we have negative weights in the chain.
As in the case of positive weights we are interested in the Kemeny constant as a global ef-
ficiency measure, but if we introduce negative weights in our graph, the Kemeny constant
as defined in Equation (2.5) is no longer independent of the starting node i. However
we can generalise the notion of the Kemeny constant in the following way. Let pi be the
left Perron eigenvector of Q˜ and let
K =
∑
i=1,...,n
piiKi =
∑
i=1,...,n
pii
∑
j 6=i
pijmij . (3.23)
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Then K coincides with the Kemeny constant as defined in Equation (2.5) in the case
where all weights are positive. The generalised Kemeny constant can be interpreted as
the expected number of steps of a random walk between a random origin and a random
destination, where both origin and destination are picked with probability according to
the stationary distribution.
In the spirit of Lemma 3.2, the following lemma shows that generalised mean first passage
energies and the generalised Kemeny constant scale linearly with the step size.
Lemma 3.5. For given step sizes α1, α2 > 0 and for all i, j = 1, . . . , n the following
equalities hold.
α1mij(α1) = α2mij(α2) (3.24)
α1K(α1) = α2K(α2). (3.25)
Proof. From Equation (3.22) we have
m(j)(α1) =
(
I − Q˜(j)(α1)
)−1
σ(j) =
(
−α1W˜−1(P − I)
)−1
(j)
σ(j)
=
α2
α1
(
−α2W˜−1 (P − I)
)−1
(j)
σ(j) =
α2
α1
m(j)(α2), (3.26)
where again by (−α1W˜−1(P − I))(j) we denote the matrix (−α1W˜−1(P − I)) where
we have eliminated the j′th row and column. The claim about the generalised Kemeny
constant now follows directly from its definition, Equation (3.23).
As further explained in the remainder of this section, W represents a diagonal matrix
of appropriate weights that accounts for the average quantity of interest that is spent
or released along each road segment. We use W to transform the basic Markov chain
described by the transition matrix P to a new chain with transition matrix Q. This has
previously been done in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b] in the context of a model taking travel
time into account, yielding a congestion chain.
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4. Applications for the Markov Chain
Traffic Model
Abstract : In this chapter we discuss a number of novel applica-
tion areas to the traffic modelling framework suggested in [Crisos-
tomi et al., 2011b]. It is joint work with Emanuele Crisos-
tomi, Stephen Kirkland, and Robert Shorten and was published
in [Schlote et al., 2011; Crisostomi et al., 2011a,c; Schlote et al.,
2012a,b]. In particular, we apply the framework to model traffic
induced pollution and to model the consumption of battery power
in electric vehicles.
4.1. Pollution Chain
In this section we change the unit of the Markov chain model to represent the emission of
pollutants. The resulting congestion chain can be interpreted to describe the probability
of a vehicle going on to the next road segment along its route after spending one unit
of pollutant on its current road segment. Thus, the chain does not take into account
the dynamics of vehicles over time. In this context, it is very important to bear in mind
that the Markov chain model in general is not a representation of actual dynamics of
vehicles but rather a tool that allows to extract certain useful informations from a road
network. In order to construct the chain, we first need to describe our emissions model.
Different pollutants depend on different characteristics of the vehicle and its operation.
We concentrate on the modelling of the emissions of a single pollutant. It is possible to
take several pollutants into account for example by considering weighted sums or more
complicated functions of all pollutants of interest.
4.1.1. Pollution Modelling in Urban Road Networks
Following the construction described in Section 2.3, two pieces of information are re-
quired to build the pollution chain, the junction turning probabilities to build the matrix
P , and the average amount of pollution emitted when using a given road segment to
build matrix W . For an individual car the amount of pollutant emitted along a road
segment depends on a number of factors such as the type, age and wear of the engine
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and the operation of the vehicle, i.e. speed, acceleration and deceleration, the road ge-
ometry, as well as engine temperature, tires, the drive train and environmental factors.
Hence, the computation of exact emission values is complicated. We will not take all
these factors into account. More accurate models using more or all of the above factors
can be integrated into our framework if needed. To compute the average emissions per
road segment from this it is further necessary to know the mix of vehicles along the
segment.
There are two possible ways of obtaining the information required for the Markov chain:
1. All cars are instrumented to behave as mobile sensors and store the data relative
to their travelling history. At regular times, they communicate their data to a
central database that collects all the important information.
2. Urban networks are equipped with loop detectors that are positioned at each junc-
tion, and they measure the required information to build the Markov transition
matrix.
We emphasise here that most of the required information can be easily collected (when it
is not already available) by the cars themselves, and we only need to collect and integrate
this information. Vehicle positioning systems (GPS) have reached widespread penetra-
tion. It is easy to imagine geospatial tagging of vehicle route information, and storing
this information locally in vehicle memory. It is also possible to obtain information of
the type required from special classes of vehicles (buses, taxis etc.). This may however
contain less useful information. Note that such instrumented fleets already exist in cities
such as Stockholm [Biem et al., 2010] and Dublin [IBM, 2013]. Furthermore, recent ad-
vances in the development of Vehicular Adhoc NETworks (VANET) [Hartenstein and
Laberteaux, 2010] are expected to facilitate the proposed emissions model.
It is important to note that we are proposing a new paradigm for pollution modelling that
captures large-scale (macroscopic) effects. For the purpose of constructing the model,
and for its evaluation, a microscopic model to describe microscopic effects is required.
There are several models to evaluate pollution at the microscopic level, with different
levels of accuracy and complexity, see [Spence et al., 2009]. A first basic model is the
so-called aggregated emission factor model, where a single emission factor is used to rep-
resent a particular type of vehicle and a general type of driving, with a usual distinction
between urban roads, rural roads and motorways. This model is rather rudimentary and
is not realistic for small scale networks, as it omits several phenomena, such as conges-
tion, which are known to significantly affect emissions. In this chapter, we shall make
use of more refined average-speed models to build our Markov chain. In this, emission
factors are calculated as a function of average speed, see [Barlow et al., 2001; Boulter
et al., 2009]. The average-speed approach is described in [UK Department of Transport,
2007] and [Gkatzoflias et al., 2007].
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Although the average-speed model has been extensively used for many applications, it
suffers from a drawback that very different vehicle operational behaviours (in terms
of accelerations, decelerations, maximum speed, gear-change pattern), and therefore
different emission levels, can be characterised by the same average speed. A more realistic
model is for instance the comprehensive modal emissions model (CMEM) described
in [Barth et al., 2000]. According to this model, second-by-second exhaust emissions
and fuel consumption are predicted, for a wide range of vehicle categories and ages. For
the sake of simplicity, in this work the average-speed model is employed. It is a great
advantage of the proposed Markov chain model that any other (more accurate) vehicle
emissions model can easily be used for the computation of the weights. However, a high
price must be paid in terms of communication between vehicles and infrastructure, as
the whole speed profile of individual vehicles is required to be transmitted.
4.1.2. Construction of the Markov Chain Transition Matrix
The pollution chain is completely determined by the transition matrix, whose diagonal
terms indicate how many units of pollution a fleet of vehicles releases along a road seg-
ment, and by off-diagonal terms that indicate the probabilities of turning left, right, etc,
when arriving at a junction.
According to the average-speed model, an emission factor f(t, p) is computed for each
road segment using
f(t, p) =
k
(
a+ bv + cv2 + dv3 + ev4 + fv5 + gv6
)
v
, (4.1)
where t denotes the type of vehicle (and depends on fuel, emission standard, category of
vehicle, engine power), p denotes the particular type of pollution of interest (e.g. CO,
CO2, NOx, Benzene), v denotes the average speed of the vehicle, and the parameters
a, b, c, d, e, f, g and k depend on both the type of vehicle and the pollutant p under
consideration. For the purpose of this work, the values of the parameters are taken from
Appendix D, in [Boulter et al., 2009]. In Equation (4.1) it is assumed that speeds are
measured in km/h and emission factors in g/km. Therefore, by assuming that for all
i = 1, . . . , n the average speed of a fleet of vehicles along road segment i is vi, and its
length is li, we use the following costs in Equation (3.2) for our pollution chain
wi = fi(t, p)li, (4.2)
where we added the subscript i to fi(t, p) to emphasise its dependence on the road seg-
ment i.
Once the transition matrix has been constructed, it is very easy to infer several quan-
tities of potential interest to the designer of a road network. These include the Perron
eigenvector, the mean first passage time (or rather mean first passage pollution) matrix
and the Kemeny constant. The proposed model has the property that it is driven by
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Markov chain quantity Green interpretation
Left-hand Perron Eigenvector This vector has as many entries as the
number of road segments. Each entry rep-
resents the long run fraction of emissions
that a fleet of vehicles will emit along the
corresponding road segment. It can be
used as an indicator of pollution peaks.
Mean first passage emissions This is a square matrix with as many rows
as the number of the road segments. The
entry ij represents the expected quantity
of emissions that a vehicle releases to go
from i to j. The average is with respect
to all possible paths from i to j.
Kemeny constant This number is the average number of
emissions released along a random route.
It is an indicator of pollution in the entire
network.
Table 4.1.: Interpretation of Markov chain quantities in the emission framework
a unit of pollution. For ease of exposition, in the present discussion we use a generic
unit of pollutant, while in the simulation examples we will compute CO, CO2, NOx
and Benzene. We remind the reader that the difference between the models is in the
choice of the parameters in Equation (4.1). Table 4.1 summarises the interpretation of
the Markov chain quantities in the emission framework.
There are other quantities that can be computed within the proposed framework:
• Density of emissions along each road (g/km): They can be easily computed from
Equation (4.1): it is only required to know the average fleet of vehicles and the
average speed along the road.
• Emissions along each road (g): They can be easily computed by multiplying the
density of emissions along a road by the length of the road.
• Total Emissions (g): It is sufficient to sum the emissions along each road for all
the roads inside the area of interest (e.g. the urban network).
4.1.3. Simulations
In this section the proposed approach is described in detail through several simulations.
The information required to build the Markov chain transition matrix is recovered from
simulating traffic within an urban network using Sumo. To this end we consider the
road network depicted in Figure 2.1. Unless stated otherwise all road segments have a
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length of 500 meters.
Simulation 1 : We create traffic inside this network in two different operating con-
ditions. In the first case the number of cars in the road network is small, and cars
are allowed to travel freely at maximum allowed speed; in the second case heavy con-
gestion is artificially simulated by increasing the number of cars, so that actual speeds
are slower than the maximum allowed by speed limits. The computation of emissions
is performed according to Equation (4.1), using the data corresponding to EURO 4,
Engine Capacity < 1400 cc petrol cars and minibuses with weight below 2.5 tonnes
(Code R005/U005 from [Boulter et al., 2009]). The EURO emission standards spec-
ify allowed exhaust pollution limits for vehicles sold in the EU. Details can be found
at http://ec.europa.eu/environment/air/transport/road.htm and the references
therein.
Figure 4.1 shows that if the emissions are computed using speed-independent emission
factors, then their distribution is not affected by different levels of congestion. This is
clearly absurd. In fact, the stationary distribution of emissions is the same, both in the
figure on the left (no congestion), and in the one on the right (congestion). On the other
hand, the stationary distribution of cars along the roads (represented with the solid line)
changes significantly in the case of congestion.
In Figure 4.2 the pollution factors are assumed to depend on velocity, and therefore the
stationary distribution of emissions changes from the non-congested (left) to the con-
gested scenario (right), and it remains consistent with the distribution of cars. In both
Figures 4.1 and 4.2, and in both scenarios, the junction turning probabilities are the
same. Clearly, it is not sensible that the distribution of pollutants does not change with
traffic load. Therefore, this simple simulation suggests that speed-dependent emission
factors should be used to obtain more realistic results. In Figure 4.2, we can also see
that the manner in which pollutants are influenced by the traffic volume is not simply
proportional to the number of vehicles. In particular, different pollutants have different
densities.
Simulation 2 : In a second simulation we aim at establishing optimal speed limits.
By this we mean that we attempt to minimise emissions. However speed limits can not
be arbitrarily changed. Existing speed limits usually give a number that is a multiple of
10 km/h, we are thus going to investigate these here. The results are shown in Table 4.2.
Within each simulation we varied the speed limit uniformly over all streets from 20 to
120 km/h and calculated the corresponding Kemeny constant. As previously described,
the Kemeny constant can be interpreted as an efficiency indicator, in terms of emissions,
of the overall road network.
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Figure 4.1.: Stationary distribution of cars (solid line) and all pollutants. Pollutant fac-
tors are constant with speed. No congestion in the upper, congestion in the
lower figure. All emission factors coincide because of density normalisation
(their sum is 1).
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Figure 4.2.: Stationary distribution from simulation and model for time and all pollu-
tants. Pollutant factors are dependent on speed. In this example, the pol-
lutants density follows the car density both in the non-congested scenario
(top) and in the congested one (bottom).
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Speed [km/h] Time [sec] CO [g] CO2 [kg] NOx [g] Benzene [g]
20 1304 2674 1241 395.9 2.89
40 631 2350 875 243.4 2.05
60 437 2830 812 207.8 1.44
80 352 3758 815 197.2 1.03
100 311 4888 833 194.6 0.91
120 291 6065 853 194.9 1.07
Table 4.2.: Kemeny Constants for Different Global Speed Limits.
Two lessons can be observed from Table 4.2.
1. Too low, and too high speed limits, both lead to high levels of pollution (although
travel times are reduced with high speed limits, as expected)
2. Different pollutants have different corresponding optimal speed limits.
To better interpret the results shown in Table 4.2, Figure 4.3a shows how the Benzene
and Figure 4.3b the CO emission factors depend on the average speed. The speeds cor-
responding to minimum Benzene emissions in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.2 do not coincide.
This is caused by the fact that the average speed of a car in the simulation is not equal
to the speed limit (e.g. due to acceleration and breaking while entering and leaving each
road). In this example, high speed limits helped the car to accomplish an average speed
closer to the optimal value for minimum emissions.
Simulation 3 : The above experiment was repeated with one minor change. Now
we vary the speed limit at certain important points in the network, and observe the
corresponding global change in pollution. Specifically, we vary the speed limit of the
roads CD, DC, DE and ED from Figures 2.1 and 2.2. This corresponds to considering
the network to be composed of two clusters of roads, one on the left and one on the
right, connected through a bridging road. For this simulation we changed the length of
the bridging roads from 500m to 5 km to reduce the gap between the actual average
speed from the actual speed limit. We again vary the speed limit on the bridge from 20
to 120 km/h while keeping all other speed limits constant at 50 km/h. The resulting
values for he Kemeny constant for all considered pollutants are shown in Table 4.3
Again we can see that both high and low speed limits on the bridge correspond to high
overall pollution levels and that optimal speed limits differ for different pollutants.
Remark : The last two simulations correspond to a realistic road engineering problem,
where the optimal speed limits for a subset of roads must be established to minimise
emissions of interest.
Simulation 4 : As a further example, we now demonstrate the scalability of our
approach by using a significantly larger road network. In particular, we use the network
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Figure 4.3.: Dependence of emission factor on average speed for Benzene and CO (based
on data from [Boulter et al., 2009]).
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Speed [km/h] Time [sec] CO [g] CO2 [kg] NOx [g] Benzene [g]
20 1929 5104 2109 637.4 4.76
40 1126 4746 1673 455.7 3.73
60 876 5606 1605 412.0 2.87
80 756 7831 1635 401.2 2.29
100 686 12119 1710 403.0 2.77
120 640 20045 1811 411.1 5.51
Table 4.3.: Kemeny Constants for Different Speed Limits on the Bridge.
depicted in Figure 4.4a, which was generated using the Sumo random network genera-
tion facilities.
Figure 4.4b shows the density of pollutants in the road network, together with the
distribution of cars resulting from the Sumo simulation. While the road network of
Figure 4.4b is composed of 618 road segments, only the subset of roads with ID between
250 and 300 was randomly chosen to be displayed in Figure 4.4b, to improve readability
of the result; qualitatively the distribution is the same for any selection of streets. In
Figure 4.4b we see again that the distribution of pollutants is heterogeneous, but it is
related to the distribution of cars. This is in accordance with common knowledge that
congestion should affect emissions.
4.2. Electric Vehicle Chain
In this section we show how energy consumption in electric vehicles can be integrated
into the framework described above. By energy consumption we mean the charge re-
moved from the battery when traversing a road segment. Following a model presented
in [MacKay, 2008], in Section 4.2.1 we calculate this charge using basic formulae from
physics and assuming constant losses within the car. These internal losses are to the
most part due to the transmission, the motor, and the battery.
Electric vehicles differ from combustion driven vehicles in a number of aspects. Energy
is scarce in such vehicles, and significant dissipation is related to road topology, to on-
board systems (air conditioning, heating), and to other factors considered not important
in ICE based vehicles. A very important feature is regenerative braking. Electric vehi-
cles can recover some kinetic energy back to battery charge during the braking process.
This gives rise to the possibility of negative costs on some road segments (energy trans-
ferred from the road to the vehicle). To apply our Markov model we shall thus use
the extension discussed in Section 3.3. With this, a stationary set of expected energy
consumptions may still be calculated (even though, counter-intuitively, some of these
have negative values).
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Figure 4.4.: a: A more complicated realistic road network; b: Stationary distribution of
time and pollutants in the more complicated example with heavy congestion.
Only a selection of streets is shown to improve readability of the figure.
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4.2.1. Electric Consumption Model
We now present an elementary model of energy consumption in electric vehicles. Before
proceeding, it is important to note that the details of this model are not important; any
more accurate model can be embedded in our Markovian framework.
A first approach to modelling the energy consumption is to calculate an expected power
needed for a vehicle per unit time, and to multiply this by the expected travel time.
The average power (constant speed model) can be obtained as a function of: (1) average
speed of the car and (2) the slope of the road. An improvement is to also consider the
vehicle acceleration, as suggested in [MacKay, 2008]. This is the approach followed here.
We will assume a driving pattern, where cars are stationary at the beginning of each road
segment and accelerate at a constant rate a1 until they reach the cruising speed vcruise
and then decelerate at a constant rate a2 to reach the end of the road segment with zero
velocity. The energy can be calculated as the sum of the energies in the acceleration
phase, the cruising phase and the deceleration phase.
The following forces affect the vehicle:
• Facc = ma is the force needed to accelerate/decelerate the car,
• Frol = µrolmg is the force needed to overcome the rolling resistance,
• Fad = 12ρACdv2 is the aerodynamic drag force,
• Fslope = mg sin(φ) is the hill climbing force,
where a is the vehicle’s acceleration, A is its frontal area, m its mass and v its speed,
µrol, ρ, Cd and g are constants and φ is the inclination of the road segment. For our cal-
culations we assume a car weight of 1235 kg, gravitational acceleration of g = 9.81 m/s2.
Further reasonable parameter choices for a medium size electric vehicle are: ρ = 1.2 kg m3,
µrol = 0.01, Cd = 0.35, A = 1.6 m
2 [MacKay, 2008].
We will assume the slope along a road segment is constant. In general (given an accurate
velocity profile) we can calculate the energy expended as the integral of the force over
the path. As discussed above we split this in three parts.
W =
∫ x1
0
(Facc + Frol + Fad + Fslope) dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
W1
+
∫ x2
x1
(Frol + Fad + Fslope) dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
W2
(4.3)
+
∫ x3
x2
(Facc + Frol + Fad + Fslope) dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
W3
, (4.4)
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where x1 is the distance after which the cruising speed is reached and x2 is the distance
after which the deceleration process is started and x3 marks the end of the road segment.
If we consider speed and distance as functions of time t and denote them v(t) and s(t)
respectively, then speed, time, distance are related by
v(t) = v(0) + at (4.5)
s(t) = s(0) + v(0)t+
1
2
at2. (4.6)
We also assume a constant acceleration and deceleration rate of a1 = −a2 = 3 ms2 . If the
length of the road, x3, is large enough, we obtain
x1 =
1
2
a1tacc =
1
2
a1
(
vcruise
a1
)2
=
1
2
v2cruise
a1
(4.7)
x2 = x3 +
1
2
v2cruise
a2
, (4.8)
where tacc is the time it takes to accelerate the vehicle to cruising speed at rate a1 and
vcruise is the cruising speed. Thus
W1 =
∫ x1
0
(
ma1 + µrolmg +
1
2
ρACdv
2 +mg sin(φ)
)
dx (4.9)
=
1
2
mv2cruise +
1
2
v2cruise
a1
mg (µrol + sin(φ)) +
1
4
ρACd
v4cruise
a1
.
For the second integral we obtain
W2 =
∫ x2
x1
(
µrolmg +
1
2
ρACdv
2 +mg sin(φ)
)
dx (4.10)
=
(
x3 +
1
2
v2cruise
a2
− 1
2
v2cruise
a1
)(
mg (µrol + sin(φ)) +
1
2
ρACdv
2
cruise
)
and for the third integral
W3 =
∫ x3
x2
(
ma2 + µrolmg +
1
2
ρACdv
2 +mg sin(φ)
)
dx (4.11)
= (ma2 +mg (µrol + sin(φ)))
(
−1
2
v2cruise
a2
)
− 1
4
ρACd
v4cruise
a2
.
We further assume that the losses along the drive train are a constant 15% and during
deceleration 50% of the energy can be saved by regenerative braking. An additional and
highly important factor in the consumption of battery load is on-board equipment such
as heating, light, air-conditioner, radio and many others that draw power at constant
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rate over time. Their demand is much harder to model as it depends on the individual
driver. However, their aggregate effect can not be neglected as will be exemplified in
Section 4.2.4.
We now have a way to approximate energy requirements for traversing given road seg-
ments. The method is of course crude, but as in the case of the pollution chain it is
possible to substitute any arbitrarily precise model.
4.2.2. Applications
We now give a number of applications to illustrate the utility of our model. The first ap-
plication illustrates the effect of relaxing the flow conservation assumptions from [Crisos-
tomi et al., 2011b] as done in Section 3.2. The second application concerns using the
model for routing. This idea is already explored in the context of conventional vehicles
in [Crisostomi et al., 2011c] and we now suggest how this basic idea can be used for
routing of electric vehicles. In the third example we investigate how the Markov chain
can be controlled both in an idealised context (using Lemma 3.1), and in a practical
context using decentralised control.
Comment : To give some intuition that Lemma 3.1 still holds in the sense that (Wx)>
is still an eigenvector of Q corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, consider again the network
depicted in Figure 2.1. Simulating with Sumo and using the Markov chain model, where
we use the expected energy consumption as weights, we obtain Figure 4.5. It depicts
the vehicular density as measured from Sumo (solid line) and (Wx)> (red dots), the
extended notion of the stationary distribution of battery charge consumption/gain, as
described above. For the simulation we lift junction B to be at the top of a small hill.
Note that energy consumption increases drastically on the upward slopes.
4.2.3. Realistic Traffic Model: Relaxed Flow Conservation Assumptions
In Section 3.2 we discussed an extended Markov chain model with relaxed flow conser-
vation assumptions. We used two approaches, one based on teleportation and one on
an extra state. We now give an example of the approaches utility. For this purpose, we
simulate the traffic network depicted in Figure 2.1 using Sumo by randomly choosing
pairs of source/destination roads. To make sure that the local flow conservation assump-
tion is not valid, sources are located mainly in the left triangle, while destination roads
can mainly be found in the right triangle. We let cars leave the network as soon as
they reach their destination; similarly new cars appear in the network starting from the
source road at random times. Figure 4.6 shows that the teleportation method (whose
stationary vector is, as previously stated, a scalar multiple of the appropriate subvector
of the stationary distribution obtained by the extra state method) is in close accordance
with the measurement of the simulations in Sumo. At the same time, it can be seen
from Figure 4.6 that the previous method completely fails to describe the stationary
distribution in this example where flows of cars are not conserved.
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Figure 4.5.: Comparison of distribution of cars (line) and the average amount of energy
used or gained on each road segment (dots). The energy consumption dis-
tribution is positive on road segments where on average energy is expended
and negative where energy is gained.
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Figure 4.6.: Comparison of simulation results with the models with and without tele-
portation. The simulated traffic was generated such that the local flow
conservation assumption is not valid.
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Figure 4.7.: There are three possible paths to go from B to C. Different routing strategies
based on minimum distance, minimum energy consumption suggest different
paths, also depending on the different environmental conditions (e.g., air
conditioning switched on/off).
4.2.4. Optimal Routing
Even for a combustion driven vehicle it is usually hard to find an optimal route, as there
are always trade-offs between travel time, travel distance, cost, pollution, etc. Taking
the limited range and special requirements of electric vehicles into account certainly
adds yet another dimension to this problem. However, at the beginning of our research
navigational software and path finding algorithms were not taking this new dimension
into account and were thus of limited use for the coming generation of vehicles. This has
changed over the last couple of years, see for example [Artmeier et al., 2010; de Weerdt
et al., 2013] and [Wade, 2012]. Our Markov chain model has proven a reliable first step to
modelling electric vehicles. In addition, from this model it is possible to derive a number
of routing strategies more tailored to the requirements of electric vehicles. We outline
some of them in this section. We give details to two of the approaches. These routing
strategies may help to promote the cause of electric and hybrid electric vehicles. All
of the following routing strategies address distinct issues related to electric vehicles and
traffic in general. Each strategy is associated with a different kind of route optimality.
Minimum Energy Routing : A very simple yet important routing strategy for elec-
tric vehicles can be obtained by minimising the distance to the destination not in terms
of travel time or actual distance, but instead in terms of energy charge needed to finish
the journey. Using the weights calculated in Section 4.2.1 combined with a classic graph
search algorithm like [Dijkstra, 1959] it is possible to find minimum energy paths for
each origin-destination pair.
Let us consider the road network depicted in Figure 4.7 as a case study for minimum
energy routing. There are three routes connecting B to C. Assume that Route (a) is 1.8
km long and is travelled at an average speed of 50 km/h, Route (b) is 1 km long and
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Table 4.4.: Required energy (in kWs) to travel from B to C in the road network depicted
in Figure 4.7
Auxiliary Power Demand 500 W 3500 W
Route (a) 535 924
Route (b) 915 1050
Route (c) 695 884
travelled at 80 km/h and Route (c) is 1.4 km long and travelled at 80 km/h. Further
assume that Route (b) is not flat, but rises to a small hill at its centre at a constant
slope of 5 % in both directions. Table 4.4 reports the energy required to travel each
route calculated with two different powers needed by auxiliary systems in the vehicle.
According to [Farrington and Rugh, 2000] the power demand of accessory systems in an
electric vehicle is largely affected by the usage. For instance, the power may vary from a
minimum of 500 W to a maximum of 3500 W, for instance in winter, when the heating
is running at full power.
In travelling from A to D, the driver has a choice to take one of the three routes (a),(b)
or (c). The shortest route between B and C is Route (b) but we can see in Table 4.4 that
both the longer routes perform better in minimising the required energy for travelling.
This is due to the non-flatness of Route (b) and the high energy costs for electric vehicles
on upward slopes. Additionally, we can see that Route (a) is more energy efficient then
Route (c) if the auxiliary power demand is low, while this relationship is reversed if the
auxiliary power demand is high. This implies that, especially in more complex routing
tasks, an estimate of the power demand and its changes over time is necessary to achieve
efficient and close to optimal solutions.
We believe that it is possible to assist users in making energy conscious route choices by
providing energy road maps, i.e. road maps in which the displayed distance corresponds
to energy consumption instead of travel distance.
Minimum Popularity Routing : In order to minimise the risk of traffic accidents
and congestion along the vehicles path, in some situations it may be advisable to avoid
the roads that most people use. Such popular roads could for example be close to
shopping areas or train stations. The base Markov chain presented in Section 2.2 de-
scribes how often roads are taken, while ignoring travel times or energy consumption.
Thus, it carries information about popularity and its stationary distribution can be used
to find the minimum popularity route, again using conventional graph search algorithms.
Mixed Minimum Energy/Popularity Routing : Both minimum energy and mini-
mum popularity routing may be too focused on one aspect of traveling. To circumvent
this it is possible to use a weighted sum of the above two weights to find an optimal
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path. In this sum we have an additional tuning parameter that can be set according to
how important energy and popularity are considered to be. Similarly it is possible to use
the derived electric Markov chain presented in Section 3.3, which contains information
about both energy consumption and popularity and use its stationary distribution as
weights for the graph search.
Energy Optimal Risk-Averse Routing : The limited range of electric vehicles can
be managed by choosing appropriate routes, as discussed above, or switching to other
modes of transportation for long distances. However, this might only mitigate but not
completely eliminate “range anxiety” (i.e., the continual concern and fear of becoming
stranded with a discharged battery in a limited range vehicle, [Tate et al., 2008]). For
instance, unexpected events might require a longer path than expected, and the deple-
tion of the battery before arrival. To avoid this, we propose the following scheme. For
each road segment we calculate the impact on the network performance in the case that
it is closed (as measured by the Kemeny constant) and use this as a weight for the graph
search in order to obtain a route along which incidents have the least impact. This way
of routing was first proposed in [Crisostomi et al., 2011b] in the context of conventional
combustion driven vehicles, but its impact on electric vehicle routing is much more sig-
nificant.
Socially-Aware Optimal Routing : All conventional routing algorithms and also the
ones described above have a main characteristic in common: they are greedy. That is,
they try to achieve the best result for an individual in a given situation. It is well known
that this can lead to a suboptimal behaviour of the whole system and as exemplified
by [Braess, 1968; Braess et al., 2005], this can even cause suboptimal performance for
each individual driver. This problem can be solved by centralised routing, that is a
central server computes routes for each vehicle and communicates them to the drivers.
This approach is of course associated with a number of problems including the required
infrastructure and cooperation of all drivers. It should be noted, however, that there
is evidence in the literature, see [Avineri, 2009], that if drivers take the impact of their
route choices on the overall network into account this can have a significant positive
impact on the network performance, even if the weight put on the global effect in the
decision making is small.
We believe that the ideal approach lies in randomised routing, where drivers with coin-
ciding origins and destinations may take different routes. One way of achieving this is
to affect the drivers route choices by giving incentives, such as different travel speeds or
tax advantages. Our Markov chain framework is very close to this way of thinking and
can thus play an important role in this routing strategy. We further claim that in our
proposed setup the Kemeny constant can be utilised to measure the global efficiency of a
given road network configuration and can thus be used to rate different routing strategies.
Energy Optimal Minimum-Error Routing : Not only external events such as ac-
cidents can cause unplanned route changes. This can also happen by human error. We
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Table 4.5.: Expected required energy (in 100 kWs) to travel from OA to TO in the
network in Figure 4.8.
Error Probability 1% 2% 3% 4% 5%
Route 1 1.956 2.036 2.115 2.194 2.273
Route 2 2.076 2.117 2.157 2.197 2.237
Error Probability 6% 7% 8% 9% 10%
Route 1 2.351 2.429 2.506 2.582 2.659
Route 2 2.277 2.317 2.357 2.397 2.437
propose that routes can be chosen in order to minimise the impact that a driving mistake
can have on energy demand. We now explore this routing strategy in more detail.
The Markov chain can be used to evaluate possible routes for drivers that are not confi-
dent or unfamiliar with the road network and are thus prone to make errors, for example
they might take a wrong turn. The following application of the Markovian framework
was first proposed in [Crisostomi et al., 2011c] and more details can be found there.
However, the ideas in [Crisostomi et al., 2011c] assume an even greater importance
when applied to electric vehicles because of their limited range. In such vehicles the
cost of a wrong turn may be high (especially if it leads to a one-way system) as sig-
nificant amounts battery power may be consumed in correcting the mistake. The basic
idea, therefore, is to find routing strategies where the cost of making a wrong turn is low.
To see how this may be achieved, consider the road network depicted in Figure 4.8.
There are two reasonable routes a vehicle might take from O to T, Route 1: OA-AB-
BC-CT and Route 2: OA-AT. Assume that the driver has a probability of making a
wrong turn at each junction of  > 0. The routes are evaluated by constructing an indi-
vidual transition matrix Q for each route, where the probability of making the correct
turn at each junction is set to 1−  and all other choices are given the same probability.
As a performance indicator we use the MFPE between origin and destination.
In Table 4.5 we show the MFPE from road segment OA to road segment TO of both
routes as a function of the error probability. We can clearly see that Route 1 performs
better when the probability of making an error is less than 4%, otherwise Route 2 is
superior. For this example we used a constant cruising speed of 50 km/h on each road
segment and travel times proportional to the length of each road.
As can be observed, the robust routing algorithm is particularly appealing in the case
of electric vehicles, as a driving mistake might lead to a longer path and an unexpected
higher energy consumption. The situation gets even worse if the driver ends up in a
zone without charging stations.
Comment : Note that routing for electric vehicles is particularly challenging. This fol-
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Figure 4.8.: Example of a road network with two possible routes. The route performance
depends on the individual driver.
lows from the fact that energy is scarce in electric vehicles, and that significant amounts
of energy can be consumed by on-board systems. This means that the time taken for a
journey is important if the energy consumption per unit time is high. For example, in
winter when the vehicle is being heated, or in summer when the air-conditioner is used,
the duration of the journey becomes very important. In contrast, when the energy con-
sumption is low, optimal routes depend mostly on road network topology and cruising
speed. One fundamental observation about travelling is: The slower the cruising speed
is, the less energy is consumed per unit of distance. Thus, given a choice between a
low speed route and a high speed route of similar length, it is apparently better to take
the low speed route. However, given the time dependence discussed above, this is not
entirely true.
To illustrate this basic point, consider the traffic network depicted in Figure 4.9. We de-
termine the stationary distribution of energy dissipation for two scenarios, corresponding
to the air-conditioner being switched on and off. To achieve this, we assume a constant
base load of 500 W in the first scenario and a load of 3500 W in the second scenario [Far-
rington and Rugh, 2000]. There are two routes to travel from A to D: the northern route
(AE-ED) and the southern route (AB-BC-CD). Let speed limits of 50 km/h on the north-
ern route and 30 km/h on the southern route be given. In this situation one notices two
facts:
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Figure 4.9.: An example road network.
• In travelling from A to D the minimum energy route with air-conditioner on is the
northern route, while with air-conditioner off it is the southern route. This means
that optimal route calculation is dependent on driver preferences. Issues like the
weather have to be taken into account.
• The stationary distributions corresponding to the two scenarios are given in Fig-
ure 4.10. Note that the stationary properties of the network are very different in
the two cases.
4.2.5. Traffic Load Control
Being able to control the stationary distribution of a road traffic network opens up a
wide range of possibilities and different applications. For many goals corresponding
optimal stationary distributions can be calculated and the system can then be driven
towards them. For example, using the congestion chain it may be possible to equalise the
travelling time on parallel routes to distribute the load within the network. Alternatively
road network designers may be able to unburden some road segments in order to facilitate
maintenance activities. In the context of the pollution chain, it may be interesting to
be able to dissolve pollution peaks or even to minimise pollution along some roads or
sub-networks in critical areas, for example near hospitals or schools. Here, we consider
the Perron vector control in the context of the electric consumption modelling. There are
many applications which benefit from the ability to control the stationary distribution.
From a network designing point of view it may be interesting to be able to match high
energy consumption with free charging point capacity. This can be used to equalise the
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Figure 4.10.: Stationary distribution of energy dissipation in two cases.
demand on each charging stations. We now investigate in more detail how the Perron
vector of our chain can be controlled.
Theoretical Approach
Lemma 3.1 suggests a simple strategy to regulate the Perron eigenvector of the chain.
Note that the Perron vector is determined by the Perron vector of the basic chain, and
the diagonal scaling. The scaling in turn is determined by a host of factors, some of
which can be controlled by the network designer. One of these is the speed limit. Recall
that if the left Perron vector of P is x> and we wish through feedback to achieve a
target left eigenvector z> of Q for some positive vector z = (z1, . . . , zn)> we set wi = zixi
according to Lemma 3.1.
A useful application of the Perron vector control is now illustrated through an example
which exploits again the road network of Figure 2.2. The dashed line in Figure 4.11 de-
picts the nominal density of cars in the case of uniform speed limits set to 50 km/h. Let
us assume that the road engineer is interested in manipulating speed limits in order to
achieve a uniform density of cars along all road segments (traffic balancing). Lemma 3.1
can be used to compute the “optimal” weights, and predict the “optimal” speed limits
accordingly. New simulations in Sumo show that the desired objective is indeed ob-
tained, as shown with a dotted line in Figure 4.11, although such “optimal” speed limits
are unrealistic, as shown in Table 4.6, second line. A good trade-off is shown with solid
line in Figure 4.11, where reasonable speed limits are used instead (e.g., they are all
multiples of 10), as reported in the third line of Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6.: Speed limits (in km/h) in the uncontrolled case, in the unrealistic optimal
solution, and in the realistic balanced case
Road Segment AB AC BA BC CA CB CD DC
Uncontrolled Case 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
Optimal (Unrealistic) Case 15 44 15 29 44 29 117 122
Realistic Solution 30 50 30 40 50 40 100 100
Road Segment DE ED EF EG FE FG GE GF
Uncontrolled Case 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
Optimal (Unrealistic) Case 117 117 45 21 42 10 23 8
Realistic Solution 100 100 50 40 50 30 40 30
Comment : The proposed application assumes that drivers will not change their routes
as a reaction to the new imposed speed limits; we also varied speed limits under the
implicit assumption that this would correspond to proportionally adjusting average travel
speeds. Despite these assumptions, Figure 4.11 shows that the road network traffic, as
observed from Sumo simulations, is in accordance with the theory.
Decentralised Traffic Load Control
In the section above we controlled the Perron vector by choosing appropriate weights
in the graph. This weight is however not necessarily something we can access directly.
In a realistic scenario we may be able to change speed limits or traffic light sequencing
to affect the weight, but the relation to the weight is not explicitly given. We use an
algorithm from [Stanojevic´ and Shorten, 2009a], which presents a decentralised way to
reach an implicit consensus. We present two simulations using this algorithm. In the
first example we take a large road network and one junction with three incoming streets
and one outgoing street, as depicted in Figure 4.12. We adjust the speed limits on the
three incoming streets such that the amount of energy required to traverse these streets
is equalised. In the second example the large road network is considered as consisting
of two main components that are connected by 4 bridging streets as depicted in Fig-
ure 4.13. In order for the algorithm to function, each road segment is assumed to be
able to measure the density of cars travelling on the road, and to communicate this
information to neighbouring roads.
As proposed in a different context in [Stanojevic´ and Shorten, 2009a], our objective here
is to determine speed limits that equalise the load across certain road segments. To
this end let I be the set of road segments of interest, let us discretise time in steps
k = 1, 2, . . . and let speed limits vi(0) at time k = 0 be given for all i ∈ I. Let us denote
by θi(k) the density of energy dissipated on each road segment at time k. We use the
following iterative equation to update the speed limits
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Figure 4.11.: Comparison of traffic density as a function of speed limits. Uniform speed
limits lead to the unbalanced solution shown with a dashed line. A very
good balance, in dotted line, is achieved using the unrealistic speed limits
reported in Table 4.6, second line. A trade-off solution shown with solid
line is obtained by using realistic speed limits as shown in Table 4.6, third
line.
vi(k + 1) = vi(k) + η
∑
j
(θj(k)− θi(k)) , (4.12)
where η is a positive parameter and the sum is taken over all road segments j = 1, . . . , n
that road i can communicate with.
The implicit consensus is conducted by alternating the following two steps:
1. Determine densities of interest (e.g., energy dissipation) at time k.
2. Update speed limits according to Equation (4.12).
For our two examples we use Sumo simulation runs and calculate the stationary dis-
tribution of the energy Markov chain. As the density of each road segment we use
the corresponding entries of the stationary distribution. We performe an update of the
speed limits according to Equation (4.12) and continue with the next instance of the
simulation. In Figures 4.14a and 4.14b we give the relevant entries of the stationary
distribution as a function of the number of simulation runs. Full details of the algorithm
are given in [Stanojevic´ and Shorten, 2009a]. At this point we just use the implicit
consensus algorithm without proving that it achieves the balancing of the stationary
vector.
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Figure 4.12.: Scenario with three streets with a common continuation, where we try to
equalise the amount of energy expended on each street.
Figure 4.13.: Scenario of a big city and a suburb with 4 connecting streets, where we
try to equalise the amount of energy expended on each street out of the
suburb.
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Figure 4.14.: The vertical axis shows the entries of the Perron vector. Each time step
corresponds to one simulation instance. a: Convergence results for the
single junction scenario; b: Convergence results for the suburb scenario.
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Part II.
Microscopic Interventions and
Cooperative Control
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5. Cooperative Control of Pollution in
Urban Scenarios - Setting
Abstract : In this chapter we discuss the typical constraints
arising from control application in Intelligent Transportation sys-
tems. The material presented in this chapter is joint work with
Florian Ha¨usler, Mahsa Faizrahnemoon, Emanuele Crisostomi,
Ilja Radusch, and Robert Shorten and was published in [Ha¨usler
et al., 2013b].
In this chapter we discuss the typical constraints arising in Intelligent Transport System
(ITS) applications and discuss different levels of involvement of infrastructure units in
the algorithm design.
In a number of problems in traffic systems, an available budget C > 0 has to be allocated
to n users. User i obtains an allocation Di ∈ [0, C] such that
∑n
i=1Di ≤ C. Each user
may have a benefit, or utility, from the allocated share. This can often be described by a
utility function fi : R+ → R. Hence user i obtains a benefit fi(Di). Often in this context
one wishes to allocate the available budget in a way that optimises the aggregate utility.
This problem can be written as
max
{D1,...,Dn}
n∑
i=1
fi(Di) (5.1)
subject to the constraint that
n∑
i=1
Di ≤ C. (5.2)
Many problems in an ITS context map to this scenario. For example, we shall inves-
tigate a scenario where C is a pollution budget assigned to a group of vehicles and Di
is the pollution budget assigned to vehicle i. fi(Di) is the benefit of the ith vehicle
using the allocation Di. A benefit expressed by fi in this context could for example
come from higher speeds that are possible using more fuel. Other examples that map
to this problem formulation include the following. C could be the energy output of a
charging station that is serving n electric vehicles (EV) and fi(Di) could be a function
of the remaining charging time for the i′th vehicle. Alternatively, in the context of a
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multi-modal transport application, the task could be to assign C travellers to n modes
of transportation in a way that maximises traffic network efficiency.
It should be noted that it is also possible to cast much more complicated problems in
this framework. For example, C could be a vector. This corresponds to several seperate
budgets allocated to the same group of users. For example C can be a budget for m ∈ N
pollutants. In this case fi maps from Rm+ to R and Equation (5.2) has to be understood
component-wise.
A rich repertoire of techniques exist to deal with such problems. This is, in particular,
true if the problem can be posed in a way such that the functions fi are concave, see
for example [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004] for a general introduction. Many of these
techniques have been successfully applied in other application domains [Stanojevic´ and
Shorten, 2009b]. In particular, in this context it should be mentioned that there is of-
ten strong similarity between traffic related challenges and problems in communication
networks; streets are similar to data links, cars resemble data packets, and so on. Often
opportunities arise to use well established tools from communication in the traffic con-
text and many of the approaches discussed in this thesis are inspired by algorithms used
in the Internet or the mobile cellular network.
Given reasonable assumptions on the functions fi a centralised optimisation is always
possible, but may be challenging in the ITS context. It is possible to characterise algo-
rithms that solve the above problem (and many others) by the level at which a central
infrastructure is involved in them. Roughly speaking, three variants can be identified.
1. Fully centralised solutions: involve solving the optimisation problem defined in
Equations (5.1) and (5.2) centrally. Clearly, the requirements to implement such
a solution involve perfect knowledge of the fi(Di), bi-directional communication
between infrastructure and all vehicles, and significant computational ability of the
centralised node. Advantages of the centralised approach include speed of conver-
gence (instantaneous) and that there is no requirement for direct communication
between neighbouring vehicles (vehicle-to-vehicle communication,V2V). Disadvan-
tages of this approach include sensitivity to node failure, sensitivity of solutions to
noise and uncertainty, and the feasibility of centralised approaches in large-scale
environments.
2. Fully decentralised solutions: involve solving the optimisation problem defined
in Equations (5.1) and (5.2) using local computation and communication only.
A decentralised approach requires V2V communication capability. Advantages
include that there is no need for a centralised optimisation step, the ability to deal
with uncertainty in the fi(Di), and the robustness with respect to node failures.
Disadvantages include the very slow convergence rates especially in large-scale
applications.
3. Hybrid solutions: involve using a small amount of centralised computation and
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communication to speed up the convergence of decentralised solutions and to mit-
igate some of the constraints of ITS environments. In this part of the thesis we
shall mainly investigate such hybrid approaches.
Solving problems that arise in an ITS context are very challenging due to a number of
factors. We now summarise some of the basic issues.
1. Scale: ITS problems tend to be characterised by a large-scale level of participation.
Optimisation problems over very large graphs are considered to be some of the most
challenging in the theory of Operations Research [Hager et al., 1994].
2. Non-homogeneous levels of vehicle participation: ITS problems are also charac-
terised by varying levels of vehicle participation as vehicles leave and join the
system. Deployed algorithms should function satisfactorily irrespective of level of
vehicle participation.
Algorithms deployed to solve problems like the one given in Equations (5.1) and (5.2)
must also respect constraints imposed by the communication capabilities of the ITS
components.
3. I2V broadcast: Here vehicles listen to a broadcast from a centralised node. This
scenario, the infrastructure-to-vehicle broadcast, is probably the most common and
well-established communication link in our context. The required technologies to
implement I2V broadcasts are already available in most vehicles and a feature
of broadcasting is, that the total communication effort is scalable and does not
depend on the number of vehicles in the fleet.
4. I2V unicast: Direct communication from the central infrastructure (e.g., a fleet
management back-office) to individual users using cellular networks is a feature,
which could not be implemented easily today, due to network address translation
(NAT) traversal problems. Available technologies for NAT traversal require extra
infrastructure and communication protocols or control over network infrastructure.
5. V2I unicast: In contrast to unicast I2V, communicating into the other direction
is technically easy to implement. A standard cellular communication network
is required and the communication effort increases linearly with the number of
vehicles.
6. Asymmetric and symmetric V2V: Vehicle-to-vehicle communication using IEEE
802.11p technology is currently under standardisation but not yet deployed. V2V
communication may be classified as being symmetric and asymmetric, where sym-
metry refers to a situation where vehicle i communicates with vehicle j if and only
if j can communicate with i.
A further issue that arises in ITS applications is the ability to solve large-scale opti-
misation algorithms. In some situations it may not be possible or desirable to solve
optimisation problems in a centralised manner.
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7. Computation: A basic question concerns as to whether the central infrastructure
is capable of solving large-scale optimisation problems and communicating bidi-
rectionally to mobile vehicles at relatively high sampling rates.
Finally, a number of very important performance constraints also arise in ITS applica-
tions. These include the following:
8. Robustness to failure and uncertainty: A basic requirement is that the optimisation
algorithm should be robust with respect to the effect of failures in the system. Also,
in many situations, utility functions are not known exactly.
9. Speed of convergence: A further requirement, in the context of decentralised al-
gorithms, is that algorithms should converge to the optimal solution reasonably
quickly.
In the following two chapters we introduce some novel approaches to solve a problem in
ITS that can be formulated in the form of Equations (5.1) and (5.2). Namely, we want
to allocate emission rights in a fleet of hybrid vehicles. At first, in Chapter 6, we shall
present a simple algorithm with minimal communication and computation requirements,
for example no V2V or V2I is required. This algorithm achieves the constraint (5.2) and
is thus to be seen as a control algorithm. In Chapter 7, we shall then propose two
algorithms that use V2V and are able to solve the optimisation problem.
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6. Cooperative Control of Pollution in
Urban Scenarios - Control
Abstract : In this chapter we present a new approach to reg-
ulate traffic related pollution in urban environments by utilising
hybrid vehicles. We assume that these vehicles have two operating
modes, a fully electric mode (EV mode) and a mode that allows
usage of the internal combustion engine (ICE mode). To do this
we orchestrate the way each vehicle in a large fleet combines its
two engines based on simple communication signals from a cen-
tral infrastructure. The results presented in this chapter are joint
work with Robert Shorten, Emanuele Crisostomi, Astrid Bergman,
Florian Ha¨usler, Thomas Hecker, and Ilja Radusch and were pub-
lished in [Schlote et al., 2012c, 2013b].
In this chapter we present a new approach to regulate traffic related pollution in ur-
ban environments by utilising hybrid vehicles. Inspired by well established strategies in
communication network congestion control, most notably the Random Early Detection
active queue management scheme [Floyd and Jacobson, 1993], we orchestrate the way
each vehicle in a large fleet of hybrid electric vehicles combines its two engines based
on simple communication signals from a central infrastructure. The primary goal is to
regulate emissions and we discuss a number of control strategies to achieve this. The
efficacy of our approach is exemplified both by the construction of a proof-of-concept
vehicle, and by extensive simulations, and verified by mathematical analysis.
This chapter is organised as follows: In Section 6.1 we present some important notions
from networking research and describe how these translate in a seamless fashion to fleets
of hybrid vehicles. We then propose our control approach in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3
we describe our hybrid car and the modifications we made to it as well as the smartphone
application we used. The pollution model we used is given in Section 6.4. Section 6.5
outlines a number of employed control algorithms. Simulation results are presented in
Section 6.6.
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6.1. An Analogy with Internet Congestion Control
The principal objective of the work presented in this chapter is to use the opportunity
afforded by new vehicle communication technology, and by new vehicle types, to develop
effective techniques to regulate pollution generated by road vehicles. Essentially we
wish to place a feedback loop around a group of vehicles, and use this loop to control
the group’s emissions. Our basic requirements are as follows.
(i) Aggregate pollution levels should not exceed pre-described levels : Basically the
objective here is to decouple pollution in a certain area (or group of vehicles) from
the number of vehicles in that area as depicted in Figure 6.1.
(ii) Best effort behaviour : The network traffic should exhibit a best effort type be-
haviour. Vehicles in a geographic area should adjust their behaviour so as to share
their the allowed pollution level irrespective of the number of participating vehi-
cles. They should also respond to non-vehicle pollution generation by becoming
cleaner if pollution levels rise.
(iii) Fairness : Ideally, we would like to see a notion of fairness in the network. As
is always the case in dealing with fairness, there are several notions of fairness,
potentially leading to very different situations.
Each participating vehicle should strive to achieve these objectives by using as little
battery power as possible. Electric power is valuable as the on-board storage capacity
is limited, and it takes a long time to recharge the batteries. Further, zero-emission
power may give these vehicles access to certain otherwise restricted areas of the city,
for example there may be zero-emission zones close to particularly sensitive areas, such
as hospitals or kindergartens. Another important point is that we do not require zero
pollution in a geographic area on a city scale. This does not seem to be necessary as low
levels of pollution seem to be tolerable for humans. The validity of this claim as well as
the precise value of the safe levels is not part of our study, however this is reflected by
many countries specifying legal safe limits for several pollutants. Also a zero emission
city imposes a high burden on participating vehicles, as they in effect have to function as
electric vehicles or cannot be used inside the city. Rather, we impose a pollution budget
and insist, that the aggregate level of pollution, among all participating vehicles, never
exceeds this level.
Items (i)-(iii) closely resemble the requirements of resource allocation algorithms found
in networking applications (such as the Internet). The notion of aggregate behaviour,
best effort behaviour, and fairness, resemble in particular elastic traffic control in the
Internet as depicted in Figure 6.2, for example the congestion avoidance algorithm of the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has these characteristics [Jacobson, 1988]. Essen-
tially, we are viewing the pollution control problem as a resource allocation problem,
where a certain amount, or budget, of pollution is shared among competing vehicles. In
our situation the objective of each vehicle is to be as polluting as possible (use as little
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Figure 6.2.: Pollution as a resource allocation problem
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battery power as possible) while at the same time being fair to other vehicles, and such
that the aggregate level is close to the allowed threshold. To do this, we require vehicles
to change their behaviour to respond to other vehicles joining and leaving the network
(best effort behaviour).
The realisation that the pollution control problem can be recast in a resource allocation
framework is fortunate. Network resource allocation problems are at a mature stage,
and typically involve a large-scale decentralised optimisation problem. This latter feature
makes algorithms from this community attractive in a transportation context. Relevant
ideas in this direction include the Kelly framework [Kelly, 1999], the Random Early
Detection active queue management (RED) [Floyd and Jacobson, 1993; Srikant, 2003],
and the additive increase multiplicative decrease (AIMD) congestion control algorithm
implemented in TCP [Jacobson, 1988], to name but a few. In the next section we
illustrate how some of these ideas, together with new vehicle types, can be used to great
effect to manage aggregate vehicle emissions.
6.2. Pollution Control
We wish to use inter-vehicle cooperation to regulate pollution in a non-invasive manner,
i.e. we want vehicles to work together without inconveniencing the individual driver.
Our approach to achieve this is to use hybrid vehicles. The basic idea is to orches-
trate and coordinate switching between drive modes in a fleet of hybrid vehicles so as to
achieve regulated pollution levels. Feedback is used to adjust the level of coordination
to achieve the desired level of regulation. The control loop is depicted in Figure 6.3. In
our work, the infrastructure uses algorithms of the form of Algorithm 6.1, where g is a
function of present and past emission levels and depends on the chosen control algorithm.
Algorithm 6.1 Central probability control
E(k)← Measurement or estimate of current emission levels
p← g(E(k), E(k − 1), ...)
Broadcast p to all vehicles.
Algorithm 6.2 Vehicle Mode Choice
p← broadcasted probability value
Use ICE with probability p and EV mode otherwise.
To realise this objective we assume the availability of a context aware hybrid vehicle,
whose switching into fully electric mode can be made dependent on the location of the
vehicle as well as in response to an external signal. Our approach here is to allow vehi-
cles to randomly select their mode of operation in response to these signals (in contrast
to the approach in [Knorn et al., 2011b,a]) according to Algorithm 6.2. Here p is the
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probability that a hybrid electric vehicle engages its combustion engine. Another im-
portant point that has to be considered is the availability of accurate and real time
pollution estimates or measurements. These can be obtained in a number of ways: by
roadside infrastructure measurements, by communication of on-board measurements of
emissions of the vehicles themselves, or using geosensor networks. This is not the focus
of our work, but the technology is available, see for example [Norris and Chormaic, 2002;
Jeong et al., 2014]. Throughout this chapter we will assume that the required pollution
data is available to us.
Comment : Before proceeding, it is worth noting that the objective in this chapter is
to illustrate what is possible when vehicles cooperate with each other. As we shall see,
our approach allows regulatory authorities to enforce different desired policy objectives
depending on context. For example, road usage based on carbon emissions could easily
be implemented. Contrast this to the situation today where all road users have equal
access to roads no matter how polluting the vehicle is. To enforce ideas such as ours,
regulatory actions would be necessary or some form of incentivisation through pricing.
However, such regulation already exists in many countries. For example, in Germany,
green zones [Sadler Consultants Ltd., 2013] are only accessible to certain vehicle types,
and London already has extensive congestion charging [Transport for London, 2013].
However both these approaches are rigid, put many constraints on the drivers, ignore
the actual levels of pollution and may encourage additional trips by giving drivers with
access to the road network a misleading sense of being environmentally friendly. This
behaviour may counteract the positive effect of banning dirty vehicles. We present an
approach that is flexible, puts very little constraint on the drivers, and regulates the pol-
lution. We do this by automating vehicle mode choice based on entry to the green zone,
with an additional feedback loop to ensure an elastic and best-effort type behaviour of
the vehicles.
Clearly, our approach does not require fleets of hybrid vehicles. Many modern vehicles
allow the driver to choose different operational settings depending on whether the driver
wants to be environmentally friendly or likes to have the full acceleration and maximum
speed of his vehicle available. If the switching between the modes is made available as
a control variable, the same ideas work. However hybrid vehicles and their ability to
switch off the combustion engine completely will make the approach work better.
We now describe one such vehicle, which we have constructed for demonstration pur-
poses, and then proceed to outline our basic modelling assumptions, and control strate-
gies.
6.3. The Demonstration Vehicle
To demonstrate the application of our approach we equipped a 2008 model Toyota Prius
with additional technology. The car is depicted in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3.: Feedback loop
Figure 6.4.: The modified Prius.
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Figure 6.5.: Left: Android based App; Right: Communication flow chart. Information
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constraints; Environmental zones; Time constrained access and Road surface
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Type of engine; Wishes of driver and Congestion charging information.
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The Toyota Prius is a power split hybrid vehicle [Ehsani et al., 2010]. The transaxle of
the Prius allows the car to be powered by the ICE engine alone, the battery, or using
a combination of both. It is this degree of freedom that we exploit to control aggregate
emissions using a fleet of these vehicles. In principle by controlling the mix of electric
and ICE engine torques, one can control the vehicle consumption and emissions levels
more accurately as was done in [Knorn et al., 2011b,a]. For the purpose of this work
we use a simpler approach that is significantly easier to implement. In particular, we
only use the ability to switch between EV mode and ICE mode. Importantly, in this
context, the Prius is equipped with an ”EV-mode button” allowing the vehicle to be
manually switched to pure electric driving mode if the battery level permits. This mode
is automatically turned off if the button is pushed again; when the vehicle speed rises
above 45 km/h; or when more torque is required than the electric motor can deliver
(or when the battery level is too low). Hence an implementation of our proposed ap-
proach can be achieved without interfering with the vehicles on-board communication
and computation system. This also allows a platform independent implementation using
different vehicle models from different manufacturers given that they provide a similar
EV mode button. Our basic modification to the vehicle is to automate this mode change
by building appropriate hardware to override the manual function.
Thus, for the purpose of this project we have made some important modifications to
the basic vehicle to make it behave as a context aware vehicle. First, we automated
the switching of the vehicle from ICE to EV mode by adapting the ”EV-mode button”
hardware in the vehicle. For this purpose a dedicated Bluetooth controlled mechanical
interface was constructed to override the manual EV button based on signals from a
smartphone. The switching is based on GPS location, external context information,
and on-board signals such as speed and battery level. Second, special purpose hardware
was constructed to permit communication between a smartphone and the CAN-bus.
However, there are also commercial tools available to do this. The Prius provides a
CAN (Controller Area Network) access on the vehicles diagnostics OBDII-interface (On-
Board Diagnostics II). This CAN interface carries much in-vehicle data such as energy
consumption, rotational speed, engine mode and pollution. Our special hardware module
CAN-Gateway acts as a gateway between this CAN interface and the smartphone. The
module is directly connected to the CAN and to the Smartphone via Bluetooth. Using
special commands on the Bluetooth channel, the smartphone subscribes to specific in-
vehicle data. The CAN-Gateway reads this data from the vehicles CAN interface, filters
the requested data and delivers them to the smartphone. Due to safety reasons, the
module works in a read-only mode as CAN networks are very sensitive to adaptions.
Communication to other vehicles, to GPS, and to a cloud server is also realised using a
smartphone device. For our work a SAMSUNG Galaxy NEXUS device and HTC EVO-
3D were used, both running Android 4.0. To control the driving mode, the software
connects via Bluetooth to a mechanical switch to switch driving mode between the EV
mode and the ICE mode. Thus, the smartphone has access to in-vehicle bus data such
as driving mode, battery level, and pollution levels via a central server. A screenshot
of our smartphone application is depicted in Figure 6.5. The Android application thus
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Table 6.1.: CO Emission factors for petrol cars with engine capacity between 1400 and
2000 cc (from [Boulter et al., 2009], pag. 97 ). For all reported emission
classes we have d = e = f = g = 0 and k = 1.
Emission standard Coefficients Valid speed range (Km/h)
a b c Minimum Maximum
Euro 1 28.26 1.54 9.77·10−4 5 120
Euro 2 56.75 -2.26 2.67·10−2 5 140
Euro 3 35.04 -1.8 2.49·10−2 5 140
Euro 4 22.63 -0.69 1.44·10−2 5 140
allows the vehicle to interact with its environment in a very smart manner. Importantly,
it allows controlled delivery of emissions and pollution into the city environment (be
it noise pollution, or more directly harmful pollutants), allowing us to control where
and when these emissions are delivered into the environment. A movie demonstrating
operation of the vehicle can be found at http://www.hamilton.ie/aschlote/twinLIN.mov.
6.4. Pollution Modelling and Simulation
To investigate the cooperative behaviour of a fleet of hybrid vehicles, we use a modified
version of the traffic simulator Sumo. Sumo is used to simulate traffic for a fleet of hybrid
vehicles traversing a specified geographic location. As before in Section 4.1.2, average
speed emission models are used to estimate specific pollutants of each vehicle [Gkatzoflias
et al., 2007; Boulter et al., 2009]. The average speed approach is described in detail
in [Gkatzoflias et al., 2007]. To ease exposition of this chapter, we repeat how the
emission factor f(t, p) is computed according to this model.
f(t, p) =
k
v
(
a+ bv + cv3 + dv3 + ev4 + fv5 + gv6
)
, (6.1)
where t denotes the type of vehicle (and depends on fuel, emission standard, category of
vehicle, engine power), p denotes the pollutant of interest (e.g. CO, CO2, NOx, Ben-
zene), v denotes the average speed of the vehicle, and the parameters a, b, c, d, e, f, g and
k depend on both the type of vehicle and the pollutant p under consideration. For the
purpose of this work, the values of the parameters are taken from Appendix D, in [Boul-
ter et al., 2009]. For quick reference, we report in Table 6.1 the emission factors for CO
which have been used later in Section 6.6.
In Equation (6.1) it is assumed that speeds are measured in km/h and emission fac-
tors in g/km. As before, we use the average speed model for simplicity. More realistic
and accurate models can easily be embedded into the simulation environment without
changing the qualitative features of the simulation (or the analysis).
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6.5. Control Algorithms
We investigate three distinct control methods for regulating pollution in a geographic
area by orchestrating the switching of vehicles into EV mode. We describe the traffic
system with a discrete time model in which time is measured in steps k = 0, 1, . . . of a
given length. Denote by E(k) the aggregate amount of pollution produced by all vehicles
in a geographic area at time instant k. At the beginning of each time step a control
variable, p(k), may be computed according to Algorithm 6.1 and broadcasted from the
central infrastructure and each vehicle may choose its mode of operation by tossing a
coin as described in Algorithm 6.2. These choices can not be changed until the beginning
of the next time interval. This benefits the driver as high frequencies of changes between
the modes and the associated starting and stopping of the ICE can be very bothersome.
All investigated control strategies are based on the following assumptions.
(i) Pollution levels in a geographic area can be measured or estimated without explicit
communication from the vehicles.
(ii) There is no explicit car to car communication.
(iii) There is no explicit car to infrastructure information, but participating vehicles
can listen and respond to broadcast signals.
(iv) At each time step, the decisions the vehicles make are independent of each other.
The first controller we investigate for the central infrastructure is a classical proportional-
integral-differential (PID) regulator.
PID control : With these assumptions we can set up the regulation problem. To this
end let E∗(k) denote the desired level of pollution at time instant k. The first control
strategy uses a discrete implementation of the classical PID control:
p(t) = Kpe(t) +Ki
∫ t
0
e(θ)dθ +Kd
de(t)
dt
, (6.2)
where e(t) = E∗(t) − E(t). We do not choose to do it here, but with this controller
systems like ours are often modelled as a sector-bounded time-varying nonlinearity with
additive noise term (to account for the randomness), followed by an averaging filter. Note
that the nonlinear term depends on traffic densities and is thus time-varying. Given this
background, the problem can be viewed as a classical Lure problem and the control
design carried out in this framework [Kellet et al., 2006]. Consequently, stability of the
closed loop can be guaranteed by selecting the control gains in accordance with the cir-
cle criterion. A detailed description of a design using the circle criterion for a similar
problem is given in [Kellet et al., 2006]. In this paper, a similar model is derived in the
context of a buffer length regulation problem for a network router and the circle crite-
rion is employed to give a stable controller. We shall not repeat this description here.
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Rather, it is worth noting that even though the Lure framework allows filter dynamics
to be incorporated into the feedback loop (this is an advantage over other approaches to
nonlinear control designs such as multiple-increase, multiple-decrease algorithms [Stano-
jevic´ et al., 2006]), the modelling of the process is not satisfactory. The system to be
controlled is a stochastic one; the Lure approach models this as a deterministic system
with an additive noise term and in some sense ignores the stochastic nature of the prob-
lem. In what follows we give an exact analysis in a stochastic framework for a simple
integral control. A similar approach can be taken to obtain the same results if we use a
PID controller.
To this end we further assume that the desired pollution level E∗(k) = E∗ is the same
at each time step k. For a fixed number of cars, let the emissions of car i at time k be
given by
Ei(k) =
{
Ci , with probability p(k),
0 , with probability 1− p(k), (6.3)
for some Ci ≥ 0. The overall emissions at time k are given by E(k) =
∑
iEi(k). We
now analyse this system for our integral controller, where we use a filtered value for the
emission measurements given by E¯(k+ 1) = λE(k+ 1) + (1−λ)E¯(k) for some λ ∈ (0, 1)
and update the probability according to
p(k + 1) = Q
(
p(k) +K
(
E∗ − E¯(k))) , (6.4)
where K > 0 is the gain and E∗ is the desired pollution level which satisfies E∗ ∈ [0, C],
where C =
∑
iCi is the maximum possible pollution level. To ensure that p(k) ∈ [0, 1]
we use Q : R→ [0, 1], a projection to the unit interval, i.e.
Q(p) =

0 if p < 0,
p if 0 ≤ p ≤ 1,
1 if 1 < p.
(6.5)
We now focus our attention on the expected values of E¯ and p conditioned on the initial
values E¯(0) and p(0). If we letX(k) = E[E¯(k)|E¯(0), p(0)] and Y (k) = E[p(k)|E¯(0), p(0)],
then if Y (k) is far enough from the boundary of the unit interval for all k ∈ N we obtain
the relationships
X(k + 1) = λCY (k) + (1− λ)X(k) (6.6)
Y (k + 1) = Y (k) +K(E∗ −X(k)). (6.7)
Theorem 6.1. The system described by (6.6) and (6.7) has a unique fixed point, which
is independent of the initial conditions. If further K < 1C then the fixed point is locally
asymptotically stable.
Proof. We can describe the system in matrix notation as
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(
X(k + 1)
Y (k + 1)
)
= P
(
X(k)
Y (k)
)
+W, (6.8)
with P =
(
1− λ λC
−K 1
)
and W =
(
0
KE∗
)
. The fixed point is given by
(
E∗
E∗
C
)
.
It can be seen that under the assumption that K < 1C the spectral radius of P is less
than 1. And hence the system described by (6.8) converges locally exponentially fast to
its asymptotic value.
Random Early Detection: RED As an alternative to the PID controller we also
investigate a feedback strategy that emulates the RED algorithm used in active queue
management in Internet congestion control. More details of RED can be found in [Floyd
and Jacobson, 1993]. The basic idea in RED is to adjust the probability of a car switching
into fully electric mode as a non-linear function of the average pollution levels E¯. The
control objective in RED is to maintain pollution levels between pre described thresholds:
Emin and Emax. To do this, one describes a probability curve
p(E¯(k)) =

0 if E¯(k) < Emin,
1 if E¯(k) > Emax,
pmax
E¯(k)−Emin
Emax−Emin else.
(6.9)
Basically, the hope is that for a range of traffic densities there exists an equilibrium prob-
ability p∗ corresponding to E∗ such that Emin ≤ E∗ ≤ Emax, and that this equilibrium
is stable and that the system converges to it.
The stability of RED has been widely studied in the context of internet congestion con-
trol [Srikant, 2003]. Some work in this direction was done in the course of my degree. We
studied the stability of a distributed implementation of an emulated RED system. Parts
of the relevant publication [Budzisz et al., 2011] can be found in Appendix A. We will
not repeat the stability discussions here. Rather we concentrate on the merits of RED,
or otherwise, in the present context. Clearly, RED is much simpler than the PID control
described above. It requires only a simple piece-wise linear function for implementation.
However, it is also clear that the probability curve is predicated on a range of vehicle
densities. Not all densities can be accommodated using a single curve, and to do this
requires adjustment of f based on feedback. A further concern is the performance of the
algorithm in the presence of rapidly varying traffic densities.
Multiplicative Increase Multiplicative Decrease: MIMD As a further alternative
control algorithm we investigated. Here again the goal is to keep the filtered emissions
E¯(k), k = 0, 1, . . . within some interval [Emin, Emax]. To this end, two factors m and M
satisfying 0 < m < 1 < M are chosen and the probability that a vehicle will choose the
ICE mode is updated according to
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p(k + 1) =

mp(k) if E¯(k) > Emax
Mp(k) if E¯(k) < Emin
p(k) else.
(6.10)
This algorithm is designed for quick convergence and fast reaction to changes in the
system and disturbances. However its scaling behaviour is not great. The parameters
m and M have to be adapted to the specific system. If they are too close to 1 then
convergence will be too slow. If they are too far apart from 1 then we will see oscil-
lations. It is also possible to influence this behaviour by choosing a good filter for the
emissions. Algorithms like this are being used in the control of computer networks, see
for example [Stanojevic´, 2007].
6.6. Simulations
This section illustrates the simulation results obtained by implementing the pollution
control mechanisms previously described. We use Sumo to simulate traffic on a grid-like
network. We assume that the aggregate levels of pollution can be either measured or
estimated. In reality the estimated pollution levels will be a complicated function of
both the aggregate pollution levels and the mixing that takes place in a geographical
zone. It seems reasonable that this relationship is an increasing function of the aggregate
pollution levels, and all our results and algorithms hold in this case as well.
We first describe the grid-based simulation setup in detail. Then we present the results
obtained with the different control approaches and for different test scenarios.
6.6.1. Grid Simulation Setup
We simulate traffic in a grid-like transportation network, i.e., where streets intersect
orthogonally. The investigated grid is depicted in Figure 6.6. Although it does not
correspond to a particular city, it still reflects the topology of many planned cities that
can be found for example in North America. Traffic is simulated using Sumo and data
is sampled every 10 seconds from it. The pollution control strategies are implemented
by interfacing Matlab with the Sumo simulator.
For the purpose of the simulations, cars enter at 5 different points in the network and
drive along random routes. Over a time interval of 10000 seconds we increase the number
of cars in the network until 2000 cars have entered. We then continue the simulation for
6 hours. For the purpose of emissions modelling we assume all cars to be petrol electric
hybrid cars with weight below 2.5 Tonnes and with combustion engine capacity between
1400 and 2000 cc, whose emission factors were reported in Table 6.1. We further assume
a vehicle mix in terms of their emission standard, in particular 88% of the vehicles are in
EURO 4, 9% in EURO 3, 3% in EURO 2, and 0.4 % in EURO 1. The evolution of the
number of cars over time in the network is depicted in Figure 6.7. To better understand
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Figure 6.6.: Simple grid-like road network for traffic simulations.
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Figure 6.7.: Evolution of the number of vehicles and corresponding CO emissions in the
network if all cars are combustion driven.
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the performance of our algorithms, we simulated what happens if we assume that all
cars decide not to use their electric drive at all, or where all cars are just conventional
combustion driven vehicles. Figure 6.7 shows the evolution of emissions over time in
this uncontrolled scenario. It can clearly be seen that the amount of CO emitted during
any time interval is more or less proportional to the number of vehicles present in the
network, although it should be mentioned, that it clearly also depends on how polluting
each car in the fleet is.
6.6.2. Different Pollution Control Strategies
In this simulation we compare three different control strategies for regulating pollution.
Recall the plot depicted in Figure 6.7. This figure illustrates the obvious fact that harm-
ful emissions increase as the number of vehicles in the network increases. Our objective
now is to show that using our strategies we can decrease the coupling between the num-
ber of vehicles and the aggregate emissions. Specifically, using very elementary ideas
from Control Theory we can prevent the aggregate emissions level from exceeding some
upper limit. We concentrate here on the control of the carbon monoxide emissions, but
the same approach can be used for any other pollutant or combinations of pollutants.
First we use an MIMD control algorithm, where the aim is to keep the value of the
emissions between 140 and 160 grams every minute. Next we use the RED like control
algorithm with the same boundary values. Lastly we use an integral control strategy,
where we aimed at regulating emissions to the value 150 grams of CO every minute.
The evolution of the emissions and the corresponding evolution of the broadcasted prob-
ability in all three scenarios are depicted in Figure 6.8. Note that the target values we
picked for the pollutants were selected arbitrarily but can easily be adapted to safe levels.
As mentioned before, the approach should also work in situations where pollution is
produced by either a number of old conventional vehicles, that we cannot control, or
even a source of pollution that is independent of traffic, such as industrial facilities,
fossil fuel power plants, or naturally occurring variances in pollution levels. To this end
we repeat the above simulations where we also add an external source of CO that is
active from minute 180 to 270 and contributes 40 grams of CO per minute during this
time. In reality this could for example happen if the wind turns and carries pollution
from an industrial area into the city for some time. In this situation the cars treat
this source of pollution as a disturbance and adjust their behaviour to compensate for
it. Paradoxically, the aggregate emissions from the hybrid vehicles can be much cleaner
than the background air quality. Alternatively this temporary exogeneous pollution may
also be regarded as a temporary change in the available pollution budget. As we aim at
developing best effort strategies, this should not pose a problem to our algorithms. The
results are depicted Figure 6.9. It can indeed be seen that all three algorithms cope well
with this abrupt change.
It can be seen in Figure 6.7 that if electric drives are not used, the level of pollution
follows a curve that mainly depends on the number of vehicles that are currently traveling
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in the road network. However, if some of the vehicles travel in EV mode, then the level
of emissions does not depend on the number of vehicles anymore, and can be controlled
in order to be close to a desired level of pollution, for instance around 150 grams per
minute as done here. It can be seen that all three control strategies work well if their
respective parameters are tuned to the given scenario. This holds both with and without
external pollution.
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Figure 6.8.: Comparison of three control approaches. Top: Evolution of emissions under
the three different controllers. Bottom: Corresponding probabilities.
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7. Cooperative Control of Pollution in
Urban Scenarios - Optimisation
Abstract : In this chapter we extend the approach to regulate
traffic related pollution in urban environments by utilising hybrid
vehicles presented in Chapter 6. By using ideas from consensus
and direct vehicle to vehicle communication, we enable the vehicles
to allocate an available pollution budget in a fair way using decen-
tralised trading techniques. This work was conducted jointly with
Florian Ha¨usler, Mahsa Faizrahnemoon, Emanuele Crisostomi,
Ilja Radusch, and Robert Shorten and was published in [Ha¨usler
et al., 2013b].
In Chapter 6 we proposed a novel pollution control algorithm for fleets of hybrid elec-
tric vehicles (HEVs). The idea was to control the fraction of HEVs that was allowed
to use their combustion engine at any given time. This was done using only simple
broadcast signals from a central infrastructure. Clearly there is a non-unique way in
which cars can cooperate to achieve the desired pollution levels. An exciting aspect of
our approach is that this non-uniqueness can be exploited to deliver certain notions of
fairness to individual drivers. For example, notions of fairness can be introduced that
reflect individual driver’s battery levels and hence their ability to participate in our pol-
lution control scheme. This can be achieved using simple on-board computations and
does not affect the approach’s ability to control pollution. In [Schlote et al., 2013b] a
very simple approach to do this was proposed and exemplified. We now present a more
involved approach, which extends ideas from [Knorn et al., 2011b] on implicit consensus
algorithms, that were applied to vehicular emission control problems in [Knorn et al.,
2011a]. We follow their idea closely. The idea is to make each vehicle adjust the prob-
ability of traveling in ICE mode according to the residual level of its battery, so that
vehicles that are close to running out of battery could drive in fuel mode, while at the
same time keeping aggregate pollution levels in tolerable limits.
The approach presented in [Schlote et al., 2013b] involved using the broadcasted signal
and individual factors, such as current battery level, to compute an individual probability
to use the ICE. To achieve this, the i′th vehicle adjusts the probability to travel in ICE
mode according to
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pi = f(p, SOCi) (7.1)
where SOCi is the state of charge of the battery in vehicle i and f : [0, 1]× R+ → [0, 1]
is appropriately computed so that the compliance with the algorithm is strict when the
battery is full and pi, the probability of car i of driving in ICE mode approaches 1 when
the vehicle is running out of battery. Using the battery fairness approach it was pos-
sible to reduce the number of vehicles running out of battery from 106 out of 2000 to
11 in one simulation scenario. Note that no communication between vehicles or direct
communication between individual vehicles and the central infrastructure is needed to
implement this.
It is possible to include other criteria such as a vehicle’s individual emission output,
the driver’s behaviour, and many more. Fairness considerations are completely stan-
dard in the networking community and are captured by the concept of utility fairness,
where a utility function for each vehicle is used to encapsulate the desired level of fair-
ness between individual drivers. In the context of [Schlote et al., 2013b] this amounts
to tailoring the probability communicated to each vehicle according to the properties
of that vehicle (e.g., the type of vehicle or the remaining charge in the battery) with
minimal communication requirements. Many techniques exist in optimisation as well
as the networking community to achieve utility maximisation in a distributed manner.
It is possible to borrow these ideas for our framework and give a formal discussion of
strategies to realise utility maximisation that use standard techniques from stochastic
optimisation. We now present some preliminary ideas regarding this.
The work presented in this chapter is an extension to the previously discussed pollution
control in a geographic area in two senses. First, it applies to a fleet of vehicles belong-
ing to the same organisation, such as a taxi or delivery company or a public transport
provider and not all vehicles have to be physically close to each other. However the same
techniques can be used to refine the control of emissions in a geographic area. Second,
we discuss algorithms that more clearly and explicitly take fairness and utility maximisa-
tion into account. In the considered scenario, the fleet vehicles have to share a pollution
budget between them in a decentralised fashion using only limited communication.
Formally, we consider a network of n vehicles with individual utility functions fi(Di),
and a constraint
∑n
i=1Di ≤ C, where Di is the amount of the shared resource allocated
to vehicle i. This leads to an optimisation problem of the form described by Equa-
tions (5.1) and (5.2).
We make the following assumptions.
• Utility functions fi(Di) are concave. If we are interested in minimising the sum
of utility functions (e.g., minimum CO), then we assume that the utility functions
are convex. In addition, the precise nature of the fi(Di) may be unknown, but the
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vehicles have access to a measurement or a-posteriori calculation based on observ-
able variables of fi(Di) at each time step. In some cases, e.g. the utility fairness
case, we will also assume that the utility functions are increasing (decreasing) in
the maximisation (minimisation) case.
• We assume that an optimal and feasible solution exists. For instance, this corre-
sponds to assuming that vehicles have the ability to achieve the optimal quality of
service or to produce the optimal quantity of CO emissions.
• We assume that all vehicles can communicate directly (or indirectly through a
measurement) with a centralised infrastructure, so that reliable pollution levels
are always available.
• We assume that the centralised infrastructure may broadcast information to the
vehicles, but not communicate directly with each vehicle.
• Cars can communicate directly using V2V. This communication has limited range
and it is not necessarily symmetric.
The above assumptions appear to be a reasonable reflection of current and near future
state-of-the-art in ITS systems, and suggest a hybrid solution whereby the optimisation
is solved using decentralised computation with aid of limited signalling from the centre.
Given these constraints we now wish to find efficient algorithms to solve the utility
maximisation problem.
7.1. Two Decentralised Algorithms to Solve the Optimisation
Problem
Equations (5.1) and (5.2) define a classical optimisation problem whose solution may be
found for example with the aid of Lagrange multipliers [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004].
Let H(D1, ..., Dn, λ) be the Lagrangian associated with the problem, i.e.
H(D1, ..., Dn, λ) =
n∑
i=1
fi(Di)− λ(
n∑
i=1
Di − C). (7.2)
The theory behind convex optimisation is well developed and completely standard. We
refer the reader to [Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004] for an introduction to the relevant
notions, which we will use in the following. The solution to the maximisation problem
is given by the n primal optimal values (D∗1, . . . , D∗n) and the dual optimal value λ∗.
According to the KKT conditions they need to satisfy
λ∗ =
∂fi(D
∗
i )
∂Di
, i = 1, .., n, (7.3)
= gi(D
∗
i ),
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subject to the linear constraint (5.2) being satisfied. Many algorithms that solve convex
optimisation problems update primal and or dual variables iteratively and hence give
rise to discrete time dynamic systems. We take a similar approach here and assume
that in each optimisation step, k, the central infrastructure can compute and broadcast
a value λ(k), which is used by car i to compute a value Di(k). The goal is to update
λ(k) and Di(k) for all i, such that λ(k)→ λ∗ and Di(k)→ D∗i as k →∞. The form of
Equation (7.3) suggests two (hybrid) approaches to solving the maximisation problem.
First, Equation (7.3) suggests that the maximisation problem can be solved using feed-
back in combination with local on-vehicle computational power. Namely, by regulating
the value of Di so that the outputs of the i
′th vehicle, gi(Di(k)), follows the value of
λ(k) which is broadcast from a centralised infrastructure. The task of the central infras-
tructure then becomes to find the appropriate value for the dual variable λ(k) so that
in the limit as k →∞, or if possible in finite time, the utility maximisation problem can
be solved. As we shall see, this can be solved by embedding the multiplier as part of
a feedback loop as is done in subgradient methods. This approach requires no V2V or
I2V unicast capabilities, can deal with uncertainty in the utility functions, and requires
no centralised computation. A disadvantage of the approach is that it is not robust to
failure of the centralised node and selecting the control gains is an issue.
A second approach is based on the fact that optimality is also achieved when each of the
vehicles reach consensus of the values of the functions gi(Di) =
∂fi(Di)
∂Di
subject to the
constraint (5.2). This observation was first exploited in [Stanojevic´ and Shorten, 2009b]
in the context of symmetric communication graphs, and later extended to the asymmet-
ric scenario in [Knorn et al., 2011b,a], where the gi(Di) are adjusted as part of a feedback
loop. Advantages of these approaches are that no I2V unicast capabilities are required,
and the techniques can deal with uncertainty in the utility functions. In addition, no cen-
tralised computation is required and the technique is robust with respect to node failure.
The first algorithm we propose, Algorithm 7.1, places almost no computational burden
on the central infrastructure, and requires no V2V capabilities. To formally present it
we need the following additional assumptions.
• The infrastructure and the vehicles have a common clock and update their decision
variables in discrete time steps.
• The value of Di(k) can be directly and arbitrarily adjusted in each of the vehicles.
In some situations these variables are not directly accessible and must be adjusted
indirectly, for example when Di is a complicated function of the driving behaviour.
For exposition, this case has not been considered. Note however that the framework
extends directly to this case, albeit with much more difficult analysis. See [Knorn
et al., 2011b,a] for work in this direction.
The basic idea in Algorithm 7.1 is to use an integral control to find the optimal Lagrange
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Algorithm 7.1 Feedback control and local computation.
E(k)← total emissions produced by the fleet
λ(k + 1) = λ(k)− γ(C − E(k)
Di(k + 1) = Di(k)− i(λ(k)− ∂fi(Di(k))∂Di(k) )
multiplier λ∗. The centralised infrastructure updates according to:
λ(k + 1) = λ(k)− γ(C −
n∑
i=1
Di(k)), (7.4)
where γ > 0 and where we have assumed that the centralised infrastructure either re-
ceives communication of the Di(k) from each vehicle, or measures the sum over all Di(k).
Each node (vehicle) receives a broadcast of λ(k) and updates its utility (implicitly) ac-
cording to:
Di(k + 1) = Di(k)− i(λ(k)− ∂fi(Di(k))
∂Di(k)
), (7.5)
where i > 0.
This corresponds to a subgradient method from optimisation, see [Boyd and Vanden-
berghe, 2004; Nedic and Ozdaglar, 2009] and the gains can for example be selected
using methods from nonlinear control theory. The convergence of the algorithm, and
the choice of the gains γ and i, is beyond what we want to show here. However, it is
possible to reuse results and approaches from standard systems theory, see e.g. [Siljak,
2007; Stanojevic´ and Shorten, 2009b; Khalil, 2001], to guide the choice of the gains and
prove convergence.
Comment : The algorithm in its current form implements a utility maximisation
policy. Other policies can be implemented by replacing ∂fi(Di(k))∂Di(k) in Equation (7.5) with
an appropriate function. For example, if we use fi(Di) instead of its partial derivatives,
the policy implemented will be a utility fairness policy.
The second algorithm we present here, Algorithm 7.2, uses the above mentioned ob-
servation that optimality is ensured when consensus of the values of the functions
gi(Di) =
∂fi(Di)
∂Di
constrained to
∑
iDi ≤ C is reached .
Algorithm 7.2 Implicit consensus with input.
Vi(k)← average value of utility of all direct neighbours of node i
E(k)← total emissions produced by the fleet
Di(k + 1) = Di(k) + i (gi(Di(k))− Vi(k)) + γi (C − E(k))
It was observed in [Stanojevic´ and Shorten, 2009b] that utility maximisation problems
can be formulated as a consensus problem leading to a completely decentralised solution.
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However, consensus based solutions require symmetric communication graphs to guar-
antee that
∑n
i Di(k) ≤ C for all k, as well as suffering from other convergence related
issues. Some of these issues are addressed in [Knorn et al., 2011b,a] in which a basic
feedback error signal, C −∑ni Di(k), from the infrastructure is used to yield a modified
integral control of the following form:
Di(k + 1) = Di(k) + i
gi(Di(k))− 1
ni
∑
j∈Ni
gj(k)
+ γi
C − n∑
j
Dj(k)
 , (7.6)
where γi > 0 and Ni is the set of vehicles that can send information to vehicle i and ni is
its cardinality. Note that we have already used this algorithm in Section 4.2.5. The sign
of the parameters i in Equation (7.6) depends on the choice of the functions gi. In par-
ticular, the sign has to be positive if functions gi are decreasing, and negative if functions
gi are increasing. Roughly speaking, the first term of the control achieves a consensus on
the utility derivatives, and the second term ensures that the global constraint is satisfied.
The stability and convergence properties of Algorithm 7.2, and the choice of γi and the
i, can again be determined using standard ideas from systems theory. See [Knorn et al.,
2011b,a] for details. While a proper discussion of this issue is again beyond what we want
to show here, we note that Algorithm 7.2 is a more complicated control law, requiring
V2V communication, and has slow convergence properties [Knorn et al., 2011b,a]. Our
contribution here is to present a modification to Algorithm 7.2 to speed up convergence,
which we outline now. At each time step the vehicles communicate the maximum and
minimum values of ∂fi(Di(k))∂Di(k) to the central infrastructure. These values are broadcasted
to all nodes who then augment their neighbourhood set with these values.
We now present Algorithm 7.3, a modification to Algorithm 7.2, to speed up conver-
gence. In the communication graph we add edges from the vehicles with minimum and
maximum utilities to all other vehicles. To implement this, we propose that at each
time step the maximum and minimum values of gi(Di) are communicated to the central
infrastructure. These values are then broadcasted to all nodes who in turn temporarily
augment their neighbourhood information to incorporate the new values, unless the ve-
hicle that has the respective value was already in the neighbourhood.
Algorithm 7.3 Modified implicit consensus with input.
Vi(k)← average value of utility of augmented neighbour set of node i
E(k)← total emissions produced by the fleet
Di(k + 1) = Di(k) + i (gi(Di(k))− Vi(k)) + γi (C − E(k))
Comment : As before other policies can be implemented by replacing ∂fi(Di(k))∂Di(k) in
Equation (7.6) with an appropriate function. For example, if we use fi(Di) instead of
partial derivatives, the policy implemented will be a utility fairness policy. A proper
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discussion on the properties of the candidate functions gi again is beyond what we want
to discuss here, but conditions on the functions gi and a related discussion can be found
in [Knorn et al., 2011b,a] and [Stanojevic´ and Shorten, 2009b].
7.2. Acceleration of Convergence
Simulation examples indicate that the implicit consensus algorithm reaches convergence
in a faster manner when the maximum and the minimum value of the second term in
Equation (7.5) are also revealed to the other nodes, see Section 7.3. This result is not
totally unexpected. We give the following plausibility argument. It is well known that
in undirected graphs, the second smallest eigenvalue of the graph Laplacian, also called
algebraic connectivity, quantifies the speed of convergence of consensus algorithms, see
for instance [Olfati-Saber et al., 2007]. Also, it is well known [de Abreu, 2007] that in
this case the algebraic connectivity of a new graph G2, a(G2), obtained from adding a
new edge to graph G1 is characterised by:
a(G1) ≤ a(G2) ≤ a(G1) + 2, (7.7)
thus establishing that adding a new edge can potentially increase the speed of conver-
gence, or at least does not decrease it. Note that having two more nodes broadcasting
their own value, as suggested from the improvement to Equation (7.5), corresponds in
practice to adding up to 2(n− 1) new edges.
The case of directed graphs is notoriously more difficult to handle, and there is not even
a unique definition of the graph Laplacian. As a consequence, there are no theorems sim-
ilar in spirit to Equation (7.7), at least to our knowledge. However the following result
from [Wu, 2005] suggests that the out-degree of all nodes, i.e. the number of directed
edges leaving from a given node, plays an important role in this. They define the alge-
braic connectivity of a directed graph G with adjacency matrix A as minx⊥e,‖x‖=1 x>Lx,
where e is the all-ones vector of appropriate size and L = D−A is the Laplacian matrix
associated with the directed graph and D is the diagonal matrix of out-degrees of the
nodes. The author then shows that
a(G) ≤ min
v 6=w
{do(v) + do(w)} , (7.8)
where v and w are nodes of the graph G. This can be used to state that increasing the
out-degree do of some nodes of the graph (as in practice occurs when the algorithm is
modified to circulate the minimum and the maximum values) also increases (or at least,
does not decrease) an upper bound of the algebraic connectivity of the graph.
Finally, we also mention that similar strategies to improve the convergence of network
consensus algorithms in directed graphs were also devised in [Cao and Wu, 2007], where
the authors claim that having as many as possible vertices with the maximum out-degree
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Table 7.1.: Relation between amounts of CO and CO2 produced for vehicle i.
Emission class CO = fi(CO2)
EURO 1 2.3073CO22 + 12.25CO2 − 2.0531
EURO 2 0.87556CO22 + 2.1907CO2 − 0.24558
EURO 3 3.3209CO22 + 2.5657CO2 − 0.7812
EURO 4 0.53745CO22 + 1.3241CO2 − 0.1064
of n − 1, and having the in-degree of each vertex around m/n, where m is the number
of edges and n that of nodes, can improve the convergence speed.
7.3. Simulations
We now present a number of simple simulations to illustrate the efficacy of our decen-
tralised emission trading algorithms. In the following two simulations, we assume that a
fleet of 20 hybrid vehicles has a total budget of CO2 they can emit, and the objective is
to minimise the total quantity of emitted CO. Furthermore, as in [Knorn et al., 2011b,a]
we assume that vehicles can regulate the quantity of emissions by deciding which fraction
of the desired speed is supplied by the ICE or by the electric motor. This is consistent
with a power split hybrid vehicle.
Here we again use the average speed emission model given in Section 4.1.2. According
to this, for light duty vehicles the amount of CO produced by vehicle i is related to the
amount of CO2 according to the functions fi : R+ → R+ given in Table 7.1.
Our objective is
min
N∑
i=1
fi(Di) (7.9)
subject to
N∑
i=1
Di ≤ C, (7.10)
where C is the overall CO2 budget allocated to the fleet of vehicles, and Di is the amount
of CO2 allocated to the i
′th vehicle. Note that this minimisation problem is equivalent
to the maximisation problem described by Equations (5.1) and (5.2) which has already
been discussed in the previous sections.
Utility Minimisation within a Single Class of Vehicles
In the first simulation, we consider a fleet of 20 vehicles all belonging to the EURO 4
class, with slightly different parameters that are characteristic of the particular vehicle
(e.g., brand, age).
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Figure 7.1 shows how the CO2 budget is shared among the fleet of vehicles in order to
minimise CO emissions. In particular, note that the solution obtained with the proposed
distributed approach converges to the optimal solution computed directly by solving the
optimisation problem with Lagrange multipliers, and shown with horizontal blue bars.
Note however that the second approach is not viable in large-scale optimisation problem
as it would require full-communication and massive centralised computational power.
Utility Minimisation among Different Classes of Vehicles
In the second simulation, we consider a fleet of 20 vehicles with ICEs belonging to EURO
1, 2, 3 and 4 classes. The objective is again to share a CO2 budget among the vehicles,
while minimising the overall emission of CO. As the emission of CO is a very different
from vehicles belonging to different classes, the optimal solution computed as in the
previous simulation is not feasible any more, as it might allocate unrealistic quantities
of CO2 to some vehicles. For this reason, we solve again the optimisation problem with
the proposed distributed algorithm, but we also force the unknown quantities of interest
(i.e., Di) to belong to the feasible sets for each vehicle. Note that the range of feasible
Di strongly depends on the specific EURO class of the vehicle.
Figure 7.2a illustrates how the same CO2 budget is now shared among the different
classes of vehicles, while Figure 7.2b both shows that the total level of CO2 matches the
desired one, and that at the same time the amount of CO is minimised.
Utility Fairness
The objective of the previous simulations was to minimise the production of CO while
keeping the total amount of CO2 equal to a desired threshold. However, a key aspect
regards the fairness of the previous solution. Note that while utility is maximised in
these simulations, the solution suggested by the optimisation may be very unfair. In
some situations it may be of interest to make all vehicles produce an equal amount of
pollution. This is easily accommodated in our framework.
In the next simulation we are therefore interested in making the vehicles produce the
same quantity of CO, while still respecting the total CO2 budget. While such a solution
is clearly not overall optimal for the environment (for example more CO than before
is produced), it provides a solution that is fairer for the hybrid vehicle owners. In the
following, we compare the three algorithms discussed in Section 7.1, and for simplicity,
we assume that the utility function of node i is given by a function of the form fi(Di) =
αi logDi, which is increasing and concave. The choice of this function is motivated by
dispatch type problems where economic utility is an increasing function of allocated
emissions. Recall, for such applications gi(Di(k)) = fi(Di(k)). Figure 7.3a depicts
the performance of Algorithm 7.1 , Figure 7.3b the unmodified Algorithm 7.2, and
Figure 7.3c the performance of the modified Algorithm 7.3.
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Figure 7.1.: Figure a shows how the CO2 budget is correctly shared among the fleet of
vehicles in order to minimise CO emissions. At the same time, the CO2
budget is respected, as shown in Figure b.
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Figure 7.2.: Figure a shows how the CO2 budget is shared among the vehicles belong-
ing to different EURO classes. While the CO2 budget is respected, CO is
minimised as shown in Figure b.
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Figure 7.3.: The CO2 budget is shared in such a way to equalise the production of CO.
In (a) the vehicles do not communicate; in (b) they can communicate only
with the “next” vehicle; in (c) they can communicate with the next vehicles
and two other randomly chosen vehicles.
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Figure 7.4.: Road network imported from OpenStreetMap [OSM Contributors, 2014],
area around Rosenthaler Platz in Berlin, Germany
Utility Fairness: a Case Study
In this simulation we further investigate the utility fairness strategy from a geographic
point of view, and test our ideas using the mobility simulator Sumo, with its HBEFA-
emission model and TRACI interface [Krajzewicz et al., 2006]. We simulate traffic in
an arbitrary area of Berlin, shown in Figure 7.4, which we divided into nine equivalent
rectangular zones of the same size (in a 3× 3 grid). The goal is to regulate emission in
each zone separately. To this end, we let the infrastructure broadcast the probability
of traveling in EV mode in order to achieve the CO2 budget in each of the 9 zones of
Berlin. This result is shown in Figure 7.5. Then, we allow single vehicles to locally adapt
their probabilities to further achieve CO fairness, as discussed in the previous section.
Figure 7.6 shows the normalised CO produced by vehicles belonging to 5 different classes
of vehicles (with ICEs equivalent to EURO 1 to 5 vehicles).
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Figure 7.5.: The level of CO2 is maintained equal to the CO2 budget in each subzone of
the Berlin area of interest.
Figure 7.6.: Vehicles belonging to different classes produce the same quantity of CO.
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Part III.
Feedback and Resource Allocation
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8. Analytical Tools to Study Feedback
Effects in Resource Allocation Strategies
Abstract : Inspired by a number of problems in Intelligent
Transportation Systems, in this chapter we discuss assignment
strategies to servers with queues with the application to traffic re-
lated problems in mind. The work in this chapter was conducted
jointly with Florian Ha¨usler, Emanuele Crisostomi, Christopher
King, Robert Shorten and also with Bei Chen and Mathieu Sinn.
It was published as [Schlote et al., 2014, 2013c,a; Ha¨usler et al.,
2012, 2013a].
In many Intelligent Transport System applications, we try to make better use of scarce
resources such as parking spaces, charging spots for electric vehicles, or shared transport
vehicles such as bicycles. In general terms, we wish to improve the access of users to
some commodity. Given the new technologies that enable smart mobility, there are three
strategies to do this.
• The first strategy is to use a forecast system that informs the user of the avail-
able commodities at the time the user requires them. Such predictions are hard
if there is uncertainty in the system, especially as this prediction influences the
customer decisions and thus introduces feedback in the system that may invalidate
predictions if they do not take this effect into account.
• The second is a reservation system, where customers communicate their choice
in advance so that the availability data can be enhanced with this information
and resource availability can be guaranteed. In real world implementations such
systems are complex. They require much communication and possibly complicated
optimisation algorithms. Furthermore, inefficiencies arise as customers’ choices are
based on virtual information - for example a server may be idle and capable of
quickly satisfying the customer’s demands yet is booked by other customers and
thus discourages the customer from using it. Additional inefficiencies are caused
if the duration of the delay fluctuates or customers do not meet their reservations
for some reason.
• The third approach is to use stochastic decentralised balancing strategies. Users
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make random decisions guided by the availability data. It is possible to imple-
ment such systems with minimal communication and computation requirements
and they can be very successful in balancing customers and evenly distributing
commodities. Decentralised stochastic strategies are also known to be very robust
against disturbances.
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Figure 8.1.: Assignment Setup.
It is the third approach that we adopt here. Hence, in this chapter we consider the
problem of assigning customers to service stations. The general setup is depicted in
Figure 8.1. We consider systems where customers require some service or commodity
and get to make a choice between different providers. We assume that data on the avail-
ability of the resource of interest from each provider is available to the customer at the
time he makes a decision. Our systems of interest involve several customers competing
for those resources with the added difficulty that there is a delay between choice and
resource consumption. We provide a number of analytic tools to investigate assignment
strategies to servers with queues with the application to traffic related problems in mind.
These tools can also be used to analyse investigate systems with prediction type ITS
applications. We shall apply all tools in Chapter 9.
In this chapter we consider two scenarios.
1. In the first scenario there is a single server with a queue. Customers require
service and decide whether to use this server based on information about the queue
occupancy. In this, we concentrate on what happens at this server and disregard
customers that choose other options. The goal is to control the queue length at the
server to keep waiting times short. There is a delay between the customer choice
and their joining of the queue. As we shall see, this makes simple deterministic
choice strategies ineffective. Instead, this setting favours stochastic decisions. A
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well known example of such a system is RED [Floyd and Jacobson, 1993], already
mentioned in Chapter 6.1.
2. In the second scenario we consider a system with more than one server each with
a distinct queue. Customers that require service can choose one of these servers
based on queue occupancy information. Again there is a delay between decision
and joining of the queue. This delay can introduce oscillations and inefficiency
to the system under some choice strategies. This model is relevant for a large
number of applications, most notably for load balancing in communication net-
works [Stanojevic´ and Shorten, 2009b], but also for many applications involving
user choices such as route choices in journey planning.
8.1. Taking Feedback into Account
As discussed previously, the great advances in automotive, computation and commu-
nication technology are opening up great potential for improving safety and efficiency
of transport. The availability of exact and extensive data regarding shared resources
naturally inspires prediction type ideas as a first step. Basically the question asked by
many researchers is the following. Given real-time and historic demand data regarding
a certain resource, what is the best way of predicting the availability of this resource
at a given point in the future. Approaches like this are for example being proposed for
predicting the availability of parking spots in a car park [Caliskan et al., 2006; Klappe-
necker et al., 2012], the availability of bicycles in a particular station in a bike sharing
scheme [Chen et al., 2013], the availability of charging spots in charging stations for elec-
tric vehicles [Mariyasagayam and Kobayashi, 2013], and the price of charging electric
vehicles in smart grids with dynamic pricing [Erol-Kantarci and Mouftah, 2010].
The goal of these prediction models is to keep the number of customers that find no avail-
able resource when they arrive at the service station to a minimum. Prediction models,
of course, have a long history and many computational tools are available including for
example time series analysis and neural networks. In the context of load forecasting
for electric grids, highly accurate predictions are necessary for electricity companies to
plan the production of power and complicated and computationally expensive tools can
be used as the prediction is done centrally. If a similar prediction would be made by
an individual user’s smartphone, or smart charging device, the same tools cannot be
used. Instead, the tools being used in this context have to be as computationally light
as possible. Markov chains are often used in this context as they are computationally
easy to handle. This is done for example in [Caliskan et al., 2006; Klappenecker et al.,
2012; Chen et al., 2013].
An additional factor that is ignored by all the above mentioned papers is that the
availability of predictions changes user behaviour. Strangely, all those papers propose
prediction models to guide customer choices, yet none of them investigates the conse-
quences of this. For example, in [Caliskan et al., 2006; Klappenecker et al., 2012] an
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occupancy prediction algorithm for individual car parks is proposed, but the effect to
the system caused by customers adapting their behaviour based on these predictions is
ignored. If a prediction is used by only one customer or a small group of customers, it
may be valid to assume that the choices of the small group have a negligible effect on the
dynamics of the system. However, if the percentage of customers to which the prediction
is available is high, the change in their behaviour impacts the dynamics of the whole
system and may thus invalidate the prediction. An example of this effect, based on real
data, is shown in Section 9.4.3. In this simulation customers want to rent a bicycle and
have to choose between two possible bike stations. We show that ignoring the feedback
can lead to sub-optimal system performance.
Feedback is a well studied phenomenon in the area of control and many tools are avail-
able. Many aspects of such systems with feedback can be investigated and controlled if
it is possible to influence the system. A first step in this direction is usually to consider
the mean or the long run performance and how long it takes for the system to reach
this state from a given initial condition. The second step then is to inspect the variation
of the system. Often, especially in complicated or stochastic systems, variations of the
state can not be avoided and it is thus of interest to study the effect of disturbances to
the system. If one uses state information to control the system, this has to be done care-
fully. Poor implementations of this can lead to persistent oscillations that can leave the
system alternately over- and under-utilised with potentially fatal effect on the system’s
performance. This can be very frustrating to the customers and be a main impediment
for acceptance of the system in the population. We aim to raise awareness of this these
effects in ITS and provide a number of tools with which to study traffic related applica-
tions.
In what follows, we present three approaches to analyse a distributed stochastic balancing
system. Each approach has unique advantages and drawbacks. The first approach is very
simple Markov chain, that does not take delays between assignment and arrival to the
chosen queue into account and serves as a starting point for the study of such systems.
Next, we present an advanced Markov chain that takes these effects into account, but
works only for systems with one service station in its present form. Lastly, we present a
system of delay differential equations that model a fluid limit of a system with several
service stations and delays.
8.2. A Simple Markov Chain that Ignores Delays
Consider a system with n ∈ N service stations at which customers are being served.
Customers that arrive to the system wait for availability signals from service stations
and join them only after having received such a signal. There are discrete time steps
in which each service station may broadcast a simple signal that indicates that it has
free capacity and it decides to do so randomly with a probability that is a decreasing
function of its occupancy. In particular if station j has a buffer size of Cj ∈ N and a
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queue length of Nj ∈ N, then it uses an algorithm of the form of Algorithm 8.1, where
F : N → [0, 1] is a decreasing function with F (0) = 1 and F (Cj) = 0. In addition, we
assume that customers do not listen for availability signals at all times. Instead, at each
time step they decide to listen for signals randomly according to Algorithm 8.2, where
G : R+ → [0, 1] is a decreasing function with G(0) = 1. ei is a commodity associated
with the user which vanishes over time and as it does the i′th customer’s probability of
listening for signals increases. For example, in Chapter 9 ei will be the electric charge
left in the battery of an electric vehicle.
Algorithm 8.1 Free capacity indication algrithm
p← F (Ni)
r ← Rand
if r < p then
Broadcast indication signal.
end if
Algorithm 8.2 Electric Vehicle
q ← G(ei)
Listen for indication signals with probability q.
8.2.1. QoS Analysis: Balancing Behaviour
We first discuss a simple Markov chain approach that models this system with decen-
tralised and stochastic customer assignment. This chain does not take the delay between
assignment and arrival at the queue into account and shall only be considered as a first
step in modelling such systems. To do this we assume the following.
1. Customers arrive to the system according to a Poisson process with rate λ > 0.
2. After receiving a signal the customer is immediately added to the queue of the
sending station.
3. We assume that each customer that is waiting at a station is being serviced with a
rate independent of the total number of customers waiting for service. The service
times for each customer are described by i.i.d exponentially distributed random
variables with rate µ > 0.
With these assumptions in place, the above model is a Markov chain, where the state
is a n dimensional vector that reports the occupancy of each station. The transition
probabilities between the states can be readily computed from the rates of the arrival
process and the service process and the used assignment rule for each station. For
example, the probability of a given number, m ∈ N of new customer arrivals in a single
time-step of length T > 0 is given by e−λT (λT )
m
m! . If the state of the system at time step
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k ∈ N is given by (N1(k), . . . , Nn(k)) and we know that m new arrival occur, the state
in the next time step satisfies
n∑
j=1
Nj(k + 1) ≤
n∑
j=1
Nj(k) +m (8.1)
and for each state with this property we can compute its probability by taking into
account the number of necessary departures from each station and the distribution of
the m new customers. Should there be several ways of reaching the new state we use
the sum of these probabilities. For Algorithm 8.1 we know that each possible state
can be reached from each other state in a number of steps of the chain with a positive
probability and hence the chain is irreducible. Further as there is a positive probability
that the state does not change during a step of the chain it immediately follows that
the Markov chain is aperiodic. See [Norris, 1998] for an introduction to these notions.
Irreducibility and Aperiodicity together assure uniqueness of the stationary distribution
and convergence of the system dynamics to it. If the possible number of customers in
each station is bounded from above, then the number of states is finite and we can use
the transition matrix to compute the stationary distribution, which yields information
about what fraction of time the chain spends in each state.
8.2.2. QoS Analysis: Assignment Delay
We now investigate the delay between a customer arrival and assignment to a charging
station. According to Algorithm 8.1 customers are not immediately assigned to servers.
Rather, they have to wait until they receive communication from a free server. We
now give some complementary results to indicate how quickly customers are assigned
to a place in a queue at a server. We call this time the assignment delay. Obviously,
the system can be sped up by reducing the length of the time steps. However, we are
interested in the number of time steps until assignment. To facilitate exposition, we
make the following assumptions.
1. If a customer detects several availability signals, then he is assigned to only one
server. A server is chosen according to some priority rule or randomly.
2. We assume that the system has reached steady-state.
Theorem 8.1. Consider a network of n servers with Nj customers in the queue of
server j. In this situation the i′th customer arrives to the system. Then the assignment
delay, τi, before being assigned to a server is on average given by
τi = (G(ei) (1− pred))−1 (8.2)
where
pred =
nm∏
j=1
(1− F (Nj)) . (8.3)
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Proof. At any one time step the i’th customer gets assigned if it receives at least one
green signal and it is currently listening for signals. These events occur with probability
1− pred and G(ei) respectively. As the two events are independent, the joint probability
is G(ei)(1− pred). From this it is possible to compute the expected waiting time, which
can be seen to be equal to (8.2).
According to Theorem 8.1 the expected assignment delay is short if pred is small, which
occurs if the number of servers is large or if the queues are small. Theorem 8.1 can
be understood as a quality of service measure for the customers. One may equally be
concerned about the quality of service for the servers. For them it is clearly undesirable
to be idle. Obviously this situation will occur at times with low demand. However, it
should be avoided that one or several servers are idle, while other servers have a high
workload. The following theorem quantifies the probability that our assignment rule
assigns customers in a non-optimal way.
Theorem 8.2. Consider a network of n identical servers. At a given time, let B be the
set of all servers that are busy serving one or more customers, and let nI be the number
of servers that are idle. Assume that at this time instant a customer is assigned to one of
the servers. Then the probability that this customer is assigned to a busy server instead
of an idle one is given by
1− nI
nI +
∑
i∈B F (Ni)
. (8.4)
Proof. According to our assumptions the new customer is assigned to one of the busy
server with probability ∑
i∈B F (Ni)∑nm
j=1 F (Nj)
. (8.5)
Further F (Nj) = 1 for any idle server. Using this in Equation (8.5) and rearranging it
yields Equation (8.4).
Comment : Theorem 8.2 addresses the undesirable situation where a customer is
assigned to a busy server even though an idle one is available. It is possible to obtain
more comprehensive quality of service measures along the same lines as in the theorem.
For example it is possible to compute the probability that a newly arriving customer
is assigned to a specific server. Such problems can be addressed as a queueing theory
problem in an almost identical manner to Theorem 8.2. Given the exact shape of the
function F it is possible to further refine this result. For example, if one uses a func-
tion of the form F (Ni) = 10
−Ni the probability of a new customer being assigned to a
particular server depends only on the difference of the queues’ lengths and not on the
absolute values of the lengths.
In Theorem 8.2 the probability that a new customer is assigned to a busy server instead
of an idle station depends strongly on the shape of the function F . Obviously a rapidly
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decreasing of F is preferable. For example, consider a system with 10 servers, of which
2 are idle. Assume that all other servers each have 2 customers in their queue. If we use
for example F (Ni) = 10
−Ni , then the probability given by Equation (8.4) is less than
0.04.
8.3. Improved Markovian Model for a Single Server Scenario
We now present a second analytic tool that makes it possible to take the delay between
assignment and arrival into account in a simplified scenario with only one station. To
this end we consider a single server with an infinite queue. The first C customers in the
queue are being served simultaneously at a constant rate independent of the number of
customers in the queue. The remaining customers are not being served until such times
that enough customers have left the system and they are among the first C customers
in the queue. Alternatively this can be seen as a service station with C parallel servers
that can each serve at most one customer and a common queue. Customers realise their
need for service according to a Poisson process with rate λ. When they do this at time
t, they query the queue’s occupancy N(t) and may decide to either use the server or
leave the system based on this information. To this end drivers make a random decision
and decide to go to the server with a probability p(N(t)). The information that the
customers can access is updated by the server in discrete time steps of length T > 0.
If the i′th customer decides to join the queue he does so after a delay τi > 0. We will
model this delay as a random variable and assume that T is chosen such that τi ≤ T for
all customers i. If the load on the system is high, there are two competing goals. On
the one hand as many customers as possible are to be served, on the other hand as few
customers as possible should arrive to a queue of length C or longer, so that they do not
immediately receive service.
We will now describe the evolution of the queue length process in discrete time steps. As
a step size we use T such that for all k ≥ 0 the k′th time interval is given by [kT, (k+1)T ].
We denote by N(k) the queue length at time kT . The evolution of N(k) can be described
as a difference equation of the form
N(k + 1) = N(k) +A(k)−D(k), (8.6)
where A(k) is the number of customers that arrive to the queue during the interval
[kT, (k+ 1)T ] and D(k) is the number of customers that have completed their service in
the same interval. D(k) takes values in {0, 1, . . . , N(k)} and we model it as a random
variable with distribution depending only on N(k). In particular we assume that it
follows a Poisson process that terminates after generating N(k) events. Further this
Poisson process has rate µQ(N(k)), where Q(N(k)) = min{N(k), C}. Accordingly, the
distribution of D(k) is described by
P (D(k) = t|N(k) = n) = e−Q(n)µT (Q(n)µT )
t
t!
(8.7)
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for all n ∈ N and all t = 0, 1, . . . , Q(n)− 1 and
P (D(k) = Q(n)|N(k) = n) (8.8)
=
∞∑
t=Q(n)
e−Q(n)µT
(Q(n)µT )t
t!
=1− e−Q(n)µT
Q(n)−1∑
t=0
(Q(n)µT )t
t!
.
We assume that τi is described by independent identically distributed random variables
with support [0, T ]. In this setting customers that take a decision to join the queue in
[(k − 1)T, kT ] will reach it either in [(k − 1)T, kT ] or in [kT, (k + 1)T ]. Accordingly, we
can rewrite Equation (8.6) as
N(k + 1) = N(k) +A1(k) +A2(k)−D(k), (8.9)
where A1(k) and A2(k) are arrival processes of customers to the queue in [kT, (k+ 1)T ].
A1(k) is the arrival process of customers that make their decision to join the queue in
[(k − 1)T, kT ] and A2(k) is the arrival process of customers that make their decision
in [kT, (k + 1)T ]. It is important to note that the arrival process of customers to the
queue is not a homogeneous Poisson process. It is however piecewise homogeneous, in
the sense that for all k ≥ 1 the arrival process of customers to the queue in the interval
[kT, (k + 1)T ] is homogeneous. This is formally proved in the following lemma.
Lemma 8.3. Given N(k − 1) = m and N(k) = n for some n,m ∈ N, for any given
distribution of the i.i.d random variables τi, i ∈ N the process A1(k) + A2(k) is Poisson
with rate λ (αp(m) + (1− α)p(n)), where α = T−E[τ ]T ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. It is enough to prove that A1(k) is Poisson on the first update interval, [0, T ],
with rate λαp(N(0)). Customers query the queue occupancy and decide to use the server
with rate λ˜ = λp(N(0)). This process generates an infinite number of vehicles, but we
are only interested in A1, the number of vehicles that arrive to the queue before T . For
i ∈ N let
ai =
{
1 , if customer i reaches the queue before T ,
0 , else.
(8.10)
The i′th customer makes his decision at time ti and arrives at the queue after a delay of
τi if he chooses to use the server. Let the cumulative probability density function of τi
be given by Fτ : [0, T ] → [0, 1]. ti is generated from a Poisson process with rate λ˜, and
hence it is distributed according to an Erlang distribution with parameters (i, λ˜) and its
probability density function fti is given by
fti(x) =
λ˜ixi−1e−λ˜x
(i− 1)! . (8.11)
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Accordingly, the probability that ai = 1 is given by, P (ai = 1) = Fti+τi(T ), where Fti+τi
is the joint cumulative probability density function of ti and τi, which can be computed
according to
Fti+τi(T ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Fτ (T − x)fti(x) dx (8.12)
=
∫ T
0
Fτ (T − x) λ˜
ixi−1e−λ˜x
(i− 1)! dx, (8.13)
where we used Equation (8.11) and the fact that τi and ti are positive random variables
to change the limits of integration. Using Equation (8.10), we obtain A1 =
∑∞
i=1 ai and
using the linearity of the expectation operator, we can rewrite the expected number of
customers that arrive to the queue before T as
E[A1] = E[
∞∑
i=1
ai] =
∞∑
i=1
E[ai] =
∞∑
i=1
P (ai = 1) (8.14)
=
∞∑
i=1
Fti+τi(T ) (8.15)
=
∞∑
i=1
∫ T
0
Fτ (T − x) λ˜
ixi−1e−λ˜x
(i− 1)! dx. (8.16)
According to Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem, we may exchange summation
and integration and obtain
E[A1] =
∫ T
0
Fτ (T − x)λ˜e−λ˜x
∞∑
i=0
(λ˜x)i
(i)!︸ ︷︷ ︸
=eλ˜x
dx (8.17)
= λ˜
∫ T
0
Fτ (T − x) dx (8.18)
The remaining integral is independent of the Poisson arrival process. Using integration
by parts we obtain
E[τ ] =
∫ T
0
x
d
dx
Fτ (x)dx (8.19)
= [xFτ (x)]
T
x=0 −
∫ T
0
Fτ (x)dx (8.20)
= T −
∫ T
0
Fτ (T − x)dx. (8.21)
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And hence
E[A1] = λ˜(T − E[τ ]). (8.22)
The total number of customers expected to make a decision in [0, T ] is λ˜T , hence a
fraction of α = T−E[τ ]T arrives to the queue in [0, T ] and the rest, i.e. a fraction of
E[τ ]
T
arrives in the interval [T, 2T ].
The system that we have described allows for the undesirable situation where customers
arrive to a fully occupied server and have to wait to receive service. The following
theorems guide the choice of functions p to ensure that this undesirable situation is a
rare event. To this end let U(k) be the number of customers in the queue that have not
started to receive service at time (k + 1)T . It can be described by
U(k) = max{N(k) +A1(k) +A2(k)−D(k)− C, 0}. (8.23)
The following theorem quantifies the probability that U(k) takes positive values in a
given situation, i.e. the probability that the server is fully occupied at the end of the
interval [kT, (k + 1)T ].
Theorem 8.4. Given N(k − 1) = m and N(k) = n for some n,m ∈ N the probability
that the number of customers waiting at time (k + 1)T is positive is given by
1−
C∑
l=0
e−νT
(νT )l
l!
(8.24)
+
Q(n)−1∑
t=0
e−Q(n)µT
(Q(n)µT )t
t!
C∑
l=C−Q(n)+t+1
e−νT
(νT )l
l!
,
where ν = λ(αp(m) + (1− α)p(n)) and α = T−E[τj ]T
Proof. As U(k) is a non-negative random variable
P (U(k) ≥ 0|N(k − 1) = m,N(k) = n)
=1− P (U(k) = 0|N(k − 1) = m,N(k) = n). (8.25)
From Lemma 8.3 we know that A(k) = A1(k)+A2(k) is Poisson with rate ν = λ(αp(m)+
(1−α)p(n)). Note that A(k) and D(k) are independent when conditioned on N(k−1) =
m and N(k) = n. Let us use the following shorthand notation
PU,0 = P (U(k) = 0|N(k − 1) = m,N(k) = n) (8.26)
Hence for all n,m ∈ N according to Equation (8.23)
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PU,0 =P (A(k)−D(k) ≤ C − n|N(k − 1) = m,N(k) = n),
where we have rearranged the terms in the inequality. As A(k) and D(k) are independent
conditioned on N(k − 1) = m and N(k) = n we further obtain
PU,0 =
Q(n)∑
t=0
P (D(k) = t|N(k) = n)·
· P (A(k) ≤ C −Q(n) + t|N(k − 1) = m and D(k) = t)
=
Q(n)∑
t=0
P (D(k) = t|N(k) = n)·
· P (A(k) ≤ C −Q(n) + t|N(k − 1) = m).
We now use that A(k) is Poisson with rate ν and thus the probability of l customers
arriving in [0, T ] is given by P (A(k) = l) = e−νT (νT )
l
l! for all l ∈ N. This together with
Equations (8.7) and (8.8) then yields
PU,0 =
Q(n)−1∑
t=0
e−Q(n)µT
(Q(n)µT )t
t!
C−Q(n)+t∑
l=0
e−νT
(νT )l
l!
+
1− Q(n)−1∑
t=0
e−Q(n)µT
(Q(n)µT )t
t!
 C∑
l=0
e−νT
(νT )l
l!
,
where we separated the case t = Q(n) from the rest of the sum over t. Rearranging
yields the claim.
Theorem 8.4 gives a formula for calculating the probability of an overflow occurring at
the server. Thus, it provides a tool to evaluate the performance of the choice of proba-
bility function p in a given scenario. However, this QoS measure gives the probability of
an overflow occurring at discrete time steps of length T and disregards the probability
that an overflow occurs and vanishes between the time steps. It thus underestimates the
overflow probability. We now give a complementary result that gives an upper bound
for the overflow probability.
Theorem 8.5. Given N(k − 1) = m and N(k) = n for some n,m ∈ N the probability
that at least one vehicle is rejected during the time interval [kT, (k+ 1)T ] is given by the
last entry of the vector pˆik+1 computed according to
pˆi>k+1 = pi
>
k exp(QkT ), (8.27)
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where pik is a column vector with a 1 in the Q(n) + 1 entry and 0 everywhere else, exp
denotes the matrix exponential and Qk is the (C + 1)× (C + 1) dimensional tri-diagonal
matrix given by 
−ν ν
s −(s+ ν) ν 0
. . .
. . .
. . .
s −(s+ ν) ν
0 s −(s+ ν) ν
0 . . . 0 0 0 0

, (8.28)
with ν = λ (αp(m) + (1− α)p(n)) and s = Q(n)µ.
Proof. During the update epoch [kT, (k+ 1)T ] we can model the system as a continuous
time Markov chain with C + 2 states 0, 1, 2, . . . , C + 1, in which transitions from states
N to N + 1 happen with rate ν and from N + 1 to N with rate Q(n)µ for all N =
0, 1, . . . , C−1. The state C+1 corresponds to the situation where at least one customer
arrives to the queue and cannot immediately be served. As we are interested in whether
this state is reached during the considered time interval or not, we may make it an
absorbing state. Transitions from state C to C+1 thus occur with rate ν while transitions
from states C+1 to C occur with rate 0. The rate matrix of this chain is given by Qk. pik
is the distribution of the chain at time kT , which is concentrated in the state Q(n). pˆi>k+1
is the distribution of the states after time T for our model starting in pik and accordingly
it is given by Equation (8.27); with the last entry corresponding to the probability of
reaching state C + 1.
8.4. Fluid Limit Model for Multiple Servers with Delay
We now present the third tool to investigate our assignment system. To this end we
consider a system with n stations. Each station j has a finite buffer with capacity
Cj > 0. Its buffer level at time t is given by Xj(t). A constant arrival stream with rate
λ > 0 is split between all stations in a continuous way, depending on state information.
In particular, each station is allocated a share of the arrival stream, which is proportional
to the amount of free capacity at that station, i.e. Cj−Xj(t). The fraction of the arrival
stream allocated to station j takes a time τj to actually arrive to the station. The buffer
content is processed at a rate proportional to the buffer level such that the rate at which
the whole system processes is equal to the arrival rate. This system can be described
using the following set of delay differential equations. For j = 1, . . . , n let Xj(t) be
described by
dXj(t)
dt
= − λ
N
Xj(t− τj) + λ
C −N (Cj −Xj(t)), (8.29)
where N =
∑n
j=1Xj(t), and for all j = 1, . . . , n we have τj ≥ 0 and Cj ∈ N and
C =
∑n
j=1Cj . It can easily be seen that N is indeed constant for all t ≥ 0.
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Models of the form described by Equation (8.29) arise when dealing with the fluid limit
of assignment systems. One example of such a limit shall be discussed in Chapter 9.3 in
the context of the assignment of vehicles to parking facilities.
Theorem 8.6. Under the usual assumptions on initial conditions of the delay differential
equations the system of Equations (8.29) has a constant solution, namely Xj(t) = aj =
N
CCj . Further the constant solution is exponentially stable if at least one of the following
conditions holds.
N >
C
2
(8.30)
τj <
(
N
λ
) cos−1 (− NC−N )√
1−
(
N
C−N
)2 (8.31)
Proof. To investigate stability we look for a solution of the form
Xj(t) = aj + bje
zt, (8.32)
where z is a possibly complex parameter. Substituting into (8.29) gives the delay differ-
ential equation’s characteristic equation
z = − λ
N
e−zτj − λ
C −N . (8.33)
According to [Driver, 1977, Chapter VII, Section 28, Theorem B], if all solutions to
Equation (8.33) have negative real part this assures exponential stability of the constant
solution. We now investigate under which conditions on τj this property holds.
When τj = 0, the solution is
z = − λC
N(C −N) , (8.34)
which implies exponential stability of the constant solution.
For τj sufficiently small all solutions of (8.33) lie in the left half of the complex plane, and
thus the constant solution (8.32) is still stable. However as τj increases, the solutions of
Equation (8.33) may move toward the imaginary axis. Instability occurs when the first
solution crosses the imaginary axis. Letting z = x+ iy, this occurs when x = 0. In this
case Equation (8.33) can be rewritten as
iy = − λ
N
(cos(yτj)− i sin(yτj))− λ
C −N , (8.35)
which is equivalent to the two equations:
0 = − λ
N
cos(yτj)− λ
C −N (8.36)
y =
λ
N
sin(yτj). (8.37)
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The Equations (8.36) and (8.37) have no solution if
N >
C
2
(8.38)
and hence the constant solution is stable for all values of τj .
If N ≤ C/2 then the solution is stable for τ sufficiently small. We now determine
τcrit, the precise threshold value where instability occurs. To this end, we can rearrange
Equation (8.36) to
yτj = cos
−1
(
N
C −N
)
. (8.39)
Substituting this in Equation (8.37) yields
y =
λ
N
sin
(
cos−1
(
N
C −N
))
(8.40)
=
λ
N
√
1−
(
N
C −N
)2
,
where we used a standard trigonometric identity. Substituting y from Equation (8.40)
into Equation (8.39) and rearranging yields
τcrit =
(
N
λ
) cos−1 (− NC−N )√
1−
(
N
C−N
)2 (8.41)
This concludes the proof.
We now consider a similar system of equations obtained by replacing the undelayed term
in Equation (8.29) by an additional delayed term. We obtain for all j = 1, . . . , n
X˙j(t) = λ
Cj −Xj(t− τj,2)
C −N − λ
Xj(t− τj,1)
N
, (8.42)
where τj,1, τj,2 > 0, Cj ∈ N, C =
∑n
j=1Cj , and N =
∑n
j=1Xj(t), which again is a
constant for all times t ≥ 0. This model will be used to study bike sharing systems in
Chapter 9, where customers have to make two choices: At which station should they
pick up a bicycle, and at which station should they return it. We obtain the following
result along the same lines as Theorem 8.6.
Corollary 8.7. Under the usual assumptions on initial conditions the system of Equa-
tions (8.42) has a constant solution, namely Xj(t) = aj =
N
CCj . Further if
τj,1 <
N
2λ
(8.43)
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and
τj,2 <
C −N
2λ
(8.44)
the constant solution is exponentially stable.
Proof. We obtain the characteristic equation of Equation (8.42) by considering solutions
of the form Xj(t) = aj + bje
zt, where z is a complex parameter. The characteristic
equation is
z = − λ
C −N e
−τj,2z − λ
N
e−τj,1z (8.45)
For τj,1 = τj,2 = 0 the constant solution above is exponentially stable and by continuity
it must also hold for small values of τj,1 and τj,2. We now investigate for which values of
τj,1 and τj,2 we cannot guarantee stability. Consider z = x + iy, for real numbers x, y.
We are interested in values of τj,1 and τj,2 for which x = 0. In this case Equation (8.45)
can be written as
iy = − λ
C −N e
−τj,2iy − λ
N
e−τj,1iy, (8.46)
which is equivalent to the two equations
0 =
λ
C −N cos(τj,2y) +
λ
N
cos(τj,1y) (8.47)
y =
λ
C −N sin(τj,2y) +
λ
N
sin(τj,1y) (8.48)
Equation (8.48) is solved by y = 0. By comparing the slope of the left hand side and
the right hand side of Equation (8.48), it can be seen that if τj,1 <
N
2λ and τj,2 <
C−N
2λ
then y = 0 is the only solution. However y = 0 does not solve Equation (8.47) and hence
under these conditions no instability can occur.
In Chapter 9 we shall investigate several Intelligent Transport Systems with assignment
schemes. In these systems for each individual customer a choice needs to be made
between several options. In particular we consider systems with a delay between the
assignment and its effect, usually the arrival at a service station. These systems are
hard to analyse in general. The tools presented in this chapter allow to gain some
insight into the system dynamics and help with the design and parameter choices in
assignment strategies.
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9. Assignment Strategies in Intelligent
Transportation Systems
Abstract : In this chapter we consider three assignment prob-
lems originating in traffic networks and apply the methods consid-
ered in Chapter 8 to them. The work in this chapter was conducted
jointly with Florian Ha¨usler, Emanuele Crisostomi, Christopher
King, Robert Shorten and also with Bei Chen and Mathieu Sinn.
It was published as [Schlote et al., 2014, 2013c,a; Ha¨usler et al.,
2012, 2013a].
In this chapter we investigate three transport related application areas for stochastic
load balancing ideas. These applications are:
1. Assignment of electric or plug-in hybrid vehicles to charging stations
2. Assignment of cars to parking facilities
3. Assignment of customers to bicycle sharing stations.
The common task in these is to assign customers to service stations and our approaches
follow a common idea. The starting point is an analogy with the mobile cellular network,
where a small number of base stations cover a large geographic region and partition it
into zones such that each zone is covered by one base station. Customers that require
service are associated with the base station in the cell they are located in. Mobile phone
users can move freely within this region without disturbance of their service as they
are being handed over to a new station whenever they move between cells. We now
consider in a similar vein a geographic region of interest - typically on the city scale -
to be partitioned into zones. Each zone contains a number of service stations, see the
example depicted in Figure 9.1. Customers can move freely between the zones. At some
point customers may realise their need for a service station and we assign them to one
of the stations in their current zone. The underlying assumption is that within a given
zone a customer has no preference for a particular service station.
The division into partition cells can be based on graph clustering techniques (e.g. Voronoi
partitioning) that make use of customer density patterns, for example in a way such that
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Figure 9.1.: A possible partition of an area of Berlin with hypothetical service stations.
the ratio of customers to service stations is roughly the same in each cell. Note that this
partition could be easily adapted based on temporal density patterns making the parti-
tion time dependent. The partitioning of the city into cells can be realised in many ways
and this is not the focus here. Rather, our focus is on the customer assignment problem
within a cell which takes place over faster time-scales than the partitioning problem.
To achieve this, we propose stochastic algorithms in which service stations advocate the
number of current slots available for customers and customers in turn choose one station
randomly with a probability proportional to this number.
We advocate the use of decentralised and stochastic algorithms. They are preferable to
centralised and deterministic algorithms for a number of reasons.
1. Low communication overhead
2. No central infrastructure required
3. No complicated optimisation techniques needed
As a benchmark for our algorithms we consider systems in which the same data we use is
available to all customers and they themselves make choices. We use our own experience
as an indication for how humans decide and assume that people obey simple rules. For
example, in the context of choosing one of several servers to receive service, we assume
that humans pick the seemingly most favourable option - such as the shortest queue
at a check-out till in a supermarket. The approaches presented in this chapter can be
seen as an attempt to get people to follow new decision rules. These new rules are only
marginally more complicated than joining the shortest queue and in addition have the
advantage of having an almost intuitive feeling to them once they have been presented
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to the people.
We now discuss the different applications and possible implementation approaches in
more detail.
9.1. Assignment of Electric Vehicles to Charging Stations
In this section we present the application of stochastic decentralised load balancing tech-
niques to the assignment of electric vehicles to charging stations. In the later sections
we will discuss algorithm implementations in which much information is available to
the customers, which is in line with the recent developments in ITS. However, in this
section we propose the following simple and easy to implement procedure that has min-
imal communication requirements. Within a partition cell charging stations broadcast
a green signal, indicating their ability to accept a new vehicle, with a frequency that is
a decreasing function of the current queue length. Hence, charging stations with more
spare capacity advertise their service with a higher frequency and thus gain more new
vehicles. Similarly, vehicles listen to green signals with a frequency that is a decreasing
function of the current level of their battery. In effect we match vehicles with a pressing
demand for new energy with the charging stations with the most free capacity. If, at a
given time, a vehicle senses a green light from a charging station the vehicle is assigned
to the charging station. Note that this happens in a fully decentralised fashion requiring
no central infrastructure. This implementation is interesting for customers who are not
using dedicated ITS systems as it can be achieved with very little investment into user
devices. For example it is possible to use satellite navigation devices to do this. The
actual implementation of the protocol is described in detail in the following section.
Throughout this section we use the following assumptions.
1. Charging stations can measure their free capacity and broadcast it to all vehicles
in the system.
2. Electric vehicles can measure their battery state of charge and listen to charging
station broadcasts.
9.1.1. Basic Algorithm
We now describe the basic implementation of the algorithm.
Algorithm 9.1 Charging station
Ni ← Number of vehicles being charged at station i
p← F (Ni)
Broadcast green light with probability p
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We let all charging stations act at regular points in time. We assume that at every such
time step the i’th charging station communicates its availability to accept a new vehicle
with probability F (Ni). To do this it uses Algorithm 9.1, where Ni is number of vehicles
currently queuing for charging at the i’th charging station, and F : N → [0, 1] is some
function mapping the occupancy to a probability. We assume that F (0) = 1 and that
as the queue grows F monotonically decreases to 0. As charging stations with a shorter
queue are more likely to accept a new car than charging stations with a longer queue,
this mechanism is able to balance the number of vehicles associated with each charging
station.
Algorithm 9.2 Electric Vehicle
ei ← State of Charge of vehicle i
q ← G(ei)
Listen for green signals with probability q
Once the i’th electric vehicle has decided to search for a charging station we assume
that at each time step it makes a random decision to detect green signals according to
Algorithm 9.2, where G : R → [0, 1] is a function that maps the vehicle’s current state
of charge, ei, to a probability. We require that G is a decreasing function and G(0) = 1.
Throughout this section we use the following simple way to compute G(ei)
G(ei) = 1− ei
M
, (9.1)
where M is the maximum quantity of energy that an EV battery can hold. By using a
decreasing function G, we assure that EVs with low state of charge are more likely to
sense a green signal than vehicles with plenty of residual charge. This gives EVs priority
according to their requirements. At each time step, if a charging station broadcasts a
green light and an EV senses it, then the EV is assigned to that charging station. If a
vehicle receives green signal from several stations simultaneously, it choses one of those
stations at random.
There are many possibilities to refine the basic algorithm. For example, instead of
balancing the number of vehicles, it is also possible to balance the required energies
requested at each charging station. It is further possible to take other factors into
account in the computation of G(ei), for example the expected energy required to reach
a charging station or the distance to it, the expected time to reach the destination in
situations where not all stations are equivalent and the user needs, such as the accepted
detours, location preferences etc.
9.1.2. Protocol Implementation
Note that - contrary to most approaches (e.g. [Geng and Cassandras, 2011], [Kokolaki
et al., 2011]) - our approach is fully decentralised. We focus on decentralised solutions
here as they can be very attractive for a number of reasons. First, such algorithms
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are usually robust to possible failures (including attacks and manipulations) in a way
that centralised solutions are not. Moreover, the approach could easily be extended by
introducing a reputation system to identify misbehaving vehicles or charging stations.
Second, distributed self-organising optimisation algorithms are very suitable to handle
scenarios which are highly stochastic in nature; see for example the Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) in communication networks or [Pavone et al., 2011] in the context of ve-
hicular mobility. Third, the decentralised approach we propose has certain privacy and
security benefits, as there is no need for an entity, which knows about the locations of all
individual vehicles. On the contrary, decisions can be made in a decentralised manner
with only limited information. Finally, decentralised solutions facilitate the possibility
of implementing plug and play policies, where charging stations may enter and leave the
brokerage system. For example private car parks, office blocks, and universities may
make their charging stations available during off-peak times. The latter point is very
important to emphasise and will be discussed later through an example. In a centralised
solution the adding of additional charging stations requires updates to the centralised
structure, whereas our solution is completely self-organising leading to a truly plug and
play system. However, centralised implementations also have a number of advantages.
Many ITS systems that are currently being developed make use of vehicle-to-vehicle and
vehicle-to-infrastructure communication and hence it can be expected that in the future
the large communication overhead associated with centralised solutions may not be an
issue anymore. Such implementations of our algorithms are also possible and we will
discuss one later in Section 9.3.
9.1.3. Performance Analysis
A system as described above is best analysed in a queueing theory framework. We now
describe a possible approach to do this and give results, under simplifying assumptions,
regarding our algorithm for two distinct scenarios. For our numerical example, we let
the probabilities F (Ni) for Algorithm 9.1 be calculated according to F (Ni) = 10
−Ni ,
where Ni is the number of vehicles at the i
′th charging station. To ease exposition, we
make the following assumptions.
1. There is no delay between a car requesting service and it being assigned to a
charging station.
2. After being assigned the vehicle is instantly added to the charging stations queue.
3. Each car that is waiting at a charging station is being charged with a rate inde-
pendent of the total number of vehicles waiting for service.
4. We model the arrival process of cars to the charging stations as a Poisson process
and assume that the charging times for each car are exponentially distributed.
Comment : The first assumption is justified, as it makes sense to let the assignment
happen on a much faster time scale, see for example Theorem 8.2. These delays, if
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taken into account, do not change the balancing behaviour of our approach. The second
assumption is slightly unsatisfactory and we give some ideas on how it can be removed
in Sections 9.2 and 9.3. However, it may be a valid approximation if the partition cell
is small and distances to the charging station can be covered much faster than it takes
to charge a vehicle. Assumptions 3 and 4 are quite standard in the modelling for ITS,
see for example [Caliskan et al., 2006; Klappenecker et al., 2012] for a similar approach.
Under the above assumptions, the system can be modelled as the simple Markov chain
proposed in Section 8.2. To indicate the balancing behaviour of our implementation, we
now give two examples of the stationary distribution of this chain. The state of the chain
is a vector of length n that reports the number of vehicles currently queueing at each
station. Given the above assumptions and the assignment probability formula transition
probabilities are readily computed. As described in Section 8.2, for finite queues at each
charging station, we obtain a transition matrix and can compute its Perron eigenvector,
the systems stationary distribution.
The first example we consider is a system with two stations that can accommodate 50
cars each. We choose arrival rate and departure rate such that new cars arrive on aver-
age every 13.33 seconds and charge for an average of 1000 seconds or about 16 minutes.
Furthermore, to keep the number of states bounded a car will leave the system if it is
assigned to a full car park.
In Figure 9.2a we show the distribution of the difference between the queues of the two
stations. This is computed from the stationary distribution of the above described chain.
It can clearly be seen that states with a high difference in queue lengths (unbalanced
situations) occur very rarely.
As a second example we consider a system with three charging stations with capacity
for 20 vehicles each. We set the arrival rate so that a new car arrives on average every
25 seconds and the average charging time and assignment rules are the same as above.
Figure 9.2b depicts the distribution of the difference between the fullest and the emptiest
queue of all three stations. Again states with large differences in queue lengths can be
seen to occur very rarely.
Comment : The values of the distribution of differences in the queue occupancy
depicted in Figs 9.2a and 9.2b are not strictly decreasing. Note that in many situations
it is impossible that the queues are equally long, for instance, this can never occur if
the number of vehicles requiring charging is not a multiple of the number of charging
stations.
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Figure 9.2.: Stationary distribution of queue length differences for a: two car parks with
50 parking spots each; and b: for three car parks with 20 parking spots each
(bottom).
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9.1.4. Simulations
We now present three simulations to illustrate the efficacy of our approach. Similar
to the above discussed analytic tools, in these simulations we do not consider a delay
between assignment and arrival of the EV to the charging station.
Deterministic vs. Stochastic
The first simulation compares our stochastic algorithm with a deterministic one. The
simulation runs for 8 hours. Moreover, we assume a fixed charge rate of 0.01kW/s per
vehicle and a charge request of energy ranging between 1 and 10kWh, so that the max-
imum time for recharge (i.e., corresponding to a request of 10kWh of energy) is 1000
seconds (or roughly 16 minutes). We also assume that at the beginning of the simulation
(8 AM) all charging stations are empty. In the deterministic approach a new car is di-
rectly assigned to the charging station having the shortest queue. Figure 9.3 illustrates
the results of both approaches.
It can be seen from Figure 9.3 that the deterministic assignment strategy is better
than our proposed approach. By its very nature, in the absence of delays the determin-
istic method is optimal and guarantees that a new car will always be associated with
the shortest queue. However, Figure 9.3 clearly indicates that the average number of
vehicles waiting at the charging stations using the stochastic algorithm is very close to
that obtained from an optimal centralised solution. The two approaches also provide
very close results in terms of the variance of the vector of queue lengths (variance equal
to zero corresponds to exactly the same number of vehicles queuing at each charging
station).
Assignment Delay
In this simulation we show that the assignment delay, the time between the request for
charging and the assignment to a charging station, is within reasonable limits, given
that the number of charging stations is high enough to accommodate the number of EVs
in the system. The same setup as in the previous Simulation is considered. Figure 9.4
depicts the evolution of the assignment delays and Figure 9.5 depicts the evolution of
the average residual charging time of the charging stations. The residual charging time
refers to how much time is required until the last car in the queue gets fully charged,
and is averaged over all charging stations.
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Figure 9.3.: The decentralised minimum-communication stochastic approach provides
results very close to the communication-heavy deterministic centralised ap-
proach, both in terms of average number of queuing vehicles at each charging
station, above, and in its variance, below.
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Figure 9.4.: Illustration of the average assignment delay between the moment a vehicle
requests charging and the moment it gets associated with a charging sta-
tion. A probabilistic algorithm facilitates vehicles that have a lower level of
battery, but the delay never exceeds two minutes in the simulation example.
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Figure 9.5.: Illustration of the average residual charging time at the charging stations.
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Plug-and-Play Behaviour
A feature of the proposed approach is that it provides the opportunity of handling a
dynamically varying number of available charging stations. In this simulation we give
an example of how well our algorithm handles these changes in the system. We assume
that we have three available charging stations until 12 PM, at which point two new
charging stations join the system and start offering a charging service.
Figure 9.6a illustrates that the maximum difference between the longest queue and the
shortest one is usually very small and is particularly large only when the new charging
stations become available. As depicted in Figure 9.6b, as the new two charging stations
become available, very short waiting times are restored.
9.2. Assignment to a Single Car Park
In this section we discuss a second application area for our stochastic assignment ap-
proach, namely the choice of a car park in an urban scenario. Motivated by recent
publications in the area of car park occupancy prediction [Caliskan et al., 2006; Klappe-
necker et al., 2012] we first follow their rather artificial approach to consider an isolated
car park before developing our algorithm to more realistic scenarios with several car
parks in Section 9.3. The choices customers get to make is whether to use this car
park or some other possibility which is however not taken into account explicitly in the
model. Accordingly, customers simply disappear from the model if they choose not to
use the car park. In [Caliskan et al., 2006; Klappenecker et al., 2012] a simple queueing
model was proposed and analysed that enables the prediction of the queue length, or
car park occupancy, at the estimated time of arrival. This is a very good and useful
idea. However the authors have not taken into account the inherent feedback loop that
their system exhibits. If a large fraction of customers use the prediction system, the
choices they make based on it affect the arrival rate at the car park and thus invalidate
the prediction. This section shows how this feedback can be taken into account and how
simple decision algorithms can be designed that allow customers to make choices that
ensure a high probability of success while keeping the car park occupancy high. To do
this we use the following assumptions.
1. The car park is instrumented so that its occupancy can be measured or estimated.
2. This information can be broadcasted to potential customers.
3. We assume that there is an exponentially distributed time between consecutive cus-
tomer decisions. Also vehicles in the car park stay for an exponentially distributed
duration.
These assumptions are standard in studying car park models, see for example [Caliskan
et al., 2006; Klappenecker et al., 2012]. The process according to which customers realise
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Figure 9.6.: Figure a measures the fairness of the algorithm in terms of the maximum
difference between the busiest and the least busy charging station (larger
than 1 implying a sort of unfairness). Figure b measures the aggregate time
required before receiving a green signal, which is greatly reduced when the 2
new charging stations are available, as indicated by the red dashed vertical
line.
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Figure 9.7.: The probability of proceeding to the car park using the RED-approach.
their need for service and start participating in the system is Poisson. The use of Poisson
processes to model bursty traffic is well established. Furthermore, the memorylessness
of these processes eases analysis.
Our objective here is to develop algorithms which allow vehicle owners to make informed
decisions as to whether a car parking space will be available at the car park or not. We
model customer decisions in a stochastic fashion with a probability of travelling to the
car park that depends on the occupancy of the car park at the time of the query. We
assume that customers are more likely to use the car park when the occupancy is low.
Thus it seems reasonable to suggest the algorithm given in Algorithm 9.3 for making
a decision as to whether or not to go to the car park. This algorithm is based on
RED [Floyd and Jacobson, 1993], which we used also in Chapter 6.5.
Algorithm 9.3 Single Car Park
N ← occupancy of car park
p←

1, if N < Nmin,
0, if N > Nmax,
pmax
Nmax−N
Nmax−Nmin , otherwise,
Go to car park with probability p.
In Algorithm 9.3 we use the parameters 0 ≤ pmax ≤ 1, and Nmin, Nmax ∈ N with
Nmin < Nmax ≤ C, where C is the total capacity of the car park. The occupancy of
the car park is broadcasted to all participating cars and will be updated in regular time
intervals. The probability function defined in the algorithm is shown in Figure 9.7. Note,
that the drivers will go to the car park with probability 1 when the occupancy is low
and will not go there when the occupancy is high. Note also, that this algorithm can be
easily implemented using GPS devices or smartphones.
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9.2.1. Model
The analysis of this otherwise simple system is made difficult if we allow the following.
If customer i decides to go to the car park this takes a time τi. We assume that it is
possible to identify an upper bound T > 0 on τi for all i. As we can design the system,
we allow for the available occupancy data to be updated in discrete time steps only. In
fact, we set the time between updates to be equal to T . This enables us to use the tools
developed in Chapter 8 but makes the implementation less efficient. However upper
bounds regarding the performance are still valid. Updates in this fashion yield discrete
time steps k ∈ N where the k′th time interval is [kT, (k + 1)T ]. We further assume
that a car which arrives to the car park during a period when there are no free parking
spaces will wait outside the car park until a space becomes available. Denote by N(k)
the number of cars parked in the car park plus the number of cars waiting for a parking
space at time kT . The evolution of N(k) can be described as a difference equation of
the form
N(k + 1) = N(k) +A(k)−D(k), (9.2)
where A(k) is the number of cars that arrive to the car park during the interval [kT, (k+
1)T ] and D(k) is the number of cars leaving from the car park in that same interval. We
assume that cars stay parked for a random time described by an exponentially distributed
random variable with fixed rate µ > 0. We assume that cars stay, on average, much longer
than the time between broadcasts, i.e. Tµ  1. Hence the departure process, D(k),
changes slowly enough, so that we can approximate it as following a Poisson process that
terminates once N(k) cars have left. Further this Poisson process has rate µQ(N(k)),
where Q(N(k)) = min{N(k), C}, where C is the car park capacity. Note in particular
that this assumption ensures that the evolution of the random variable is independent of
all other cars and the occupancy process of the car park. Accordingly, the distribution
of D(k) is described by
P (D(k) = t|N(k) = n) = e−Q(n)µT (Q(n)µT )
t
t!
(9.3)
for all n ∈ N and all t = 0, 1, . . . , Q(n)− 1 and
P (D(k) = Q(n)|N(k) = n) (9.4)
=
∞∑
t=Q(n)
e−Q(n)µT
(Q(n)µT )t
t!
=1− e−Q(n)µT
Q(n)−1∑
t=0
(Q(n)µT )t
t!
.
These equations coincide with Equations (8.7) and (8.8) and our model has now taken
the form of the system described in Section 8.3 and we can apply the results developed
there. The system that we have described clearly allows for the undesirable situation
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where customers arrive to a full car park and have to wait to gain entrance or leave to
find parking at a different location. Theorem 8.4 guides the choice of algorithm param-
eters to ensure that this undesirable situation is a rare event.
To give a qualitative idea of the order of magnitude of the probability that the number
of arriving customers exceeds the available capacity in Theorem 8.4, Figure 9.8 shows
this probability for different values of λ and µ. In particular, here we assume that the
car park has a capacity for 100 vehicles, m = 80 and n = 90, we choose parameters
Nmax = 90, Nmin = 75 and pmax = 0.75 for Algorithm 9.3, τi is equal to 5 minutes for
all vehicles, and the average time between queries (i.e., 1/λ) varies between 10 and 30
seconds, and the average staying time between 0.5 and 1.5 hours (i.e., 1/µ). It can be
seen that situations with a high probability of overflows occur only when the system is
under heavy load, that is when cars arrive with a high frequency and stay for a long pe-
riod. In Figure 9.9 we study the dependency of the overflow probability on the car parks
occupancies at the present and one step back in the past, m = N(k− 1) and n = N(k).
Here we choose the parameters C = 100, Nmin = 75, Nmax = 90, pmax = 0.75, λ =
1
20 ,
µ = 13600 and τi is equal to 5 minutes for all vehicles. It can be seen that the probability
of an overflow is quite low. It is always 0, when m ≥ Nmax. The overflow probability
is high only when n is close to C or n > C, and at the same time m < Nmax. Note
that this figure is slightly misleading: Even though there are some situations that yield
a significant probability of an overflow occurring at the next step, these situations them-
selves occur extremely rarely as they require a large number of cars to arrive during the
k′th time interval.
Theorem 8.4 gives an upper bound to the car park’s overflow probability, a complemen-
tary lower bound is obtained from Theorem 8.5. To give a quantitative idea of this
bound, we refer to Figures 9.10 and 9.11, which were created in the same setup and with
the same parameters as Figures 9.8 and 9.9 for Theorem 8.4. From visual inspection
it seems that Figures 9.8 and 9.10, and 9.9 and 9.11 are practically the same. This
indicates that the upper and lower bounds computed according to Theorems 8.4 and 8.5
are quite close, and thus they give practical insight into the dynamics of our proposed
assignment scheme. However, the figures are not identical, as can be seen in Figure 9.12,
where we compare Figures 9.8 and 9.10 for a fixed average staying time of an hour, and
in Figure 9.13, where we compare Figures 9.9 and 9.11 for a fixed value of N(k−1) = 75.
In both cases, the actual probability has to lie between the lower and the upper bounds
suggested by the aforementioned theorems.
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Figure 9.8.: Probability that the number of arriving customers exceeds the available
capacity as a function of average time of arrival and average time of staying.
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Figure 9.9.: Probability that the number of arriving customers exceeds the available
capacity as a function of the car park’s occupancy.
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Figure 9.10.: Probability that the number of arriving customers exceeds the available
capacity as a function of average time of arrival and average time of staying.
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Figure 9.11.: Probability that the number of arriving customers exceeds the available
capacity as a function of the car park’s occupancy.
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Figure 9.12.: Comparison of Figures 9.10 and 9.8 for an average staying time of one hour
as functions of the average time between queries of vehicles.
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Figure 9.13.: Comparison of Figures 9.11 and 9.9 for N(k−1) = 75 as functions of N(k).
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9.2.2. Simulations
We now show some results obtained from simulations using Sumo. We consider a scenario
with a single car park, coloured in red, in the centre of our grid-like city depicted in
Figure 9.15. It has capacity for 100 cars and is empty at the beginning of our simulation.
Over a time of 3 hours, vehicles appear at random locations throughout the city. We
model the arrival of new cars as a Poisson process with expected inter-arrival time
of 10 seconds. Cars that decide to drive to the car park and find an available spot
stay parked for an exponentially distributed random time with mean 20 minutes and
then they disappear. We simulate two instances of this scenarios. In the first scenario
occupancy information is not available to the cars and all cars decide to go to the
car park. In the second scenario cars have access to the occupancy information. The
occupancy information is updated every 100 seconds. So not only do cars experience a
delay between making a decision and arriving to the car park, they are also using non-
realtime data to make their decisions. In this scenario cars make their decision randomly
according to Algorithm 9.3, with Nmin = 80, Nmax = 95 and pmax = 0.75. In Figure 9.14
the number of cars that are at the car park in both scenarios is depicted. We can see
that in the scenario with feedback (green line) the car park’s occupancy stays below the
capacity, so that no car arrives to a full car park and there are always some spare spaces
available. In the scenario without feedback (red line) on the other hand we can clearly
see that that the available capacity of the car park is not enough to satisfy the demand.
A large number of cars arrives to a car park with no free spaces. The drivers have to
wait for someone to leave or have to find an alternative parking facility. This causes an
unnecessary waste of time and fuel and contributes to congestion and pollution.
9.3. Multiple Car Parks
In the previous section we concentrated on a single car park and cars could only choose
between going to the car park or going somewhere else. In this we followed the approach
suggested in [Caliskan et al., 2006; Klappenecker et al., 2012]. Clearly ”somewhere else”
is most likely going to be another parking facility. In this section we investigate how
our approach can be extended to the more realistic situation, where the drivers have
to choose among several parking facilities. In accordance with the general setup in this
chapter, the driver picks a zone in the city in which he wishes to park. In the zone
a number of car parks are available and the driver has no preference among those. In
particular, customers make a decision to travel to a particular car park based on Al-
gorithm 9.4. This can be viewed as an extension of Algorithm 9.3 to the multiple car
park case and returns out focus to the assignment problem discussed at the beginning
of this chapter. In this section we shall focus on the effect of the assignment delay on
the performance of the algorithm and in this sense the discussion in this section is also
an extension to that in Section 9.1.
Put into words, Algorithm 9.4 assigns new customers to the available car parks in a
stochastic fashion with a probability of going to a particular car park that is propor-
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Figure 9.14.: Comparison of occupancy with (red line) and without (blue line) feedback.
The dotted lines show the desired lower and upper occupancy of the car
park.
Algorithm 9.4 Choose Among Multiple Car Parks
for j = 1 to n do
Xj ← number of free spaces in car park j
end for
for j = 1 to n do
pj ← Xj∑n
i=1Xi
end for
Go to car park j with probability pj .
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tional to the number of available parking spots at this car park. We use the following
assumptions throughout this section
1. Car parks can measure or estimate their current occupancy and can make this
information available to all customers, for example using a broadcast signal.
2. There is no communication from the vehicles back to the infrastructure and hence
no reservation system in place.
3. As customers query the system for a parking space they are immediately assigned
to one car park and we also assume that each car proceeds to its assigned facility.
4. There is a delay between assignment of a vehicle to a car park and the vehicle’s
arrival.
5. Finally, we also assume that cars leave the parking lots in a random fashion, in
such a way that the total arrival rate on average is equal to the total departure
rate so that the system is in equilibrium.
9.3.1. Model
We now derive a model that reflects the dynamics of an assignment system following our
approach and using Algorithm 9.4. Assume a cell with n ∈ N car parks. The behaviour
of the system is determined by the following factors: (1) the statistics of the arrival
process for the cars, (2) the statistics of the departure process, (3) the assignment rule,
(4) the delays between assignment and parking. For our model we make the following
additional assumptions:
1. The process according to which new customers query the system for a parking
space is Poisson with rate λ > 0
2. Each car independently departs after an exponential parking time. Let C1, . . . , Cn
be the capacities of the parking lots, and let X1(t), . . . , Xn(t) be the numbers of
free spaces at time t. Then the probability that the next departure occurs from
parking lot j at time t is
qj(t) =
Cj −Xj(t)∑n
i=1Ci −Xi(t)
(9.5)
3. A customer that is assigned to car park j experiences a delay before arriving at the
car park which depends on its location and the location of the assigned parking
facility, and perhaps also some exogenous factors causing randomness. We thus
model these delays as i.i.d random variables and assume that their mean is τj > 0,
which only depends on the assigned car park.
λ refers to the rate at which cars make a decision. Note that, as all cars are assigned to
one of the car parks in the zone, this corresponds to the aggregate arrival rate at all car
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parks. It is possible to calculate the probability that the number of arriving customers
exceeds capacity, in a manner similar to the single car park case. A more pressing issue
in this case is whether the protocol balances the load, and whether flapping is avoided.
Flapping is a manifestation of instability and occurs when car parks take turns being
full. Clearly, this situation should be avoided, and thus, the main question of interest
now is to analyse the stability and fairness of the protocol, and to find the dependence
on the number of parking lots, the number of available spaces, the arrival rate and the
delays.
Comment : The assignment rule in Algorithm 9.4 can be adapted to achieve a num-
ber of different objectives. For example the individual assignment probabilities can be
tuned to divert traffic from certain areas as may be necessary to mitigate congestion or
pollution peaks or to reflect a pricing structure.
It is challenging to analyse the stochastic model in full detail, so we begin with the anal-
ysis of a simplified deterministic model which describes the so-called fluid limit. This
model should apply in the case where the arrival rate and the capacities of the parking
lots are very large. In this limit the discrete state of each car park, i.e. its occupancy, is
replaced by a continuous variable, and we can view the traffic as a fluid which flows into
and out of the car parks. Note that fluid models have often been employed to describe
urban traffic, see for example [Garavello and Piccoli, 2009]. The traffic enters and leaves
the zone as a steady stream. The entering stream is split into n parts, which proceed to
the n parking lots. The amount in each substream varies over time, depending on the
available capacity at each car park. There is a delay between assignment and arrival at
the car parks. Each lot generates a departing stream, and these combine to form the
outgoing stream, which according to our assumptions again has rate λ. The evolution
of this deterministic fluid model is described by a delay differential equation.
Let C1, . . . , Cn be the capacities of the parking lots, and let X1(t), . . . , Xn(t) be the
amount of free space in each lot at time t. Note that 0 ≤ Xj ≤ Cj , and that Xj is now
a continuous random variable. We use the assignment rule according to Algorithm 9.4
and the departure rule (9.5). Thus the variables satisfy
dXj(t)
dt
= −λ θ(Xj(t)) Xj(t− τj)∑
iXi(t− τj)
+ λ
Cj −Xj(t)∑
i (Ci −Xi(t))
, (9.6)
where τj is the delay associated with lot j, and where θ(Xj(t)) = 1 for Xj(t) > 0 and
0 else. The factor θ(·) enforces the condition that the solution to the delay differential
equation satisfies Xj(t) ≥ 0 for all t. If we now further assume that X(t) > 0, for all t,
then we obtain
dXj(t)
dt
= −λ Xj(t− τj)∑
iXi(t− τj)
+ λ
Cj −Xj(t)∑
i (Ci −Xi(t))
. (9.7)
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It immediately follows that
d
dt
n∑
j=1
Xj(t) = 0 (9.8)
and hence the total number of available parking spaces is constant. Define this total to
be
N =
n∑
j=1
Xj(t) (9.9)
and also define the total capacity of the zone to be
C =
n∑
j=1
Cj . (9.10)
Then still assuming that the variables Xj are always positive, we can use Equations (9.9)
and (9.10) to obtain the equation
dXj(t)
dt
= − λ
N
Xj(t− τj) + λ
C −N (Cj −Xj(t)). (9.11)
This equation describing the dynamics of our fluid limit coincides with Equation (8.29),
which was discussed in detail in Section 8.4 and we know from Theorem 8.6 that its
constant solution is exponentially stable, if the delay satisfies
τj <
(
N
λ
) cos−1 (− NC−N )√
1−
(
N
C−N
)2 . (9.12)
Approximately, the condition for stability is
λτj ≤ piN
2
. (9.13)
Note that λτj is the total number of arrivals during the interval between assignment of
the parking lot and arrival at the parking. So condition (9.13) says that the constant
solution is stable if this total arrival number during a delay is less than the total number
of available parking spaces.
Further, according to Theorem 8.6 the constant solution is given by
Xj(t) =
Cj
C
N. (9.14)
This solution describes the situation where the traffic is shared among the lots propor-
tionally to their capacities. This is in accordance with intuition and suggests that our
algorithm is fair in this sense.
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Figure 9.15.: Grid-like road network used for our simulations.
Theorem 8.6 gives an additional condition for stability of the constant solution, namely
N >
C
2
(9.15)
So if at least half the parking spaces are empty then the constant solution is stable and
in this situation the stability is independent of the delay. This is a remarkable result.
9.3.2. Simulations
We now present simulations to illustrate the efficacy of our algorithm.
Efficiency of Balancing Strategies from a System Point of View
In this simulation we compare our algorithm to a join-the-shortest-queue like determin-
istic assignment strategy using the realistic traffic simulator Sumo on a grid-like road
network, depicted in Figure 9.15. Vehicles are being routed between an origin and a
destination street along the shortest path. To obtain the desired simulation results, we
choose roads in the city that are supposed to contain a car park or are an entry or exit
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point for cars to the city; these virtual locations are not explicitly taken into account
in Sumo, rather we use Matlab to keep track of car park occupancies and origins and
destinations of vehicles. In practise we use Sumo to run the simulation until a new car
arrives to the city and makes a decision or a previously parked car finishes its service
and departs from the car park. Each of these events is generated in Matlab, which adds
the new event to Sumo and consecutively starts a new Sumo simulation.
We consider four car parks in our grid-like city coloured in blue and green in Figure 9.15,
with capacity for 40 cars each, distributed over the city as well as 4 main access roads
located in the corners of the network. Over a time of about three hours 1000 cars arrive
to the city according to a Poisson process with average inter-arrival time of 10 seconds
and they arrive on each access road with the same probability. Upon arrival they query
the occupancies of the car parks and choose one of them according to Algorithm 9.4,
then they drive to the chosen car park. Vehicles then stay parked for an exponentially
distributed time with mean 20 minutes. The available car park occupancy information
is updated only when cars arrive at a car park or leave it, so no communication from
the vehicles to the car parks is required. In Figure 9.16a we plot the occupancy of each
car park at the time instants at which new cars arrive to the city. As we can see, our
approach reasonably balances the occupancies.
In Figure 9.16b we present the same result for a slightly different simulation, where
we use a deterministic assignment rule. Namely, we assign cars always to the car park
with the lowest occupancy at the time of the vehicle’s query. Although this assignment
rule intuitively seems reasonable, if it takes a long time for cars to drive to their car
park and if many other vehicles arrive in this time, then its performance is poor. By
comparing Figures 9.16a and 9.16b it can clearly be seen that our algorithm outperforms
the deterministic assignment rule in the sense that cars are better balanced among the
available car parks. Specifically, our stochastic approach decreases the time averaged
variance of the distribution of parked cars over all car parks from 29.85 to 9.23.
Effectiveness of Balancing Strategies from a User Point of View
The objective of the previous simulations was to demonstrate the effectiveness of feed-
back strategies in terms of efficient usage of the infrastructures. We claim that balancing
the vehicles among the available car parks is an efficient way of utilising the available
infrastructure. In this simulation we investigate the effect of the delay between between
assignment and arrival of a vehicle to a car park on the performance of the two assign-
ment rules discussed in the previous simulation. The objective of this simulation is to
show that stochastically balancing the vehicles among the available car parks is in fact
a smart strategy that performs better than the strategy of associating vehicles with the
emptiest car park. For this purpose, we take the perspective of the users, and as a mea-
sure of effectiveness, we consider the percentage of unsatisfied users with respect to the
overall number of users. Unsatisfied users are users that arrive to find a full car park. To
this end we ran several simulations each simulating a time of three hours, each of them
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(a) Algorithm 9.4.
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(b) Deterministic assignment.
Figure 9.16.: Number of occupied spaces at each parking lot using Algorithm 9.4 in
Figure 9.16a and using the deterministic assignment rule in Figure 9.16b.
Vehicles are clearly more balanced in 9.16a as the variance is lower.
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Figure 9.17.: The percentage of unsatisfied users increases if the “emptiest car park”
strategy is used, when the distance from the car park increases. On the
other hand, the stochastic balancing strategy performs well even in case of
long distances, thanks to the intrinsic feedback flavour in the strategy.
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Figure 9.18.: Number of occupied spaces at each parking lot. Note that the values are
close to the expected average occupied places, shown with the horizontal
lines.
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for a different value of the average time between the assignment of a driver to a car park
and the arrival to the car park. These values range from 5 to 25 minutes. For each car
a random number, uniformly distributed between −2 minutes and +2 minutes is added
to the average delay. Figure 9.17 clearly shows that the percentage of unsatisfied users
increases when the average travel time before getting to a car park increases.
Fairness among Car Parks
Car parks are often privately owned and will only participate in a scheme such as ours if
properly incentivised. At the very least they will want their fair share of customers. From
Theorem 8.6 we know this to be the case for the long-run behaviour of the fluid limit.
We present the following simulation to validate this kind of fairness for a more realistic
system. We show that each car park obtains on average a fraction of all customers that
is proportional to its total capacity. For the purpose of the simulation, we assume that
there are 5 available car parks with different capacity Ci. We also assume that at the
beginning of the simulation all parking lots are empty. The arrival process of new cars
requiring a parking space is Poisson with average inter-arrival time equal to 15 seconds.
We also assume that each car independently departs after an exponential parking time,
which on average is one hour long. According to Theorem 8.6, we can predict the average
occupancy of each parking lot as 3600/15 ∗ Ci/C. Figure 9.18 compares the number of
occupied parking spaces at each parking lot with the expected average occupancy of
each parking lot. Note that the probability of a new car to be associated with a parking
lot is proportional to the number of empty spaces. Thus, the average occupancy of each
parking lot is proportional to its capacity.
Comparison to an Occupancy Independent Assignment Strategy
According to Algorithm 9.4, each vehicle is associated with a parking lot according to
the occupancies of all car parks. A simpler and easier to implement algorithm would be
to directly assign vehicles to car parks proportionally to each car parks total capacity
in an open loop fashion. Obviously, this does not require the monitoring of the parking
lots, and if we assume that the capacities are known then no communication is required.
On average the car park occupancies should coincide with the ones seen if the system
uses Algorithm 9.4, however this open loop approach introduces negative effects in the
transient behaviour. In this simulation we compare the two approaches.
For the sake of comparison, we repeat the simulation from the above simulation, as-
suming that a new car arrives on average every 8 seconds. Arrivals are now so frequent
that it becomes likely that a car may not find an available place when it gets to the car
park, as there are very few available places on average. We assume that vehicles that
do not directly find a parking spot leave the system and are discarded from our model.
We compare the Algorithm 9.4 with the simpler open loop strategy. We use the number
of vehicles that do not manage to find an available place when they get to the parking
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lot as a performance indicator. At the end of the simulated day this happens to 184
cars with Algorithm 9.4, while this number is 289 with the open loop approach. Also,
Figure 9.19 compares the number of available places with the two algorithms. As can
be seen from the figure, fewer places are available with Algorithm 9.4. This means that
cars that would have been discarded in the open loop system have been accommodated,
which indicates a more efficient utilisation of the available infrastructure.
Cooperative vs Non-Cooperative Vehicles
When introducing a new protocol into a system one has to ensure backwards compat-
ibility. This is a well-known issue in communication networks, where sometimes it is
not possible to implement new and superior algorithms as they do not compete well
with older implementations and introduce unfairness and performance degradation in
the whole system. See for example Appendix A for a related discussion. The same prob-
lem may occur here as people join our proposed ITS parking system at different times
or maybe not at all. Further people may decide not to comply with the systems recom-
mendations and choose a car park based on personal preference. An algorithm based on
reservation policies for example might not be robust enough against such occurrences
and the performance might decrease. Figure 9.20 compares the number of empty places
at each parking lot in the cases that all vehicles follow the standard procedure of asking
the infrastructure where to go, and in the case that about 20% of the vehicle choose the
parking lots according to the open loop policy described in the simulation above. To
make the figure more readable, we compare the available places at only 3 parking lots.
As can be seen from the figure, results do not change drastically if some of the vehicles
do not follow the stochastic algorithm; in particular, in none of the two cases vehicles
got discarded by the parking lots.
The Benefit of Load Balancing to the User
The objective of balancing car park occupancies is to avoid localised congestion, pollution
peaks, and to increase the probability of a given driver finding an available space. To
do this, drivers are directed to a number of nearby car parks. The cost of this strategy
could sometimes be increased driving time for individual drivers and some drivers being
further away from their destination. Quantifying these effects in a very detailed manner
is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, we give the following simulation to showcase
the potential benefits of our approach to the users, and to address in some manner the
above concern. We consider again the grid-like network depicted in Figure 9.15. We
assume there are the two car parks coloured in blue, located at the left centre and the
right centre of the map. Each of these has capacity for 100 cars and is initially empty.
Now assume that there is an event happening close to the left car park (car park A),
which 200 vehicles, located uniformly distributed over the map, wish to attend. They all
start their journey at the same time. We use the mobility simulator Sumo and consider
two scenarios: (i) All vehicles drive to car park A and the first 100 to arrive find a
space, the rest has to drive to the right car park (car park B) from where the drivers
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Figure 9.19.: Number of available places using a dynamic strategy that feeds back to
the vehicles an information that takes into account the current occupancy
of the parking lots, and a static approach. The dynamic strategy makes
a more efficient usage of the available infrastructure, as on average less
parking places are left empty.
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Figure 9.20.: The algorithm performs in a very similar manner in case some of the vehi-
cles follow a slightly different static algorithm to choose their car park.
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Figure 9.21.: All recorded travel times sorted by length to the first car park measured
from both scenarios.
will have to use public transport or walk to arrive at car park A. (ii) All vehicles use
our stochastic assignment rule which in this scenario simplifies to tossing a fair coin
to decide which car park to go to. Once one of the car parks is full, all later arriving
vehicles have to drive to the other car park. All drivers that end up in car park B again
have to use public transport to reach car park A. In the first scenario 100 cars have
to relocate from car park A to car park B, while in the second scenario this number
is significantly smaller. In our simulation, only two cars had to relocate, a significant
reduction in unnecessary travel, saving time and reducing congestion and pollution.
Further, even without the additional relocation journeys, the second scenario is already
superior. Fig. 9.21 reports the travel times from the original position to the first car
park that is reached in both scenarios. It can clearly be seen that almost all travel times
are higher in the first scenario. In fact the average travel time is 258 seconds in the
first scenario and 174 seconds in the second scenario. This is due to local congestion
around car park A due to the mass of vehicles driving there. A short video showing
the junction at which car park A is located and the surrounding streets can be found at
http://www.hamilton.ie/aschlote/sumo_movie.mov.
9.4. Shared Bicycle Systems
In this section we propose the last application area for our decentralised stochastic
load balancing approach in the ITS context, although there are many more potential
applications. This last application area is in shared bicycle systems. Shared bicycle
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systems are expected to grow significantly in the coming years and take part in several
important aspects of modern transport. They differ from previously discussed systems
in a number of ways. Most importantly if a customer picks up a bicycle at a certain
station it is very likely that he will return it to a different station after completion of
his requirements. He has thus changed the location of available servers in the system.
Another important difference is that customers may take two choices: where to pick up
a bicycle and where to return the bicycle. In the presence of delay between choice and
arrival, given that bike stations have a limited number of slots at which bicycles can be
docked, both choices can lead to unsatisfactory situations. We propose that for both
decisions customers can use our approach. To keep the system in balance, the bicycle
provider company has to relocate bicycles using service vehicles. We do not choose to
consider this aspect here, but it should be noted that, it is possible for them to change
the number of bicycles in the system so that the number of rented bicycles plus the
number of available bicycles at all stations is larger than the total number of bike slots
in times of high demand.
9.4.1. Model
We now present a modelling approach for shared bicycle systems and describe our in-
tended system in detail. For this we make the following assumptions.
1. Bike sharing stations are instrumented and the number of free bikes and free bike
stands at each station is accessible by the users.
2. Customers can choose between several bike stations to pick up a bike and do this
taking into account real time and historical occupancy data.
3. Customers that are currently using a rented bicycle can choose between several
bike stations to return the bike and do this taking into account real time and
historical occupancy data.
4. After having decided upon a bike station the customer has to walk or ride to that
station. This is associated with a delay.
Let us consider the process according to which bicycles are being picked up. We have
assumed that customers arrive to the system according to a non-homogeneous Poison
process. Upon his arrival, the n′th customer immediately chooses a bike station based
on the available information and then walks to the chosen station, i, which takes a time
of τn,i. This means that if we assume that τn,i = τi ∈ R is a constant number inde-
pendent of the customer, then the rate at which bicycles are picked up at station i at
time t depends on the number of available bicycles at all stations at time t− τi . If we
relax this assumption and let τn,i be a positive random variable, then the rate at which
bicycles are being picked up at station i at time t potentially depends on the whole pre-
vious history of the system. Another important aspect his how the customers react to
the event of arriving to a bike station and experiencing a lack of available bikes. There
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are three simple options: the customer leaves the system and cancels his trip or reverts
to other modes of transport, the customer waits until such times that a bike becomes
available, or the customer walks to a different bike station in the hope of finding a more
favourable situation there. For our simulations we make the additional assumption that
a fixed fraction of these customers will wait and the rest will walk to the other station.
The difficulty of analysing this model is that although the arrival process of customers
to the system is Poisson, the process according to which bicycles are being picked up
at individual stations is not. The exact same questions arise when defining the process
according to which bicycles are being returned to the stations.
An important aspect of a bike sharing system is how decision are made. According
to our assumptions each customer has much data available on which he can base his
decision. An intuitive approach to making decisions is summarised in Algorithms 9.5
and 9.6. Again, this is similar to a join the shortest queue approach,
Algorithm 9.5 Deterministic Station Choice - Bike Pick-Up
Ni ← available bikes at station i
j ← argmaxiNi
Attempt to pick up a bike at station j.
Algorithm 9.6 Deterministic Station Choice - Bike Return
Ni ← available bikes at station i
j ← argmaxiCi −Ni
Attempt to return bike at station j
We believe that these intuitive algorithms reflect well how humans think. As we shall
see in the following section, the time delay in the system between the choice of a station
and arrival at that station induces undesired effects to the system. We will show that
this intuitive algorithm exhibits sub-optimal behaviour.
Algorithm 9.7 Randomised Station Choice - Bike Pick-Up
Ni ← available bikes at station i
pi ←
∑i
j=1Nj∑n
j=1Nj
q ← RAND
if pi−1 ≤ q ≤ pi then
Attempt to pick up a bike at station i
end if
We propose again our simple stochastic algorithms that are superior at balancing load
over bicycle sharing stations. Put into words, Algorithm 9.7 lets newly arriving customer
gather information about the number of available bicycles at all accessible stations and
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Algorithm 9.8 Randomised Station Choice - Bike Return
Ni ← available bikes at station i
pi ←
∑i
j=1(Cj−Nj)∑n
j=1(Cj−Nj)
q ← RAND
if pi−1 ≤ q ≤ pi then
Attempt to return bike at station i
end if
then randomly choose one among them with a probability proportional to this number.
In the case when all stations are empty, one is picked randomly with uniform probability.
This case has been omitted in Algorithm 9.7 to ease exposition. It should be noted that
the efficacy of our proposed approach depends on the relationship between how long
it takes on average to arrive at the chosen station after making the decision and the
rate at which customers arrive. Clearly, if arrival is instantaneous or a customer usually
arrives to the station before the next customer even makes a decision, then it is optimal
to simply pick the station with the largest number of bicycles, or any station with an
available bike, if balancing load between the stations is not an objective. If it takes a
long time to arrive at the station after making the decision and a significant number of
other customers arrive to make a decision in the mean time, then a state-independent
assignment like the one proposed in Algorithm 9.7 is superior. Algorithm 9.8 is the
equivalent to Algorithm 9.7 for returning bikes to the stations.
9.4.2. Stability of Proposed Approach
We now present a model for analysis of a shared bicycle system. We believe that this
system is best described in a queueing theoretical framework. Consider a system of n
stations. Let Ci be the capacity of station i, i.e. the total number of slots for bikes. Let
Xi(t) be the number of available bikes at station i at time t > 0. We make the following
additional assumptions
(i) Customers arrive to the system according to a non-homogeneous Poisson process.
(ii) Bikes are returned to the system according to a non-homogeneous Poisson process.
(iii) Customers choices are described by Algorithms 9.7 and 9.8.
(iv) The delays between decisions and arrival at the chosen station can be described
by positive i.i.d random variables.
The system arising from the proposed stochastic assignment rule is hard to analyse. As
a first step in this direction, in this section we prove stability of the fluid limit of this
system. In this we follow the approach presented in Section 9.3. In this system the oc-
cupancies of all stations are continuous and customers can be seen as a fluid that flows
into and out of the bicycle station system. The incoming stream of customers has rate
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λ and is split and allocated to the stations according to Algorithm 9.7 after finishing
the bike ride, the customers flow out of the individual stations and combine to leave the
system as a steady stream of rate λ. This model should be a good approximation for
systems in which the capacity and occupancy of all station is rather large and customers
arrive with a high frequency.
The evolution of the fluid limit is described by the following delay differential equation.
X˙i(t) = λ
Ci −Xi(t− τj,2)∑
j(Cj −Xj(t− τj,2))
− λ Xi(t− τj,1)∑
j Xj(t− τj,1)
(9.16)
Summing Equation (9.16) over all i yields
∑n
i=1 X˙i(t) = 0 and hence the total number of
available bicycles in the system is constant. Let N be this constant and let C =
∑n
i=1Ci.
We can thus rewrite Equation (9.16) as
X˙i(t) = λ
Ci −Xi(t− τj,2)
C −N − λ
Xi(t− τj,1)
N
(9.17)
This equation is of the form (8.42) and we can apply Corollary 8.7. There are two
conditions in this corollary that ensure exponential stability of the constant solution
Xj(t) = N
Cj
C for all t ≥ 0. These conditions are τj,1λ < N2 and τj,2λ < C−N2 . τλ is the
expected number of arrivals to the system in one delay period of length τ > 0 and thus
these conditions say that these expected values have to be smaller than the total number
of available bikes and available bike spots respectively. This is in close agreement with
intuition. According to Corollary 8.7, as in the previous section, the constant solution to
which the system converges is the fair situation where customers frequent each station
with probability proportional to the stations capacity.
9.4.3. Simulations
We now show the efficacy of our algorithm using simulations based on real data. To
this end we present two simulations of a scenario with two stations in a shared bicycle
system. In the first we use the deterministic assignment rule, in the second we use our
proposed stochastic rule.
We present a simple simulation based on real data that was obtained from the Dublin
Bikes website (http://www.dublinbikes.ie). It provides real-time information about
the availability of bikes. The data in our study is collected by repeatedly crawling the
website, we record the number of currently available bikes and number of free stands
at 44 bike stations within the bike sharing system. Following the approach presented
in [Chen et al., 2013] we can use this data to compute average arrival rates of customers
and bikes to each of the stations. For the sake of this paper we have picked two bike
stations near Trinity College in Dublin, located in Leinster Street and Pearse Street. The
stations have capacity for 20 and 23 bikes respectively. For our simulations, we consider
only the customers using these two stations. As the arrival and departure rates for our
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non-homogeneous Poisson processes for bike rental and bike return we use the aggregate
rates to the two stations. We consider the following scenario: Customers arrive to the
general area (for example by public transport). Upon arrival they query their smart-
phone app for a bike station with available bikes. They will make a decision based on the
smartphone advice and then walk to the designated bike station. We assume that this
walking time is log-normally distributed with parameters µ = log(300) − 1 and σ2 = 2
such that the mean walking time is 5 minutes. Upon arrival at the station they take
a bike if one is available. In the absence of bikes, half of the customers will wait until
a new bike arrives and the other half will commence a walk to the other bike station.
Again this walking time is assumed to be log-normally distributed with mean 5 minutes.
Simulation 1 : For the first simulation we assume that customers use Algorithms 9.5
and 9.6 for decision making. We are interested in how balanced the system is. One pos-
sible measure of balance is the occupancy of one station in situations, when a customer
arrives to the other station and finds no bike. We repeated the simulation 1000 times
to reduce the effect of random events and Fig. 9.22 depicts a histogram of these values
accumulated over all simulation runs.
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Figure 9.22.: Histogram of positive number of bikes at the other station whenever a
customer arrives to find one station empty with deterministic assignment.
Simulation 2 : We now repeat the above simulation with the stochastic customer
assignment rules given in Algorithms 9.7 and 9.8. The results are summarised in Fig-
ure 9.23. It can clearly be seen that the stochastic approach improves the performance
of the system. Most notably, where in the original simulation a total of 2828 passengers
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arrive to an empty station, when there is at least one bicycle available at the other
station, with the new proposed approach this number is reduced to 2002, a reduction of
about 30%.
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free spaces at the other station when a customer arrives to see no bike − random
Figure 9.23.: Histogram of positive number of bikes at the other station whenever a cus-
tomer arrives to find one station empty with randomised user assignment.
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10. Conclusions
Abstract : In this chapter we conclude the thesis. We sum-
marise the contributions contained in each chapter. Finally, we
outline some possible future research questions.
10.1. Summary
In Chapter 1 we introduced the reader to some typical problems arising from modern
transport systems, especially in an urban context. The reader was alerted to the five
main issues with high traffic densities: congestion, accidents, green house gas emissions,
noise, and pollution. Also, some initial insight was given into the three main application
areas investigated in this thesis. We also briefly outlined classes of historic traffic models
and their draw-backs. It was explained how a recent convergence of technologies, leading
to the so-called connected vehicle, has enabled a new class of approaches to deal with
and improve traffic. We also highlighted the research challenges accompanying the new
developments. A large number of ongoing research initiatives and current publications
that make use of the new technologies was discussed. It was concluded that a certain
kind of feedback has been ignored in all of these approaches; namely the effect of mak-
ing data available to travellers, which influences their decisions and hence the system
dynamics.
10.1.1. Markov Chain Traffic Model
In Part I we presented a Markov chain model of urban traffic network dynamics to the
reader. The main objective of this work is to develop models of large-scale urban net-
works. These models are data driven and are capable of dealing with huge amounts
of real time data typically made available by modern ICT. Modern computers, such as
the ones built into cars and smartphones, can easily handle these models. The model’s
ability to predict the effect of changes to the system on macroscopic network properties
allows us to design interesting new control applications.
Chapter 2 explained and motivated the choice of using Markov chains for this purpose.
They are able to deal with the huge amounts of data in a way that allows fast computa-
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tions that yield meaningful results. We reported a recently proposed model and discussed
some of the applications in the context of congestion modelling. We also raised some of
the model’s shortcomings. For example, travellers in this model could not enter or leave
the network, condemning them to keep travelling forever. To alleviate this, in Chapter 3
we showed how a number of restrictive assumptions made in the original model can be
relaxed. Also, we further developed the analytical tools with which insights into the
network can be gained through the Markov chain. For example, we wished to apply the
chain to the consumption of battery power in electric vehicles. In this context it is pos-
sible to regain battery power on some road segments with negative slope. This leads to
costs with different signs, which the original model could not incorporate. We also used
ideas from closed queueing networks to allow travel patterns and origins and destinations
for drivers. Finally in Chapter 4 we proposed two completely new application areas for
the Markov chain model - the pollution chain and the aforementioned electric energy
consumption chain. In both contexts we investigated how meaningful information can
be extracted from the Markov chain using characteristic parameters of the chain. We
proposed a number of novel applications of the Markov chain that enable highly relevant
control approaches, such as avoiding pollution peaks, keeping emissions away from sensi-
tive areas (e.g. schools, hospitals), as well as investigating several new routing strategies
for whole communities of drivers that lead to social optima and routing strategies for
individuals that take into account the specific constraints and characteristics of EVs.
10.1.2. Collaborative Emission Control
In Part II we presented a collaborative approach to controlling emissions in fleets of
hybrid vehicles. We discussed the typical constraints that have to be taken into account
when dealing with the modelling and control of ITS applications in Chapter 5. These
constraints regard communication technology, computational ability and infrastructure
involvement. In Chapter 6 we proposed a pollution control strategy for fleets of HEVs.
Our approach involved measuring pollution levels and sending simple broadcast signals
from a central infrastructure to a fleet of hybrid vehicles. This signal is used to influence
the switching between the two engines in each vehicle. Via the construction of a proof-
of-concept vehicle, it was shown that our approach is easily implemented . Finally, this
work was extended in Chapter 7 to include V2V communication, which enables the fleet
to allocate the available pollution budget in a manner that is both fair and decentralised.
For our work in Part II we have considered fleets of hybrid vehicles. It is however
important to note that the basic ideas in the chapter can be extended in many ways to
more conventional vehicle types. For example, speed limits can be adjusted based on
aggregate emission levels, as can access to specific areas and routes for particular vehicle
types. The later idea basically proposes regulating the mix of vehicles in a particular
area (EV, HEV, buses, ICE, etc.) based on emission levels. However, these approaches
have the disadvantage of affecting individual driver behaviour. The hybrid vehicle on the
other hand allows implementations in which the control actions do not affect individual
drivers’ choices.
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10.1.3. Feedback Modelling in Assignment Systems with Delay
In Part III we discussed a stochastic assignment strategy of customers to service stations,
which works well in systems that cannot perform or enforce reservations. This strategy
involves obtaining information about the occupancy of each available service station and
assigning newly arriving customers in a stochastic way that favours less occupied sta-
tions. This assignment in general is difficult in the presence of delays between the choice
of a service station and the arrival at the service station. In this context our strategy
balances the stations’ occupancies, which increases efficiency of the overall system and
improves the experience for the customers. In Chapter 8 we motivated the need for new
models for assignment systems in the ITS context. We showed through examples that in
these systems a kind of feedback arises that has to be taken into account in models, as it
can cause oscillations and decrease the overall system performance. We formulated the
assignment problem in a general framework and developed a number of tools to analyse
systems with the described kind of delay. This allows to obtain performance measures
in a wide range of scenarios. In Chapter 9 we then discussed three application areas for
this assignment strategy. These areas are: the assignment of electric vehicles to charging
stations, the assignment of vehicles to car parks, and the assignment of customers to
bike sharing stations.
To the best of our knowledge, in the context of EVs and charging stations, the effect
of queueing has been ignored by previous literature. It is one contribution of our work
to raise awareness to the importance of this effect for large-scale deployments of electric
vehicles. Compared to deterministic methods, our approach is fully distributed, scalable
and has a plug-and-play character, meaning that charging stations could enter and leave
the system without any adjustment of the system.
10.2. Open Questions and Proposed Research Directions
10.2.1. Markov Chain Traffic Model
The work in this thesis concentrated on applying the Markov chain model to urban
traffic networks and cars. Work is already carried out to apply the model to different
kinds of traffic networks. We apply the model to public transport, where the model
describes the movement of passengers between bus stops and train stations along fixed
routes. Another application is bike sharing stations and the description of the dynamics
of rented bicycles between the stations. In this context we also investigate the combina-
tion of different modes of transportation under this framework, such as a combined bus
and train model, or a train and bike model. This then enables us to apply our model to
multi-modal traffic networks.
In parallel we are also working on a number of extensions to the set of theoretic tools.
For example, we wish to find ways to optimise the mean first passage times. We are also
interested in further studying the clustering properties of Markov chains using spectral
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analysis. In particular, we wish to investigate what information about sub-communities
in the underlying directed graph can be gleaned from the eigenvectors of the Markov
chain transition matrix.
The Markov chain model has been well received by the research community. [Morimura
et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2013; Bekkerman et al., 2013] investigate how properties of the
Markov chain can be recovered using only partial observations. [Moosavi and Hovestadt,
2013] further validated the Markov chain model using GPS data from taxis in Beijing.
10.2.2. Collaborative Emission Control
The algorithms proposed in Chapters 6 and 7 are innovative and elegant yet very sim-
ple. Therefore, the work has reached a very mature state. Testing and implementation
are the next steps to be endeavoured. Work is going on to interface our demonstration
vehicle with the Sumo simulator. The goal is to create large-scale hardware-in-the-loop
simulations [Griggs and Shorten, 2013].
An extension worth investigating is the following. Our approach allocates an emission
budget to each vehicle. It may be advantageous for the vehicles to use the available
budget along certain legs of its route. To this end, the vehicle can gather information
about traffic densities, travel speeds and other relevant factors. This information can be
used to optimise where the available emission is being used. If the route, for example,
leads through residential and non-residential roads, it is advantageous to favour the
usage of the ICE along the non-residential roads.
10.2.3. Feedback Modelling in Assignment Systems with Delay
Among the many tools we have presented to analyse our assignment systems was a fluid
limit argument. Future work will have to investigate under which circumstances and to
what degree the stability results hold also for the original stochastic system. Further,
the transfer of the quality of service measures developed in the single service station
scenario is an important next step.
The assignment of vehicles to car parks is currently being considered for implementation
and testing in TEAM [TEAM Consortium, 2014].
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A. On the Fair Coexistence of Loss- and
Delay-Based TCP
Abstract :
In this chapter we report an additional piece of work that was conducted in part during
my PhD. This work was conducted jointly with  Lukasz Budsisz, Rade Stanojevic´, Robert
Shorten and Fred Baker. It was published in [Budzisz et al., 2011].
Many algorithms have been proposed that avoid packet losses in communication net-
works and instead rely on delay measurement signals to adapt the window size. The
reasoning is that if the time it takes to deliver a packet increases, this is caused by a
buffer that is filling up and hence a packet loss is imminent. The window sizes can then
be reduced to avoid packet losses. While the performance of delay-based algorithms is
better when they are isolated, they do not compete well with loss-based variants. A basic
question that has occupied researchers over the past three decades concerns methods to
make delay based algorithms coexist fairly with loss-based ones. In [Budzisz et al., 2009]
one such algorithm was proposed. It is based on non-linear queue dynamics and the
construction of unstable equilibria. This algorithm is capable of efficient delay-based op-
eration, but switches to a loss-based operation in the presence of loss-based algorithms.
It is based on an idea presented in [Bhandarkar et al., 2007]. The algorithm is reported
in Algorithm A.1. δmin, δth, δmax are positive design parameters with δmax > δth > δmin.
A further design parameter is pmax ∈ [0, 1].
The function p used in the algorithm is plotted in Figure A.1. If only Algorithm A.1
is used in a network, than all flows operate in the left part of the plot (zone A), where
delays are small. When loss-based algorithms are present, the delay-based algorithms
operate on the right site (zone B) of the plot, where few random back-off events happen
and the algorithm operates on loss signals. Further if the loss-based algorithms leave the
network, Algorithm A.1 reverts to operating in zone A. The interested reader is referred
to [Budzisz et al., 2011] for full details. We now concentrate on the mathematical analysis
of this algorithm.
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Algorithm A.1 Pseudo-code for algorithm
If a packet was successfully delivered:
Estimate the delay it experienced: δ
Set p(δ):
p(δ) =
 pmax
δ−δmin
δth−δmin for δmin < δ ≤ δth
pmax
(
δmax−δ
δmax−δth
)4
for δth < δ < δmax
Pick a random number rand, uniformly from 0 to 1
if rand < p then
reduce cwnd by 0.5 · cwnd
else
increment cwnd by 1/cwnd
end if
A
TH
 
Queuing
delay
Per-packet
backoff probability
B
MAX
 
MIN
 
pmax
( )p  backoff probability
Figure A.1.: Per-packet back-off probability as a function of the observed delay.
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A.1. Mathematical Analysis
[Budzisz et al., 2011] presents stability proofs for systems using the above algorithm in
two scenarios. In the first scenario a number of users compete for resources on a single
link. In the second scenario a network of several links is considered and each user uses
a subset of all links. We presented initial analysis for both scenarios in [Schlote, 2009].
However, the analysis relied on a very restrictive assumption, namely, this assumption
was that δ(t) in the first term on the right hand side of Equation (A.2) is in fact inde-
pendent of t. We removed this assumption in the analysis presented here for the single
link scenario. What we prove here is that if the system parameters are chosen correctly,
there is an attractive and stable equilibrium operating point in zone A in Figure A.1,
while on the right side of that plot any equilibrium must be unstable. We refer again
to [Budzisz et al., 2011] for a full discussion of these results.
We show, using a fluid (Kelly) like argument, that the we can identify stable and un-
stable equilibria in the system. To this end for i = 1, . . . , N let δ(t) and Wi(t) be the
queueing delay and congestion window size (cwnd) of flow i at time t. The minimal time
it takes to deliver a packet for user i is RTTi.
We essentially use a mean field fluid model to demonstrate the plausibility of our ap-
proach. Clearly, an accurate modelling of TCP dynamics merits a much more compli-
cated discrete event model. Nevertheless, our approach follows accepted practice in the
community, and these models do provide a reasonable approximation. Our analysis is
based on the following assumption. The evolution of the average window size over one
RTT is determined by: (i) the probability of a backoff; and (ii) the rate at which the win-
dow variable grows. When analysed over one small time interval ∆t, the equation describ-
ing this evolution is the same for all flows and is given by: ∆Wi(t) =
∆t
RTTi+δ(t)
−qi0 ·Wi(t)2 ,
where qi0 is the probability that during the time interval (t, t + ∆t) a back-off occurred
for flow i. Dividing by ∆t yields
∆Wi(t)
∆t
=
1
RTTi + δ(t)
− q
i
0
∆t
· Wi(t)
2
, (A.1)
We denote by M i0 the number of packets the source of flow i with congestion window size
of Wi(t) sends in the interval (t, t+ ∆t). Then M
i
0 =
∆t·Wi(t)
RTTi+δ(t)
, and we can approximate
qi0 as q
i
0 = 1− (1− p)M
i
0 ≈ pM i0 = p∆t·Wi(t)RTTi+δ(t) . In the limit ∆t→ 0 this yields
W˙i(t) =
1
RTTi + δ(t)
(
1− p
2
W 2i (t)
)
. (A.2)
We are going to use this very general equation (A.2) to model our system also in the
multiple bottleneck case.
We start our analysis by considering a scenario with N flows competing at a single
bottleneck. The dynamic system we are going to analyse is given by equation (A.2) for
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all i = 1, . . . , N , and we model queue dynamics as
q˙ =

∑N
i=1
Wi
τi+δ
− C for q > 0{∑N
i=1
Wi
τi+δ
− C
}+
for q = 0
, (A.3)
where q is the queue length. For any function f that maps into the real numbers, we
denote by {f}+ the non-negative part of f , that is {f}+ = max{f, 0}. q and δ are
coupled as δ = qC . If we set τi = RTTi + δmin and abusing notation δ = δ − δmin and
accordingly q = q − Cδmin, then the back-off probability function p is of the form
p(δ) =
{
Kδ for 0 ≤ δ ≤ δth,
p0 − Kˆδ for δth ≤ δ ≤ δmax, (A.4)
for positive constants K, p0, Kˆ.
For mathematical convenience we have assumed a piecewise linear function p(δ). The
following analysis can be carried out for any p(δ) with the same qualitative properties;
namely it strictly increases in (0, δth) and strictly decreases in (δth, δmax). Some of the
details change, but the approach extends in complete generality.
Lemma A.1. The system (A.2), (A.3), (A.4) can be designed such that it has two equi-
libria in the positive orthant. One for δ ∈ [0, δth] and one for δ ∈ [δth, δmax] .
Proof. Setting Equation (A.2) equal to 0 yields W 2i =
2
p(δ) and thus Wi =
√
2
p(δ) as we
are only interested in physically feasible solutions. That implies that in equilibrium all
window sizes are the same: W ∗1 = · · · = W ∗N =: W ∗. Now setting equation (A.3) to 0
yields C =
√
2
p(δ)
∑N
i=1
1
τi+δ
. For δ ∈ [0, δth] we have p(δ) = Kδ and thus
C =
√
2
Kδ
N∑
i=1
1
τi + δ
. (A.5)
It can be seen that the right hand side of this equation is strictly decreasing in δ, hence
there is at most one δ satisfying equation (A.5). By choosing K appropriately we can
assure its existence in the aspired position.
For δ ∈ [δth, δmax] we have p(δ) = p0 − Kˆδ and thus
C
√
p0 − Kˆδ
2
=
N∑
i=1
1
τi + δ
. (A.6)
It is easy to see, that for positive δ the left hand side of this equation is strictly concave,
while the right hand side is strictly convex. Accordingly there are no more then 2 possible
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values for δ to solve equation (A.6). Bearing in mind that we need p0 − Kˆδth = Kδth
for p(δ) to be continuous, the parameters Kˆ, p0 can now be chosen such that the largest
value of δ is in δ ∈ [δth, δmax] while the other is not and will be cut off as a result.
Lemma A.2. The equilibrium with δ ∈ [0, δth] is locally asymptotically stable.
Proof. We use the following coordinate transformation. W˜i = Wi − W ∗ for all i =
1, . . . , N and q˜ = q− q∗. This shifts the equilibrium the point with all coordinates equal
to 0 and enables us to apply a standard Lyapunov argument. Accordingly we define
δ˜ = δ − δ∗.
We will further write equation (A.3) in the form
˙˜q = q˙ + q˙∗ = q˙ =
N∑
i=1
Wi
τi + δ
− C
=
N∑
i=1
W˜i +W
∗
i
τi + δ
− C =
N∑
i=1
W˜i
τi + δ
+
N∑
i=1
W ∗i
τi + δ
− C
=
N∑
i=1
W˜i
τi + δ
−
N∑
i=1
W ∗i δ˜
(τi + δ∗ + δ˜)(τi + δ∗)
+
N∑
i=1
W ∗i
τi + δ∗
− C
=
N∑
i=1
W˜i
τi + δ
−
N∑
i=1
W ∗i δ˜
(τi + δ∗ + δ˜)(τi + δ∗)
, (A.7)
where we used the identity 1τi+δ =
1
τi+δ˜+δ∗
= −δ˜
(τi+δ˜+δ∗)(τi+δ∗)
+ 1τ+δ∗ and in the last step
we used that at the equilibrium
∑N
i=1
W ∗i
τi+δ∗ = C. And we write equation (A.2) in the
form
˙˜Wi = W˙i + W˙i
∗
= W˙i =
1
τi + δ
(
1− p(δ)
2
W 2i
)
=
1
τi + δ
(
1− K
q
C
2
W 2i
)
=
1
τi + δ
(
1− K
q˜+q∗
C
2
(
W˜i +W
∗
i
)2)
=
1
τi + δ
(
1− K
q∗
C
2
(W ∗i )
2
)
− 1
2
K
τi + δ
q
C
(
W˜ 2i + 2W˜iW
∗
i
)
− 1
2
K
τi + δ
q˜
C
(W ∗i )
2
= −1
2
K
τi + δ
q
C
(
W˜ 2i + 2W˜iW
∗
i
)
− 1
2
K
τi + δ
q˜
C
(W ∗i )
2 (A.8)
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Thus for all i = 1, . . . , N the systems dynamics can be described by
˙˜Wi = −1
2
K
τi + δ
q
C
(
W˜ 2i + 2W˜iW
∗
i
)
− 1
2
K
τi + δ
q˜
C
(W ∗i )
2 (A.9)
˙˜q =
N∑
i=1
W˜i
τi + δ
−
N∑
i=1
δ˜W ∗i
(τi + δ)(τi + δ∗)
. (A.10)
Now we show that the function V : RN × R → R+ given by V (W˜1, . . . , W˜N , q˜) =∑N
i=1
W˜ 2i
(W ∗i )
2 +
K
2C q˜
2 is a Lyapunov function with which we can prove asymptotic stability
of the equilibrium. To this end we look at its time derivative.
V˙ (W˜1, . . . , W˜N , q˜) =
N∑
i=1
W˜i
(W ∗i )
2
˙˜Wi +
K
C
q˜ ˙˜q
= −
N∑
i=1
W˜i
(W ∗i )
2
1
2
K
τi + δ
q
C
(
W˜ 2i + 2W˜iW
∗
i
)
−
N∑
i=1
W˜i
(W ∗i )
2
1
2
K
τi + δ
q˜
C
(W ∗i )
2 +
K
2C
q˜
N∑
i=1
W˜i
τi + δ
− K
2C
q˜
N∑
i=1
δ˜W ∗i
(τi + δ)(τi + δ∗)
= −
N∑
i=1
W˜ 2i
(W ∗i )
2
1
2
K
τi + δ
q
C
(
W˜i + 2W
∗
i
)
− K
2C2
q˜2
N∑
i=1
W ∗i
(τi + δ)(τi + δ∗)
≤ 0 (A.11)
Also V˙ (W˜1, . . . , W˜N , q˜) = 0 only in the equilibrium. Thus by [Hinrichsen and J.Pritchard,
2004, Theorem 3.2.25] the equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable.
Comment: Note that the equilibrium Equation (A.6) can be used to determine the
maximum number of flows that can be supported in a stable fashion the network. To do
this, one establishes the maximum N for which a stable equilibrium state exists in the
network; namely, the maximum N such that equation (6) has a solution (δ) to the left
of the apex of the probability curve (for a given set of network parameters). See model
validation for more discussion on this matter. Once such an equilibrium exists, one can
also solve the equation for δ∗ to find the equilibrium delay.
Lemma A.3. The equilibrium with δ ∈ [δth, δmax] is unstable.
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Proof. Here p(δ) = p0 − Kˆδ and the dynamic is described by
W˙i =
1
τi + δ
(
1− p0 − Kˆδ
2
W 2i
)
(A.12)
for all i = 1, . . . , N , and
q˙ =
N∑
i=1
Wi
τi + δ
− C. (A.13)
We will now argue that the subset S of the statespace where q˙ > 0 and W˙i > 0 for all
i = 1, . . . , N is a positive invariant set, which means that any solution starting in S can
never leave S, and that in every neighbourhood of the equilibrium there are points in S
that are strictly larger than the equilibrium. This then shows that the equilibrium not
attractive.
We assume that solutions of (A.12), (A.13) are continuous, thus solutions starting in
S cannot leave S without passing through its boundary. Regard any boundary point
(W1, . . . ,WN , q) of S. Either (W1, . . . ,WN , q) is the equilibrium or one of the N + 1
equtions (A.12), (A.13) is positive. Let q˙ = 0 then we know that W˙i > 0 for one i and
as Wi increases q˙ is pushed into the positive numbers. Let now q˙ > 0 and consider any
i = 1, . . . , N for which W˙i = 0. As q increases p0 − Kˆ qC decreases, which increases W˙i.
We conclude that S ∪ {(W ∗1 , . . . ,W ∗N , q∗)} is invariant. We now show that S 6= ∅. To
this end consider q = λq∗ and Wi =
√
2
p0−Kˆq for all i = 1, . . . , N . This yields W˙i = 0
for all i = 1, . . . , N and
q˙ =
√
2
p0 − Kˆλq∗
N∑
i=1
1
τi +
λq∗
Kˆ
− C. (A.14)
This converges to +∞ for λ → p0
Kˆq∗
, λ < p0
Kˆq∗
. Hence, q˙ > 0 for all 1 < λ < p0
Kˆq∗
,
otherwise there would have to be another equilibrium in [δth, δmax], which we excluded.
In order to show that solutions starting in S are unbounded, we are going to assume the
opposite. To this end let x0 ∈ S and assume that starting in x0 the system is bounded.
Then the solution has two accumulation points, because it needs to have one and if
there was only one, then that would be an equilibrium point. One of these accumulation
points needs to be strictly larger than the other in at least one component. Using that
all components of the solution are monotonically increasing it is easy to see that this
scenario is impossible.
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